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IT WAS NOT MURDER
Easter’s Cove Victim Identified As Body Of Springfield,
Maine, Minister, a Suicide

By Sarah Norton McCullagh
tion
The junior reception was held re +
The Easter Cove "murder mystery" They did not come, however, and
cently. This was the first social 4
October plays the anthems that enthrall,
Roberts & Veazic, Inc., insurance
x
i
•
, readied a sudden climax Sunday armed with they shoes and clothing
function
of
the
year
and
proved
very
brokers, were yesterday notified that
+
Her golden notes throb on the mellow air,
i with the identification of the body which the stranger had worn, Depu
The reception
was
they had been awarded the club prize successful.
+
To linger in the heart when Lite knows care,
as that of Rev. Edwin S Bigelow, a ty Sheriff Ludwick and Prank H
entitling
them
to
send
somebody
to
sponsored
by
the
YWCA
and
the
Cooper of the Attorney General’-;
snap shots of a group of boys and
When
long,
dark
days
are
wintry;
—
let
me
call
|
Congregational minister located in department made the long trip to
the Century Of Progress Exposition in y MC A
gymnast was Btgirls playing harmonicas In Sofia, Chicago Oct. 11-14, with quarters
Springfield.
Me.
The
attending
;ir.
. .
...
•••
Springfield Sunday.
On Memory—to see the sunlit wall
Bulgaria, have come to Ruth E. San during his stay at the Union League tractively decorated with autumn ♦
j cumstances
such as
to leave
no
Oreat thoughts, like great
J • . . .. were ..
...
.
.1! The local doctor promptly identiborn.
It
Is
interesting
to
note
that
♦
Between
the
field
and
pasture,
where
the
hare
deeds, need no trumpet.—Bailey.
Club. Maurice P. Lovejoy, head of lea ves- All new members of the
doubt m the minds of friends and fled the photograph as that of the
—
— | harmonica bands are neither local the local firm is to make the trip, school were presented to memoers of
f, l
1
n<’t1Jmurd<‘r but' minister, and the clothing was also
Rocks lie, crimson patterned. What can compare
H
H or natiOnai, but something everyone
a deliberate case of suicide.
identified, some of the articles being
which is sponsored by the Lumber the faculty, presidents of the Y.W
♦
To
Maine,
with
all
her
woodlands,
in
the
Fall?
-----------------I the world over finds fascinating. man's Mutual Casualty Company of
Mr. Bigelow left home last. Thurs accurately described even before they
C.A.
and
YMCA.
and
town
minis

day, stopping overnight in the town were exhibited by the officers.
After all, the little instrument is aichica„0
of Lincoln. How he reached Easter’s
good pal. easy'to get acquainted with, i The production contest announced ters.
Mr and Mrs A M Tolman with
Greetings
were
extended
by
the
J
In
Autumn
lives
the
beauty
of
the
year,
ONE YEAR AGO
Cove, or why he selected that place whom the minister boarded, and
always available, with a song in its
by the latter concern in the spring, ministers and various musical selec
for his self-destruction will probab others, identified the photos, but the
heart.
She chooses from each month a golden part,
Parents and friends interested inicovercd „ Increased
sal«manship tions were presented by Miss 1
ly never be known. Springfield ac most conclusive information was
♦
And
weaves
it
into
music,
soft
and
clear,
Prom the tlk-8 of The Courier-Ga Rockland’s Harmonica Band are re-j amon« '“•«««« throughout the Andrews. Miss Eleanor Carey, Miss
quaintances say that, he had talked furnished when Mrs. Ada Merrill
1 quested to sponsor their young friends country, which for convenience was Ruth Corey, Miss Elizabeth Campbell J
a great deal about salt water, and who did his laundry work identi
That sheds pure joy on the receptive heart,
zette we learn that—
'in the matter of the harmonica itself ; divided into six territories, one of and a men's quartet in which Earle
the chances are that he may have fied the union suiti and a patich
♦
To
cherish
when
the
days
are
dull
and
sere.
been at some time a coast dweller, which she had sewed on it. She also
Mr. and Mrs. John Garnet were vic and loyalty as members. Mrs. San- which was New-England. An analysis Achorne of Rockport, sang.
before going to Springfield in 1930
tims of a hold-up man at the Ocean born will resume rehearsals at an of the business for the first nine
This is the season of maturist Art.
Earl Achorne. a senior is a member £
directed attention to a buttonhole
Various explanations have been which she had mended.
early date and is looking forward , months showed that 42 agents were of the civic committee, which deals ♦
View filling station.
given
as
to
how
he
received
the
in

to
a
successful
season.
Our
band
has
]
to
be
selected
for
the
World's
Pair
largely with creating a spirit of good
Messrs. Ludwick and Cooper were
Rockland High ppened its football
,
season by defeating Crosby High 13; an invitation to broadcast this fall trip, having shown the greatest in- feeling among the organizations of *«4-4-4-+4-*******+**+4>*4>***«++*+4-+**++4-++++*W4'+*+++++ juries which were mistaken as evi determined that no stone should be
dences
of
foul
plav.
The
removal
ot
1 from Portsmouth, with a reception and ! crease in premium volume over the the school. Mr. Achorne was also
left unturned, and they went to the
toO.
identification marks from the cloth minister's room and found a pair of
The lime company was fitting up a trip to the navy yard. The matter of1 corresponding period in 1932. Mr. recently elected business manager of
ing
was
perhaps
a
natural
act
upon
transportation, which for two seasons Lovejoy's energetic endeavor may be the Green-and-White, which is a
shoes which had worn places iden
new hydrate plant.
the part of a man who was moving tical with those which Mr. Bigelow
has been taken care of by a committee j judged from the fact that he was the book put out each year by the second
Union Pair netted about $5000
secretly and bent upon ending his had on when the body was found
of mothers, needs also the help of company's only Maine agent who year students at the Normal School.
Jasper Rawley was having his an Dad These activities mean much to qualified under this requirement,
one week ago last Sunday. Shirts
Grim evidence of another Penob- charge of UndertakerW Y. Possett. career.
The
Outdoor
Club
held
its
first
The officers were thrown off the and collars had the same laundry
nual vacation.
the young folks. The Harmonica Band j
scot Bay tragedy was discovered yes- ' Medical Examiner Frohock and
hike
Sept
25.
Any
girl
in
the
school
track the middle of the week when marks. B81, that was found on the
Avard L. Richan, formerly of thia is of community interest.
is welcome to become a member of terday afternoon, when Quincy f,epuJy, »herl(f Ludwlck' we“l ,l° tbe a deputy sheriff came down from clothing of the body.
BOTANISTS TO MEET
city, died In Auburn.
.
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„
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.
Island
this
morning,
accompanied
by
the club, which at various times takes Lawry of Vlnalhaven found the body a brother ot Edward Carleton, the Penobscot County with a friend of
The minister had made a will dis
du^<Vot^ice^Nodhe^ FEATHER MATTRESSES
Bigelow and failed to identify the posing of his belongings, and from
of
a
man
floating
near
The
Whistler,
I
Camden
man
who
has
been
missing
Full Session At Aiboretum To- of Gorham. Seventy-one girls re
i body of the Burpee rooms. At first Lincoln wrote to a friend in SpringHaibor.
1 Now is the time to have your feather
ported for the first hike. Among
thr*e mlles from Vlnalhaven;marly two week-^-he same period they thought it was the minister and field
morrow
to open a letter which he had
bed;, made over info Mattresses; also
them were Miss Anita Oatti and Miss hartoo*’
Appearances indicated a that the body found yesterday Is then could not reconcile the body left in his room. All of his valua
The botanical section of the Knox Mary Stockbridge, Rockland; Miss man °‘ 60 years or
about 5 feet i thought to have been in the water.
, and its measurement of 5 feet. 6'4 bles were left, behind. His intention
What merchants belong to the Feather Beds and Pillows Renovated.
Academy of Arts and Sciences is to Katherine True Hope Miss Mildred 10 lnches tall> wld wearin8 a macki- | The apparent discrepancy in ages i inches with that of a man whom to leave this world was very clear.
NRA? Watch for the directory, soon lf interested drop postal to
Ir
meet from 10 a. m. to 5 p. m. Wed j Turner, Jefferson; and Miss Ethelyn naw.
, operates against the Carleton theory, they described as a six footer,
A. F. IRELAND
Prom the Rockland angle it is a
to appear in The Courier-Gazette.
Mr. Lawry jowed the body to | but nobody else has been reported
THOMASTON, ME. nesday, with picnic lunch at noon.
The deputy and friend went away, matter of much satisfaction that the
BOX 63
Gibson,
Daramiscotta.
|,„
,
.
,
.
,
116-118
The fall wild flowers, especially the
118-120
j and for the time being the Bigelow mystery has been cleared up. It re
The women members of the faculty Vlnalhaven where 11 was placed ‘n| missing In this vicinity.
•: asters and goldenrod, are to be,
theory was eliminated. It came back flects entirely to the credit of the of
studied and identified. If rainy the r«"nt'y be’d, a J“*y
** d
to life Saturday when the sheriff's ficials who have been named, and
hall
of
East
Hall.
Among
those
meeting will be held the first pleas
department received a letter from everybody to relieved to know that
present were Miss Harriette O. Trask,
ant day following.
j the Springfield selectmen stating such a lamentable occurrence as a
All botanical students are welcome. Rockland; Miss Jeanette S. Johnson.
j that they were not satisfied, and murder did not happen in this
Appleton; Miss Esther E. Wood,
Jesse A. Tolman. chairman
A seven-passenger Travelair plane man who handles the craft ordinari- were coming here
,see the body locality.
Bluehill;
and
Miss
Jessie
L.
Keene
Edith Bicknell, secretary.
Tillson Avenue,
Rockland, Me.
landed at the Rockland airport Sat- ly. Thev have latelv returned from ------------------------------------------------ '
Waldoboro.
M^Anita Oatti and Miss Marv ?rday and among those who emer«ed the World's Pair in Chicago
or^rirta nf n^irUmi
i from 11 was iu owner—Adriel U Bird
La Touraine carries seven besides
NOTICE TO MARINERS
Stockbridge
ockbridge of Rockland spent the , of thls clty
Dlk>,
u
equlpped wlth a
The plane bears the name of "La Wasp plane, and Is a speedy craft
Sheepscott River Lighted Buoy. SR. weekend at the home of their parents.
to be established in 200 feet, 5-8 miles Miss Gatti and Miss Stockbridge are Touraine" and serves as an adver- equipped with all the appliances that 'It's a Gift’ Will Furnish An Eyeful and Earful At
214 deg from Hendricks Head Light first year students.
Using medium for the well known make for modern convenience,
Good Skates, Good Music, Newly Surfaced Floor
Miss Louise V. Dolliver had as her coffee which is handled by the stores The plane was formerly owned by
house. Buoy will be black and white,
Watts Hall Thia Week
Skating Every Week Night
vertically striped, and will show a guest over the week-end Miss Edna of the Bird chain. Mr Bird piloted Wallace Beery, who was intemaflashing white light every 14 sec M Delaney of Gorham Normal the skvshlp himself on this trip, but tionally famous as a motion picture
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday Afternoons
onds. fla'h 05 second, eclic.se 1 sec School, a former classmate. Miss Capt. William H. Wlncapaw is the star.
118-119
The musical comedy "It's a Gift" . ing Elzada North, Luella Snow. Elizaond. of 390 candlenower, 16 feet above Delaney is from New Bedford, Mass.
will be presented In Watts hall. I beth Snow. Teresa Mazzeo, Mildred
water, visible nine miles. To be
Miss Harriette G. Trask, Rockland,
"BILL" BAKER'S SHIP
LONG TIME PASTOR
and...Friday
Thomaston, Thursday___
___ , 1 s'”ith Alice , Hapworth. Margery
maintained annually from May 1 to I has resumed her teaching at the
Nov- 30
Gorham Training School.
Miss
under the auspices of the Rockland Cushman,
Herbert. A„ce
Hendricks inH60d"fwtU°150 2vAar<U
‘ 248
‘
** con,)ec?d *'‘th
hb,tory Santa Ceci,ia Arrives From 'Fiftieth Anniversary of Rev. Lions Club, and drafted for that in- men, Camilla Emery, LaVaughn Proeztabltohed
“h°?ihn«z,n
^ est Coast — Rockland
W. J. Day; 48 Years With teresting event to some of the com- hock, Alipa McDermott. Mattie Burdeg. from Hendricks Head LightMlss Jeanette S. Johnson of j
Main Street At Winter
Next To Strand Theatre
m
r* *. . • j Ai
j
M l
a. T’
muniuy’s best histrionic talent. In
Rogers. Kay Waterman,
house, a red 3rd class special run.
Appleton;
Miss
Esther
E
Wood.
Blue
I
Men
Entertained
Aboard
No Lost Time
,-he
of charactere arf
Ruth Damery.
McWinr
Leon J. White. Manager
Hendrcks Head Light to be permaHill;
and
Miss
Jessie
L.
Keene.
The
"Professors
of
Wexford Hal?"
,
nently
discontinued.
Structure
willi-,,
,.
,
,
Up-To-The-Minute rUPtig Station Sendee 7 A. M. to 11 P. M.
Rev. William J. Day, for the past { Gardner. Irma Pickett. Dr, Dana S have an Interesting part in the comeEdward Gonia, Capt. E. W Free
'remain and be known as Hendricks Waldoboro^are,again members_of the
Prompt, Courteous, Efficient—Phone 8389
faculty
Normal man and F A. Winslow motored Sun-!20 years Pastor of the Baptist Church [ Newman. Chester Black, Carroll dy. In everyday life they are: Fred
Head Beacon.
School.
ay tc Portland, where they dined
Winthrop. Mass., has just complet Boardman. Harold Coombs, Dr Blake Nye. Alvra Gregory. George Oay.
Greasing a Specialty
Among the students who spent the .
.
i ed 50 years as a preaoher. 48 years B Annis. Mike Arico, Alvary Qay, 1 Rftrvey Crowley C. A Palmer. Harold
weekend at their homes were: Miss ,51“
M.COO-ton passenger and being as an active pastor without tos- • >u .
Triple X Gas, Veedol Oil and Lubricants
j „ /
/ 1 Leach, Jerry Vaflades. Richard Sa®t®anJshlP ^an^a,,
,la
a single day between pastorates. Albert Elliot. Dick RAed, Bob Web- vm«, Rollo Gardner. Carl Morse
ORDER A CASE TODAY Helen Stone. Camden and Miss
Tires, Tube , Acet orlea. Tires and Tubes Rep aired
Katherine True Hope
™alch»
USt arrlved at the State ne was 50^ ,n ipsWich, England. Jan. ster. Crosby Ludwick. Tom Sweeney, Ralph Smith, Edward Oonla, Joseph
X Xrl^e Sn of Jefferson ’
o^^tVintom F ^Jer \
From Your Dealer
REASONABLE FAIR PRICES
Grace Rollins, Howard Crockett and Dondis. Parker Worrey. Axel E.
118’lt
rnent the weekend «» C.ne Neddiek I '
I? ■
?
' Kht yCarS °f 8ge
HLS father atld
Aazel Marshall. Other participants
Ralph F Nutt. Lee Morse,
pent the weekend at Cape Neddlck a former Rockland boy
grandfather were Baptist ministers.
Donald Haskell and Henry Howard.
Miss Benson to now doing her prac
The craft brought a general cargo one on each ride of the Atlantic,
I
I
Wanna
Taffa Kag fraternity
tice teaching in the third grade of —mostly lumber pulp and canned
Mr. Day began his studies for the
Ladies of the Civic League-Mrs brings into the program these young
the Training School.
goods, one Interesting Item being 600 ministry at the age of 19 under the Clara Curtis, Miss Susan Spear. Miss men: Charles Havener. Charles Ellis,
Dramatic Club tryouts were held gallons of whale oil. The balance of tuition of his pastor and continued
Richard Thomas, Berton Bickmore,
Wednesday afternoon in Russell Hall the freight will be discharged at at, Colgate Academy, now Colgate Madlene Rogers, Mrs. Ida Pondto. Jimmy
ROCKLAND LIONS CLUB PRESENTS
Pellicane. Burr Atwood. Law
Among those admitted was Mary Bridgeport. Conn., and Albany, N. University He has held pastorates at Miss Audrey Teele,
rence Pike and Charles Blaisdell
Stockbridge.
Y., including 1200 pounds of lead at Croton. N. Y., five years; Cobbleskill. Thomas. Mrs. Fanny Morse, Mrs.
Specialties are to be introduced by
In order to make the Junior girls the former port.
N. Y.. two years: Winter Hill, Som Emma Harvie, Mrs. Grace Ludwick, Bob Brewer, Bert Keep, Steve
Mrs
Ella
Black.
Mrs.
Parker
Worrey,
The
Santa
Cecilia
was
built
at
the
feel more at home, each girl has a
erville. 11 years; and Rockland 10
Oushee. Margaret Winslow, and
Mrs. Ralph Smith, Miss Sadie Mar Esten Boardman und there will be
Senior sister who to supposed to help Cramps shipyard in Philadelphia in years
a feature of the 20th anniversary ] cus, Mrs Lester Posts Miss Marion special musical numbers by Steve
the girl In whatever way she to able 1917, and to said to have cost the
to. The following are some of the Orace Une a round mlllion dollars, exercises was the singing of the Harvie, Miss AnnaGreen and Mrs. Oushee's "Rosebuds" of Camden, with
A Rollicking Four-Act Musical Comedy
girls and their Senior sisters Anita She measurcs 420 feet over all, is 54 hymn, composed by Mr. Day for the Della Peasley..
Howard Chase as pianistGatti Rockland and Marion Earle feet on the
and draws 28S occasion, and which was atolo sung
In the chorus will beheard these
York' Ethelvn Gibson Daramiscotta ,eet of watCT Her frel«ht carrying at the First Baptist Church In this Birls:
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
and Ethel Holbrook <4o.nh^rh«^»c capacity is 10,000 tons and her license city during the Sunday morning
Viola Anderson, Dorothy Harvie.
?on. T- „ urn’
Thomasher ,0 carry H p^nge^
Sophie Cohen, Nathalie Jones, Muriel
If I had to live my life a«aln I would
t
HU
Formerly she ran to the Hawaiian
Bradbury. Glenna Rankin. Lucille nave
made a rule to read some poetry
Almighty Ood. before Thy throne,
and Eunice Reed, McKinley; Helen islands and South American ports.
Rankin. Rose Flanagan. Emma Hard- and listen to some music at least once
Angelic boats acclaim
a week The loss of these tastes Li a loss
Stone. Hope and Sabina Regina
Covering this wide scope, and
The glory of Thy majesty.
of happiness—Charles Darwin.
And greatness of Thy name.
Biddeford: Katherine True, Camden through all varieties of weather the
Dance Friday Nite After Show; Country Club Orch.
and Althea Renell, Island Pond ship has had Its share of adventures, | We. likewise, tune our hearts to sing
PAYING NOW A FACTOR
Try it on Draught
CARILLON
Vermont; Una Thompson, Belfast [ but the most serious one to befall the J
Thy love, and power, and grace;
In the ancient town of Bruges,
And pray that blessings all-divine.
ADMISSION 40c—CHILDREN, 25c—ALL SEATS RESERVED
and Warrena Smith, Portland; and craft was when it was rammed by a
In the quaint old Flemish city’
Descend upon thia place.
Head of Retail Credit Group
Mary Stockbridge. Rockland and Mexican ship In 1925 off Montara,
Seats Checked at Chisholm's in Rockland; McDonald's, Thomaston
A» the evening shades descended.
Low and loud and sweetly blended.
Our
thanks
we
raise
for
mercies
past.
Stella
Nichols,
Windham.
Calif.
The
Cecilia
filled
and
was
Phone
214
Urges That Small Bills Be
117-118
Low at times and loud at times.
Our cup has overflowed:
beached, but repairs were made there
118T-119Th-tf
And changing like a poet's rhymes.
Make us more mindful of Thy gifts.
Settled
■' I and she made port under her own
Rang the beautiful wild chimes
80 bounteously bestowed.
From the Belfry in the market
power. On another occasion a pas- ,
Of
the ancient town of Bruges.
Be
as
the
gracious
dew
of
heaven,
"Buy
now"
to
only
half
the
battle,
semger went Insane, ran amuck and
Refreshing every soul;
was finally placed In Irons after ter
according to David L. Woodlock,
Then, with deep sonorous clangor
Bless
us
Indeed,
enlarge
our
coast.
at
DAILY TRIPS
Calmly answering their sweet anger.
rorizing the ship.
Inspire a Worthy goal.
manager of the National Retail
When the wrangling bells had ended
7.30 A. M. and 1.40 P. M.
The
Santa
Cecilia
carries
nine
Credit
Association,
an
organization
THE GRAY LINE
Slowly struck the clock eleven.
(j)
Ocean View
From strength to strength, may we
$3.50 One Way; $6.30 Round Trip
officers and 31 men.
And. from out the silent heaven.
of retail merchants, physicians, den
go on.
BE
SURE
YOU
’
RE
SAFE
Silence on the town descended.
And now a word about this Rock
TUI lives and tasks complete.
Motor Coach Service To All Points
tists and other prolessional people.
Ball Room
Silence,
silence everywhere.
Through
pearly
gates
we
puss,
to
lay
(Protect yourself with Railroad
land boy who was assigned to this
"Paying now" to equally important.
On the earth and In the air.
Our trophies at Christ's feet
Responsibility
Excursion Rates
Music By
responsible command. Capt. Baker’s
Save
that
footsteps here and there
“If everyone in this country," he
Tickets at Narragansett Hotel,
Of some burgher home returning.
apprenticeship with the American
Eddie Whalen's
;artd,
"would
pay
up
all
bto
old
bills
Authorized Carriers for the Greyhound Lines.
AVAILABLE
TO
DEPOSITORS
By
the
atreet
lamps faintly burning.
Chisholm Bros., Hotel Rockland,
Line was served as a cadet on the S. 8 i
For a moment woke the echoes
or even make partial payments on
and Thorndike Hotel, Roekland;
New York As one of the officers of
For Tickets and Information—call
Privateers
Of
the
ancient
town of Bruges.
Approximately $11,000,000 will be ! them—tomorrow—it would linmedland B. L. Davis, Life Saver Cabins,
the S. S. Minnesota he made a score
The Thorndike, 385 Main St.
Sheldon's Drug Store, 444 Main St.
A
10
Piece
Band
oTvovaze's'TntoThe
war
“
zone
“
during
avaiablc
10
depositors
when
the
23
j
ately
put
millions
of
dollars
back
inBut amid my broken slumbers
at Warren.
Massachu’. t0 circulation and millions of people
Still I heard those magic numbers.
Phone 620
Phone 646-W
Fred Tripp Caterer and after the World War. being macfc* cl“ed
As they loud proclaimed the flight
MAINE CENTRAL TRANS. CO.
117-119
llOTh-tf
chief officer after the Armistice was *”ampshlrP an^ back t0 work-enabling them to 'buy
And stolen marches of the night;
TEL. 92
99-tf
Till their chimes In sweet collision
signed. The Minnesota was a 28.000lPpr0V.a\°[
Mingled
with each wandering vision.
Washington
authorities.
One
of
the
"That small bill you are letting go
ton ship built for John J. Hill of the
Mingled with the fortune-telling
Maine banks is the Medomak Na- is part of the nation's frozen credit,”
Gypsy-bands
of dreams and fancies.
Great
Northern.
Capt.
Baker
also
'
49T?
Which amid the waste expanses
he said. "The retailers and profes
served on the destroyers Paulding and tdonal of Waldoboro.
Of the silent land of trances
Ooff during the war, and has the
sional men of the country have thou
Have their solitary dwelling.
^CHEVROLET
Watch for the NRA directory, list sands upon thousands upon thous
All else seemed asleep In Bruges.
rank of lieutenant commander In the
In the quaint old Flemish city.
The Clarence Ulmer Place and Pur- | Naval Reserve Force
ing of merchants who are members ands of these small accounts, running
After the war he returned to the to appear soon In The Courier-Ga- into staggering totals."
ntohings will be sold at once to
And I thought how like these chimes
2 TRUCKS—1930—Low Mileage
Are the poet’s airy rhymes.
"Payment of these small bills," he
settle estate. Good home on Tal Minnesota as chief officer. He went I ze,^
116-118
All his rhymes and roundelays,
aboard the Santa Cecilia as chief |
said, “would release huge sums of
His conceits, and songs, and ditties.
1 TRUCK—1929
bot
avenue,
large
lot;
Household
Specialize en Chimes and French
I officer July 5, 1923, and was made
From the belfry of hts brain
fiozen capital, with which the mer
Goods, Player Plano, Radio; Steam I master Feb. 9, 1926. He was commtoClocks
Scattered
downward, though In vain.
1 STATION WAGON—1931
chants
could
finance
new
purchases
On
the roofs and stones of cities’
All Work Guaranteed
Boiler with Complete Drilling out | sioned lieutenant commander In 1932.
of
merchandise,
thereby
starting
a
For
by
night
the drowsy ear
1 COACH—1931
*
Formerly employed by C. E. Morse
Capt. Baker has been exceptionally
fit. Call—
Under its curtains cannot hear
new circle of re-employment in the
Jeweler
successful in the service, and to well
And by day men go their ways.
mills and factories from which they
1 LANDEAU SEDAN—1931
MRS. FRANK CROCKETT, Admr. known and popular at all the ports
Hearing the music as they pass.
Now Located at
But deeming it no more, alas’
buy. Such reemployment in Itself
HUSTON-TUTTLE BOOK STORE
54 Oliver Street
Phone 421-R he visits. His family comprises his
Than the hollow sound of brass.
would start a new buying wave by
404 Main Street
Rockland
117-118
wife and three daughters, and he
providing, for those who are put back
Yet perchance a sleepless wight.
wouldn't be human lf he didn't believe
Lodging at some humble Inn
to work, the wherewithal to purchase
that the newest arrival, four months
In the narrow lanes of life.
CAMDEN, MAINE
the things they need and have been
of age, to one of the" world’s wonders.
When the dusk and hush of night
Shut out the incessant din
«
forced to go without.
Bill Baker was a likely athlete in
Of daylight and Its toll and strife.
"When you pay bills today, you are
hto Rockland High School days and
(I To Ui Printing is moro than
May listen with a calm delight
not only fulfilling your obligations to
the place of honor on hto cabin walls
To the poet’s melodies.
juat putting words into typa.
Till he hears, or dreams he hears.
is held by a picture of the 1908 foot It it tha creation of a work of art, those who had confidence in you and
Intermingled with the song.
ball team to which he belonged. be it a simple little announcement granted you credit, you are rendering
“THE BUSINESS MAN’S EXPRESS”
Thoughts that he has cherished long:
Hears amid the chime and singing.
Among the players were Eaton or an alaborata booklet. Hence a patriotic service to your country
The bells of his own village ringing.
(Special) Leaves Roekland Daily 7.30 A. M. Arrives Boston 2.15 P. M.
Blacklngton, whom he still sees oc we take all the pride of an artiat and your community and are improv
And wakes, and finds his slumberous
ing
your
own
credit
standing.
in
hia
craft,
in
each
job;
and
that
casionally
on
the
West
Coast.
“
Link"
eyes
Registrations Now Being Made. Phone 1 123-W
Additional Trips 10.10 A. M. 4.40 P. M. 1.40 (Midnight)
Wet with moat delicious tears.
ia
tha
eacrat
of
tha
auparlativa
"Everyone
benefits
all
along
the
McRae, Carl Cottrell, Jim Ross, Wal
THROUGH, FAST, SAFE, SERVICE—FARE $4,00
ter Bird, Fred (Jack) Cates, Mont quality of Tha Courier-Qazatta line. And whether you are a worker,
Thus dreamed I. as by night I lay
In Bruges, at the Fleur-de-Ble.
a seller, or a producer, you are part of
Williams was coach and Capt. Baker Printing.
Listening with a wild delight
FOR TICKETS AND INFORMATION—CALL
the circle and some of the benefits
thinks that Milton Weymouth was
To
the chimes that, through the
63 PARK STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
are bound to come back to you.
night.
manager. McRae was one the best
THE CORNER DRUG STORE 378; ROCKLAND HOTEL 580
Rang their changes from the Belfry
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"Buy now—of course! But first pay
football players ever produced by the
Of that quaint old Flemish city.
lOOBdeTtf
school.
up past due accounts."
- Henry Wadsworth Longfellow.

BODY FOUND FLOATING

PILOTED HIS OWN PLANE

Spanish Villa Rink

LIONS MUSICAL COMEDY

OPENS FOR ROLLER SKATING
Friday, October 6

XX
X

CORNER FILLING STATION

XX
X

X
XX

X
XX

“It's a Gift”

WATTS HALL, THOMASTON
Thursday and Friday, October 5 and 6

Rockland Produce Co

COAST TO COAST

BARGAINS

BOSTON

Dance On Tuesdays

W. J. TAIT
Expert Watch and
Clock Maker

TO SETTLE ESTATE

BAY VIEW GARAGE, Inc.

QUAKER STAGES BUS

NIGHT SCHOOL OPENS OCTOBER 3

ROCKLAND BUSINESS COLLEGE
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The Courier-Gazette

NOTICING I

THREE-T1MES-A-WEEK

My help cometh from the Lord,
who made heaven and earth.—Psalm 4.4>4>4^+4+4mM,+44mE4,4,4>4,4,4'4,4,4'4'
121:2.
Have any of this paper's
readers, gifted with the
ON THE WAY l’P
noticing faculty, noticed—
The close of September marks the
end of a period of progressive recov
ery in the automotive industry ex
tending over seven months and said
by authorities to exceed former
records. Buick reports 100 percent
gain over same period in 1932. and
Chrysler reports 180 percent over
that year. These two are quoted
merely to illustrate a situation gen
eral throughout the industry, which
is always regarded a national baro
meter of business. Bun & Bradstreet
in its trade review of last week noted
September as closing better than it
opened. "Trends have become more
definitely established, industrial re
covery has been accelerated, and con
sumer buying is being pursued with
more vigor, following the lagging gait
caused by inauspicious weather con
ditions during the greater part of the
month," says the survey. These indi
cations allied with others similar
should throw heart into all of us. Let
us take out of it renewed determina
tion to join in support of the NRA
and all that it aims at in the way of
the onward march toward the res
toration of business to its normal
plane of activity
The manufac
turers and merchants are bravely
doing their part. Let us of the great
public lend our help through the
channels of liberal autumn buying
and spending.

Every-Other-Day
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O
THAT you envy the sensation of
nonchalance with which the small
boy navigates his bike without his
hands on the handle-bars.
4> $

THAT Hamburg grapes in the mar
ket at ten cents a pound is something
of a drop from the dollar a pound
they once commanded over the met
ropolitan counters.
<#>
THAT the wise motorist doesn't
overlook these days of fallen leaves
which make slippery the avenues of
travel.
<?> ♦
THAT you're surprised on bringing
cut the old suit, once discarded, to
perceive how a little touching up
here and there will make it answer
admirably for at least one more
season.

AGAIN THE PORTER APPLE

THAT there appears to be a big
crop of apples yet hanging ungath
ered on the trees as if they were going
to be left that way.
THAT a boy cries in two distinct
languages, one when he is hurt and
the other when he fears he's going
to be.
<•
THAT the number of covers laid
for The luncheon as detailed by the j
social column doesn't interest you
half as much as the number arranged
for these frosty nights.

Whatever quality of depreciation
may be charged against that one
time princess of the orchard, the
Porter apple, the <apple editor of this
paper does not venture to analyze. It
is a subject recurrently urged upon
his attention, when the autumnal
orchards are yielding up their
precious fruits—recurrently, because
some years ago his experienced
opinion I hat the Porter of glorious
memory had passed out of the pic
ture met with warm dispute: since
which time from distant corners of
the country valued contributions
have opened anew to him the con
genial theme, and from nearer home
specimens of the fruit have found
themselves ornamenting the office
desk. These are pleasant attentions,
tending to soften whatever asperi
ties may group themselves around the
editorial life.
The unmistakable
fragrance at the moment manifest
ing Itself at the desk is given forth
by a specimen of the yellow apple
laid there by that observant citizen
Ralph Trim; while the paper bagful
comes at the generous hand of Prank
Pratt, who spotting a tree of the
golden fruit growing in the appositely
named town of Appleton, secured this
sample lot of it for no other purpose
than a kindly remembrance of the
newspaper man who each year brings
out af a stored memorj* the dream of
that long ago Porter in whose pres
ence every other apple of the orchard
lowered its flag.

MR. WELLS IS DIREFUL
We are told that in his survey of
man's past. "The Outline of History,”
Mr. Wells intrigued and thrilled the
civilized world. Tills may be so, but
we have to confess that personally
neither of those two things happened
with us. Perhaps we didn't go far
enough into our copy of the book,
which, less than hall read, continues
ponderously to look out upon us from
the shelf where we laid it down and
have never had courage to resurrect
it. Now the distinguished English
writer has another book. "The Shape
of Things to Come." among them a
terrible war in Europe, with over
whelming death from gas. germs,
plague and strange bombs, followed
by destruction of our present eco
nomic system—but with this note of
hope held out, that it will all be fol
lowed by an era of "full and happy
existence." This is the time table of
the future as set up by Mr. Wells:
1934. Grncral Invasion of China by
Japan; 1935, Tokio bombed in "Re
taliation" raids; 1937. Naval War—
U. S. vs. Japan; 1939, Japan loses
1.900.000 in disastrous retreat from
China; 1940. War—Germany vs. Po
land; 1943. Prance enters conflict;
Second World War starts; 1949.
"Peace of Exhaustion” arranged;
1955, Raid of The Germs destroys
half of world population; 1960. Dis
ruption of U. 8. as a nation; 1965.
Basra Conference; Air Dictatorship
established; 1968. Landslip destroys
London; 1978. World State organized
We hope Mr. Wells will take kindly
cur declination to mix in with so dour
a situation. We know hundreds of
books belter worth consideration. If
the parliament of man, the federa
tion of the world, is to be attained
by no more cheerful process than he
lays down, we don't believe the world
is worth it.

ROBBING THE CLERGY
That thieves should have entered
the home of Di Conrad, while that
eloquent speaker was holding forth
in his historic pulpit at Brimstone
Corner, and made iff with money and
jewels to the.YgJut 1 $8<X), seems all

eo
THAT the mutual life insurance com
panies of Which Rockland in common
with other towns had half a dozen no
longer are heard from and you won
der what became of them.
• •
THAT the fruit store building at 9
Park street was one time a residence
fronting Main street, removed when
the new road to Thomaston was
opened up.
<$> <8*
THAT with all these blue shirts
and black shirts and red shirts with
which the nations are equipping
themselves your conclusion is that
the white shirt just home from the
laundry is good enough for you.
<®>
THAT when the neighbor busies
himself with burning leaves you would
take less notice of the process if the
slant of the wind directed the smoke
toward his own house instead of
yours.
•«>
THAT the multidudinous rains of
recent weeks have largely eliminated
from the family curriculum the tra
dition that Monday is the only proper
washday.

«> $
THAT nothing causes the judicious
more to grief than the spectacle of
young school girls engaged in the
task of puffing at cigarets.

*o
THAT you wish you might be
spared the encroachment of the Sun
day dinner diverting your attention
from the sermon.
O <$>
THAT one of the most satisfactory
letters you ever wrote was the one in
which you cauterized a certain in
dividual, sealed it in the envelope,
and then consigned to the flames.

STRAND THEATRE
"Man of the Forest," will be snown '
Wednesday. Like other Zane Grey
stories. "Mail of the Forest," is an
action-drama.
Every moment is
crowded with red-blooded, two fisted
action, and there's plenty of hard rid
ing and bitter gunplay in it as well, j
The story centers around Scott, the
man of the forest, who overhears, a
plot concocted by Beery, the menace,
to capture Miss Hillie. She has been
sent for by Carey, her uncle, so that
the latter can place his ranch in her
name, and thus prevent Beery from
acquiring It.
Realizing the tremendous popu
larity of Constance Bennett and Joe
McCrea as screen lovers. RKO-Radio
pictures again has cast the handsome
leading man opposite Miss Bennett
in her new starring picture. "Bed of
Roses," coming Thursday. McCrea's
role is one for which he Is ideally
suited both by physique and tempera
ment. He portrays a carefree skip
per of a Mississippi River towboat
who cares nothing for money but
loves adventure with the waters or
with women. Entirely different from
anything she has done heretofore,
Miss Bennett depicts a girl who
emerges from the reformatory intent
upon bartering her beauty for luxury
and making her life a "Bed of Roses.”
—adv.

out of drawing. It certainly is carry- ,
ing the art of thievery to the extreme,'
when the exponents of it direct their
activities into the homes of the
clergy—(homes historically celebrat
ed, as they have been the world over,
for their aridity In respect of what
is scrlpturally designated as this
world's goods. There may be got out
of the incident a hopeful suggest on
that the growing pressure of the law
is pushing the criminal into narrower
quarters where anything may be grist
thal con,es t0 his mill.

Quebec Bans Roadside Billboards
To Save Its Natural Scenery

BOTH LOCAL TEAMS WIN
Sezak’s Boys Take Crosby High Into Camp, While the
Shells Overpower Blues

JUST PURE
REFRESHMENT
Many extraordinary virtues have

been credited to tea. Salada Tea
Coach Sam Sezak's classy orange . substantial gains. Olson. Black, and
claims only this—that it provides
clad Rockland High football team i Hamlin working alternately,
took
advantage
of
one
fine
break
to!
team
lhc
gtatc
ouUlde
Qf
the finest cup of pure refreshment
■M
pound out a 6 to 0 win over a strong }laps the sagamores of Portland and
Wl DO out Fin
it is possible to secure.
Crcrby High eleven of Belfast in Bel- as one sport fan expressed it after
fast Saturday afternoon. For the the game, * I guess the people of
„ . .
Knox County don’t realize what a
entire first half and well Into the (it, wa> as good
third period a determined Rockland , M any Q0)iege game i ever saw if not
team was denied a touchdown by a better."
stubborn Belfast forward wall but I The Shells showed marked im.. end. of the ,third
hirrt nerlod
both on the offense and
near the
penoa the
me provement
e
defense. Under the direction of
visiting Rockland team cashed in o
oison they art fast becoming Sezak (Maine), Linesman, Durrell lass Walker of Thomaston
the first break it had received, an g tj,rFat t0 any Semj.pro team in the (Maine),
Time, four 12-mlnute of the Hebron stars.
the score came in the first minute 0 State. They will have another home ; periods,
the final period with Captain Dtc game next Sunday, which warrants
BIRD AT EVENING
Thomas plunging o«r the two-yard thp support of every sport fan in
Cony High defeated Skowhegan
sr
*
•
Mji
line
Knox County.
High 13 to 0 at football Saturday, a Just now, by walking through the vale,
" It ■
saw the evening turning pale
Following the
kU*°f.f ®e ’
The summary:
feature of the game TJPing t.wo long IAnd
In the glimmering dusk I heard
advanced the ball well into,
Kckland territory but the impending , Rockland Sheila-Fowler, le; Glov- runs by “Norm" Merrill, who played The singing of the evening bird.
on the Rockland Twilight League
^ore was checked by the locals with er. It; Moulaison. lg; Larrabee, rg; ball
Not any song the heart may hear
team.
i By day was ever quite as clear,
Pales,
Monaghan,
rg;
Frye,
Fales,
rt;
their backs to the goal line The en
A silver rivulet that was
tire first period saw Belfast on the Mazzeo. re; Olsen. Nash, qb; Black.
Classical -llle water bowing over grass.
By unanimous vote of the legislative assembly, Quebec has dealt a
Hooper,
ihb;
Plaisted.
Knights,
rhb;
° crystal
rau,lc ,rom
the throat of night.
death blow to billboard advertising along more than 15,000 miles of im offensive for the most part, with
Institute at foc.ball Saturday/iTv?
13 to 7*
7. I o
waterfall of light!
Valenta. Hamlin, lb.
The reports speak of fine work done Beyond the bough, beyond the bud.
proved highways. Under the new law, high spot in a campaign to pre Rockland putting up a stubborn de
Canton Blues—Desctfnau, Greene, qy Captain Wiggin and "Bun" Free- The sm°ke ot evening, a flood
fense. The nearest that the home
serve the natural appearance of the countryside, Minister Perrault of
___ „
Of rapture from a tiny throat.
team came to scoring was when a le: O’Brien, Qreene, It; O'Brien, lg; man. the Rockland boys.
The glamorous dreaming of a note.
the Highways Department Is empowered to prohibit or remove any
The birds or day that sing they «re
signs which, in his opinion, disfigure the landscape or obscure the scen place kick from the 25-yard line went Pagalio. rg; Malia, rg; Striker, rt;
Both exquisite and'singular.
wide of the goal posts.
Oorham. Owens, re;McLeod. Conley.
ery. Picture shows kind of forest and lake scenery law protects.
The Philadelphia Giants defeated But this wild breathing of swift bars
In the second period the Rockland qb; Geason. McGuire, lhb; Eaton, Togus 3 to 2 at. Togus Sunday, be . Brought back the moon, brought back
the stars.
outfit took on a new lease of life and Bruno, fb.
QUEBEC.—With enactment of a i Passage of the legislation, of the
fore the season's biggest crowd.
with Sam Olover and Vernard Crock- Rockland Shells ............ 0 0 7 0-7 ! Togus plays a team of major league i Just now. by walking through the vale,
law ridding its 15,650 miles of tm-'type so long sought by civic organ<** carrying the leather behind fine Canton Blues .................. 0 0 0 0—0 1 ftars next Sunday.
■ I saw the evening turning pale
proved highways of unsightly bill J izations and women's clubs in the
• • o •
' And In the glimmering dusk I heard
interference Coach Sezaks team
Touchdowns, Nash. Point after
board advertising, the Province of United States, marks a high spot
The singing of the evening bird.
Fowler
(placement!,
Hebron won from Brunswick AC.
Quebec, Canada, has won a war In the movement which Mr. Per ripped off some fine runs. The visit-[ touchdown.
—Harold Vlnal in Christian Science
at
football
Saturday
28
to
0.
Dougitig
Lime
City
team
kept
the
ball
deep
Referee,
Wottoa
(Bowdoin).
Umpire,
Monitor.
against an enemy which organiza rault has been directing to pre
in
Belfast
territory
for
the
remainder
tions In the United States have
serve the scenic charm and quaint
of the first half, but to no avail.
long battled in vain.
The second half opened with bright
Under the new legislation, spon French atmosphere ot Quebec.
aspects for Belfast, as the Crosby sored by J. E. Perrault, minister
Calling upon the lawmakers to
eleven walked the ball deep into
of the Provincial Highway Depart protect the Province’s Investment
Rockland territory. With the ball inment, and approved unanimously In its good roads and at the same
ride the Rockland 20-yard line Capt
by the legislative assembly, high time decrease tratlic mishaps
luce ot Rockland elected to heave a
way advertising signs are either through better visibility, the min
pass which was intercepted by an
completely abolished or so re
ister said "it is little short o( crimalert Rookland defense. Rockland
stricted as to be unobjectionable.
kicked to midfield, and after having
The law gives the highway minis ' inal to pour money into scenic
a couple of running plays held to no
ter authority to prohibit or remove highw-ays and then obliterate their
gain Belfast attempted another pass
all signs which in bis opinion dis beauty with road signs and hot
Cut of a mass of players scrambling
figure or In any way obscure the dog stands. I think It Is high time
for the ball came Sam Glover, clever
scenery of the Province, or create
returned our rural districts to
little Rockland halfback, playing his
hazards for motorists.
|old Mother Nature.**
first game, to gather in the leather
and unleash a run that carried to the
WITH THE BOWLERS Belfast seven-yard line before he was
pulled down from behind by CRrron.
The Three Crows renewed hostilt- rangy Belfast center, who was a
ties at the Star alleys Friday night. I thorn in the sidq^of the Rockland
but Snow's Snags proved real snogs offense all afternoon. Glover carand the Crows lost by nine pins. Hor- ried the ball some 40 yards, and alrocks 103 was high string, but Jordar though he was aided bv some nice in
beat him out for high total. The terfcrcnce the Rockland youngster I
summary:
turned in a nice bit of broken field
Snow's Snags—Jordan 533, Snow running.
520 Wall 488. total 1541
With a first down seven yards |
The Three Crows—Horrocks 527 ;froOT the Belfast goal Rockland tried
Cummings 499,.Mason 508. total 1532 a plunge at
left side of the line
for no gain and on tne next play
Sim's Slickoncs are still in need of the statue of Liberty play which
much more slicking. Judging from ,V3tkcd
weU agaln£t Skowhegan
the outcome of their game with Stewsweek was tried with no gam as
art's Stars at the Star alleys Thurst ;,he third
lod ended q,, the
clay night. The latter won by 1 U d , after the opening of the last
Elnf .L;’a’!rvmw‘8^e
‘m Quarter Captain Thomas of the Rockhad low—very low. The summan
/
r
u
Stewart's ’ Stwrs-Mouradin 229. la"d team punched hta way through
Daniels 262. R. Perry 253. Legage 291.
Ruard foJ
c°unter
Stewart 283, total 1318
The try for the point failed because
Sim's Slickoncs—Simmons 254. Ber- °T a backfield fumble For the re-1
llawsky 244 Tim 168, Fisher 274. remainder of the game Belfast was
I iield at bay and in the final minutes I
Johnson 209. total 1149
I Coach Sezak sent in a flock of re- ,
serves to replace his weary regulars i
WASHINGTON
I Maurice Carron. Belfast center, was
, j easily the outstanding player on the '
Mrs. Nellie Crooker and daughter field and he stood head and shoulders
Frances motored last Saturday to above his mates. Carron was par
Camden. Belfast and Bangor with a ticularly strong on the defense and
gue" from New York, attended the he also opened some nice holes
Bijou and enjoyed a fine trip.
through the Rockland line. Sam
Glover's run. Eddie Hellier's play at
Watch for the NRA directory, list left end. a fine catch of a pass by
ing of merchants who are members Raye, the punting of Karl and the I
to appear soon In The Courier-Ga line play of Bill Glover and Yeager
were outstanding for Rockland.
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A new musical revue, featuring zette.
The summary :
Olsen (left) and Johnson, nut
Rockland High—Helller. Ellis, le;
comics of the legitimate stage, will
Barstow. Allen. It; Peterson. Ruben
have its premier Friday night over
stein. Morgan, lg; H Crockett. Bartthe Columbia network at 10:00
EST. The program will be broad
| lett. c; W. Olover, T. Accardi. Jor
cast from the stage of the Civic
dan. rg; Yeager. Small, rt; Raye
Theater in Chicago before an audi
Murgita. re; Karl, qb; S. Glover.
ence of stage, radio, and society
Dondis. Ladd, lhb; V. Crockett, rhb; 1
notables in exact duplication of a
Thomas. T. Accord!, fb.
regular stage production.
Crosby High—Irish, le; Black. It; j
Music for the revue is being
Davis, Hubbard, lg; Carron, c; Nick- !
provided by Harry Sosnik and his
erson, rg; Norton, rt; Hansen, re: [
orchestra, rechristened “Printers’
Luce, qb: E. Atkinson. J Atkinson, j
Devils" in conformance with the
lhb; Turner, Whitney, rhb; Reed.
program story which brings Olsen
and Johnson in the roles of editors
Ifb.
of the Comedy News. Vocal and
I Touchdown. Thomas.
Referee.
novelty features will he provided
Colors—
Davis (Colbyi.
Umpire. Fowler j
by the King’s Jesters under the
j (Colby) linesman, Marsano (B. U.»
YOUR
Brown
title of the Premium Quartet and
Time 12-10-12-10.
CHOICE
the Doring Sisters, as the Brook
• • • *
Black
field Dairy Maids.
Rockland
Shclb Win
Grey
A beautiful 65 yard run-back of a [
The U. S. Marine Band is off
BETTY CROCKER’S SEI ''f 4 BEETLES ARE
the air for a month, it appears.
punt by Nash enabled the Rockland i
Styles—
A11 of Uncle Sam's bands are
1 Shells to pin a 7 to 0 defeat on the
gol d, but I have always had a
Shifty Canton Blues, of Portland, bestrong leaning toward this one.
tfcre a large crowd at Community
for
Jackagc Tops from
(Park Sunday.
! The game opened with Rockland
The World Scries broadcasts
(Shells kicking off to the Canton
begin this afternoon. All games
will f’art at 1.30, and will con
Blues, who soon lost the ball on J
tinue da'I.v until one team has won
downs. The Shells first scoring i
four. Babe Rutt says that team
threat came soon after this when
CAKE FLOUR
will be Washington, but the Babe
i Fowler speared two pretty forward ;
Maltea
atTTV
CWOCNCW. MINNEAPOLIS. MINN
would be quite likely to see the
parses thrown by Olson to bring the
(ED OAK BRAND
result through partisan Ameri
ball to the Blie’s' 6-yard marker, |
Urge
can League eyes.
iwhere they were held for downs.
No 2*/?
\\ idths to fit your feet
«»• ••• •••
I The teams fought evenly throughout
t’URC NEW ORLtA.V
Cun
If you were tuned in on W’OR
| the remainder of the first half, which
AA, A and B
tut night you must have been
' wa' marked by aggressive line play of
irt!rested in that anti-Tammany
j bc.ii forward walls.
ricesrally, at which Judge Scabury
Midway of the third quarter. Nash
was a -pcakcr. They said things
caught a Canton Blue punt on his
about the old Tiger.
j own 35-yara line and cutting across
the field behind perfect blocking ran
The Globe broadcast this
65 yards to score. Fowler place-1
BRIGHTONS
morning told of the death of
kicked the ball squarely between the |
Yeung Stiibling, the famous
uprights for the point after the
Venille
flavored
pugilist, who was in an automo
LB
touchdown.
wafers
bile accident Sunday.
One of the high lights of the game
I was the recovery of a blocked punt j
•by Glover, Shell linesman, who ran :
PAPER FOLLOW S YOU
40 yards to the Blues' 8-yard line only |
If you are a subscriber to
1 to be called back on the dead ball
The Courier-Gazette and are
. ruling.
Read Ads on $XO OOO
Big value
leaving home for any time, long
LB
The last quarter saw both teams j
or snort, let us mall the paper to
PKG
package
; threatening to score, the Blues work- j
Oxydol Contest
you during your absence. The
ing several forward passes for long I
regular copy of the paper will
gains,
only
to
have
them
intercepted
J
go to the home as usual. Just
or batted to earth at the threatening
telephone the address to the
points. Larrabee, the Shells center j
office, or mall a card. The paper
I on the defensive, spoiled the Blues I
will follow wherever you go, and
j aerial game, Intercepting two and 1
will stop on notice when you ar
CHISHOLM BROS., Props.
knocking down one. The Shells were
rive home. There will be no
ROCKLAND DISTRICT
ROCKLAND,
charge.
MAINE J content to buck the line and work 1

ALL THIS WEEK
ATVOUFt

LADIES’
SHOES
SUEDES

MEASURING CUPS

OXFORDS
PUMPS
STRAPS

SOFTASILK

MOLASSES

5”

25*

Read About Contest on Back of this Handbill

Sunshine

»3.50

$3.95

Ivory Soap
s
iy

19

J4 45

P&G Soap
3 a 1OC

L. W. SODA CRACKERS

McLAIN

OXYDOL
XI®

18*

SHOE STORE

NATION-WIDE

spinner plays, which they did Iqt

SERVICE

GROCERS
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TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Oct. 3-5—Lincoln County Fair. Dam

ariscotta.
Oct. 4—Lincolnville Fair.
Oct. 7—Knox Pomona meets with
Ocean View Orange at Martinsville.
Oct. 10—Joint Installation Knox Lodge
and Miriam Rebekahs at I. O. O. F. hall
Oct. 10-12—Topsham Fair
Oct.
11—Claremont
Commandery's

school of Instruction.

Oct. 14—Annual meeting State Flrs»
men's Association In Hallowell.
Oct. 14—Quarterly meeting and ban
quet Maine Fire Chiefs' Club In
Hallowel.
Oct. 14—Semi annual meeting of the
Maine State Hand Engine League. Lubec.
Oct. 17-10—Chautauqua in Rockland.
Oct. 10—Appleton Ridge—Annual Har
vest Home supper and sale of the Will
ing Workers.
Oct. 10—Opening meeting of the Bap
tist Men's League season.
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The Ladles Aid of the Methodisi j
Church meets tomorrow afternoon at
4.30 for busir.jss. Circle supper at. 6
o’clock will have Mrs. Ida Simmons
as chairman.
—
r
An important meeting of the
executive board of the Home for
Aged Women has been called for to
morrow afternoon at the home of
Mrs. J. Lester Sherman.

Tlie annual meeting of Opportunity
Class takes place Friday evening at
the home of Mrs. Pauline Saunders.
21 Orange street. There will be elec
tion, of officers and annual reports
Members are requested to take in all
patchwork.

A card party will be given at Grand
(Army hall Wednesday afternoon by
WEATHER
' the Auxiliary 8.U.V. With Mrs
The morning bulletin announces Gladys Thomas hostess. Six o'clock
eiear to partly cloudy today, wind ' supper will be In charge of Mrs. |
north to northeast, possibly increas Augusta Chase and Mrs. Sarah
ing to fresh along the coast. But the 1 Thomas, followed by business session
morning close at hand is of ideal
autumn beauty, the vault of heaven
Mrs. H. V. Twecdie goes tomorrow
clear of everything but sunshine, the to Stamford, Conn., where she will j
Baptist vane directing itself due attend the annual meeting of the
north, whence issues a gentle but in New England branch of the Wom
spiring wind that sets the pulses an's Foreign Missionary Society of
tingling, and bringing the leaves the Methodist. Church this week.
drifting softly down, lodges them | Mrs. Twecdie plans to return Sat
where they fall. Lsist night saw the urday.
hunter's moon at its full, a -oyal
spectacle which will repeat itself for
Mrs. Josephine Lothrop and Mrs.
a little while, to the universal joy.
Carrie House were in charge of sup
per preceding last night's meeting
L. A. Walker goes to Portland today of Ruth Mayhew Tent, at which
plans were discussed for the annual
for Jury duty.
fall fair Nov. 2. A rummage sale
Huntley-Hill Post auxiliary, V.F.W., was planned for Oct. 16. There was
sewiqg on fair articles in the afterwill elect officers Friday night.
■ noon.
Frederick H. Low, who died in Bath
last week, was at one time treasurer
Miss Evis Lovejoy, freshman class
of the old Knox <& Lincoln Railroad. ■at U. of M.. has been excused from
composition due to ability shown in
George Torrey has taken rooms at her composition submitted during the
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Frank opening week. Miss Lovejoy dis
Keach, 81 Union street.
played more than usual ability in
this line during her years at Rock
Edwin Libby Relief Corps will sew land Hight where her class poem
on patchwork Thursday at G.AJt. showed much beauty and thought.
hall. Circle supper at 6.
Miss Lovejoy is (he daughter of Mr.
Bradford Burgess was in Boston re and Mrs M. F. Lovejoy.
cently to attend a lecture at the City
Club given by Ralph Barstow ot the ’ Rev. and Mrs. C. E. Brooks and
University of Rochester, recognized other members of the local Methodist
as the leading economist of the world. parish plan to attend the annual
, meeting of the Augusta District ConThe auxiliary of Canton Lafayette 1 ference Friday at the Fairfield
meets tomorrow night with the Au Methodist Church. Bishop Charles
gusta auxiliary as guests. Supper I Wesley Burns of Boston and Rev
will be served at 6.30 and the visitors Harry A. Hanson of North India are
will work the degree on four candi .among th? principal speakers. The
annwal meeting of <he District
dates.
Woman's Foreign Missionary Society
The Auxiliary of Sons of Union .also takes place.
Veterans meets tomorrow night. Six
The Baptist Woman's Association
o'dlock supper will be under the di
rection of Mrs. Augusta Chase and | report 109 calls during July and
Mrs. 8arah Thomas, and there will August. Bouquets were presented to
the sick and shut-in, during the
be an afternoon card party at 2.30.
[summer. A playettc, "The Pilgram'.
Hester Hatch. 15, daughter of Mr. was presented by Misses Grace Grant,
and Mrs. Forrest K Hatch of Pleas Eleanor Mattatall. Edith Gray ana
ant street was accidentally wounded Viiginia McIntosh. Mrs. Clara Greg
Saturday by a rifle shot which lodged ory, Mrs. Gladys Mills, Mrs. ^Slvie
in one of her feet, while she was at 'Wooster, and Mrs Zona Mattatall.
the Chase Farm, Beech Hill.
(Mrs. Lorna Pendleton singer ant.
Miss Edna Gregory at the piano
There was a workers' conference of The association meets the fourtn
the Methodist church school last Wednesday in each month.
__
evening at the home of Mr. and Mrs. I
Leroy Chatto. There was heartening
On the premises of E. A. Dean at
attendance and plans for the season's The Highlands is a sight for flower
work discussed with enthusiasm.
lovers. Along the back lot, is a 100
foot stretch of hardy asters in white,
Robert Allen, son of Mr and Mrs lavender, pink and purple, of un
Hervey Allen, a graduate of Rockland usually hardy growth, with luxuriant
High School '33 and a freshman at bloom, many double. Mr. Dean has
University of Maine, has been put manj- unusual rock garden plants
into advanced chemistry due to the under cultivation, and is also ex
splendid record made during fresh perimenting with many varieties of
man week.
plant and bloom. While flowers ana
rauer kraut have little in common, it
Francis Lipovsky, violinist, who is is also well worth visiting his newly
spending a part of each week in this installed krout room, in the basement
city where he is conducting classes at of his commodious house. It is a
Kirk's Studio, has organized an or large room, with cemented floor,
chestra in the North Haven church, whitened walls, and well painted
the first rehearsal having taken place machinery. Here is also his horse
last evening.
radish grinding machine, and ar.
ingenious device for lifting out kegs
Now is the time when harvesting of finished product. The cleanlines,
tquashes. pumpkins, turnips, carrots,
apples and other farm products to of the room impresses the visitor.
remember Knox Hospital. All such
The Speech Readers Club opens its
donations which may also include
Jellies, jams and preserves, are much season Thursday afternoon at the
[club rooms, 447 Main street. Organappreciated.
Bee; five years ago it aims to create
Few motion pictures make a a social centre for the hard of hear
stronger universal appeal than a good ing. to promote the study of lip read
western. The Zane Grey series at ing and work for prevention of deaf
the Strand, clean and virile, have ness in children. Through the medi
proven very popular. "Man of the cal interest quackery is revealed, and
Forest" is tomorrow's feature.
through science hearing aids are be
ing perfected. The club strives to
Jess? Carroll lias resumed work at reach all hard of hearing people in
the J. A. Jameson Co. store after a terested in joining the practice
week's vacation. E. B. Richardson is classes in lip reading conducted by
out this week. Mrs. Jameson is sub the club, and also those who are in
stituting in the office during the va terested in the nation-wide move
cation of Miss Myrtle Herrick, who is ment against deafness. Its officers
spending two weeks with relatives in are: President, Mrs. Freeman F.
Belfast.
Brown; first vice president, Miss
Helen Carr of Thomaston; second
The midweek prayer service at the vice president, Mrs. Nathan Witham;
Methodist Church takes place Thurs corresponding secretary, Mrs. J. C.
day evening instead of Tuesday for Hill; recording secretary. Miss Olive
this week only, the change being made OHchrlst; treasurer, Mrs. Frank
td permit members of the parish to Hewett.
attend the missionary conference in
Portland. The monthly meeting of
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Jones motored
the official board will take place at Sunday to Augusta where Mr Jones
the close of the meeting.
attended a meeting of the officers of
the Maine Elks Association of Which
Miss Anna Coughlin is having a he Is first vice president. The meet
month’s leave of absence from the ing was to decide a recipient of the
High School faculty, her nephew. *300 Elks National Foundation schol
John Coughlin, substituting in her arship.
Thirty-eight applications
absence Miss Wlnola Richan Is sub were considered, representing 12 of
stituting at Junior High School for the 14 lodges of Maine. Percy Harold
Miss Elizabeth Hagar who expects to Wlllette of Waterville and Miss Carol
resume her duties Nov. 1st. At Rock- Gardner of Rockland were the finals,
i port Miss Alice Helller is substituting with the choice after consideration of
for Mrs. Kora Farmer.
the tie vote for these two for more
than an hour going to Mr. Wlllette.
Sam Morrill, the Lewiston weather Mr. Willette is a graduate of Water
prophet, secs a chilly October after ville Senior High School last June.
the first 10 or 12 days, with precipi
tation normal or above normal. In He lost his left hand in an Accident
all probability there will be three three years ago, but in spite of this
storm periods, the first of which will has been very active in school work,
be the worst of the three if there is not only being one of the high rank
to be any difference, between the ing pupils but vice president of his
fourth and the tenth; the second, from class, manager of the track team for
the 16th to the 22d; and the third, two years and chairman of many
from the 25th to' the end of the month. school committees. He will enter
He expected October to come in Colby College. Miss Gardner, the
cloudy with rain and expects it to go daughter of Mr. artd Mrs. Frank
out fair and cool. He sees a cold fall Gardner, and valedictorian of her
and winter, with more snow during graduating class last June, is a stu
the winter months than for the last dent at Farmington Normal School.
few years.
Watch for the NRA directory, list
Special offer American Magazine, ing of merchants who are members
one year $2 50 ; 2 years *3.50; good till
NOv, 10. Sherwood E. Frost, tel. to appear soon in The Courier-Ga
zette.
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Wednesday night Aurora Lodge,
will hold its monthly meeting. Rock
land Lodge meets tonight, as large
an attendance as possible is urged
for both.

EMBRACE

A representative of the Veterans'
| Bureau will be in the city tomorrow
afternoon, probably at the Court
House, and will be available for con
sultation with local ex-service men
or others.
*

epp^et
to

SWT

MR. MERCHANT

William P. Burpee, who is in hospi
tal following his recent automobile
accident, is making gradual and com
fortable improvement, with the pros
pect in a short time of removal to his
Park street home.

John Chisholm, local service officer,
■ has received word from the Maine
headquarters in Portland that the
CAR STORAGE
C.C.C. has places for 199 men. ApDEAD STORAGE FOR WINTER I plications, which may be procured
from Mr. Chisholm, must be filed in
$10.00
Portland prior to Oct. 15.
Includes servicing tires and radi
The Spanish Villa skating rink
ator, your car jacked up and store]
opens Friday night, and the newly
in a warm place—at
j surfaced floor Is bound to attract
many lovers of that extremely fasci
nating sport. There will be skating
every week night and Tuesday, Thurs
day ar.d Saturday afternoons.
i iiNOUr 4

Mtwuu.

i.v .

KENT’S, INC.

583-585-Main St. Rockland
Tel. 1259

A surprised citizen was Dr. North,
when he made the discovery that
“PARTS FOR ALL CARS
Saturday's heavy rain combined with
a choked vent had filled the cellar of
-------------------------------- I
his Beech street home with four feet
Morris B Perry has sold to Martha of water, rendering necessary an
Burkett of New York six-sevenths ol S.O.S. call upon a pumping outfit.
Sheep Island, the deal being made
Manager Koster of the Rockland
through F. S. Young's agency.
Shells football team announces that
There will be a special matinee at the Westbrook Blue Waves will play
St.rand Theatre at 4 o'clock Wednes here next Sunday, that the Portland
day afternoon for children, showing Steam Rollers (with some new gears)
the Zane Grey picture, “Man of the I will come Oct. 15 and tnat negotia
Forest.'
tions are under way for the Red
Raiders—an expensive attraction on
The Cadillac Mountain drive will Oct. 22.
remain open to the public until Nov.
14. contrary to the reports which have
Rumors that the Maine Air Trans
been circulated Although a portion port, Inc., was going to definitely re
of the Oceyi drive is closed by con tire from Rockland field are disposed
struction work on Rockefeller road, of as absurd. An official said yes
this is no obstacle to a drive around terday that the service would be re
the island by way of The Gorge, or sumed in the spring. Stanley Boyn
country road to or from Seal Har ton, pilot, meantime goes to New
bor.
York there to do charter flying out
of Port Washington, where the ships
Six outstanding speakers from mis of the Maine Air Transport, Inc., are
sionary and speaking fields will be based for the winter.
heard in Portland today and Wed
nesday during the United Foreign I This is the final week for payment
Missionary Conference. These speak- I of city taxes, previous to their going
ers will be headed by Dr. E. Stanley j upon interest if still remaining un
Jones, noted missionary, lecturer and ! paid. In this event the interest, at
au'.hor. Among local attendants six percent, will be charged as begin
will be Rev. and Mrs. C. E. Brooks, ning with Aug. 8. Therefore upon
Dr. and Mrs.'H. V. Twcedie, Mr. and Oct. 8 the tax remaining unpaid will
Mrs. George Orcutt, Mrs. Ida Simmens. Mrs. Lena Graves, Miss Mar have added to its amount an inter
garet McKnight and Kenneth Or est charge of two months, with addi
tional interest from that time on
cutt.
ward.
The Shakespeare Players, headed
The Sea Coast Mission, directed by
by James Hendrickson and Claire
Bruce, of Utica N. Y„ are to present Rev. O. J. Guptill and Rev. Arthur
"The Merchant of Venice,” next Sargent, is making an appeal for
Monday at the high school audi magazines and other reading matter
torium. The company comes highly which may be distributed on the boat
recommended for the portrayal of “Sunbeam” through the outlying
Shakespearian roles; they have islands, to the fishing boats, etc. Such
played successfully from Texas to contributions may be left at the
Maine, from the Atantic Coast to home of Rev. George H. Welch,
the Pacific. The costumes and stag Broadway, or he will call for them if
ing are of the best. As such a per notified, and will see that they Kbe
formance has not been seen in Rock delivered to the Sunbeam.
land for a long time, a treat is in
The possibility of an invasion of
store for everyone Admission prices
infantile paralysis during the school
are pupils 40 cents, adults 60 cents, year
is being considered by the De
plus tax.
partment of Health and Welfare and
one phase of preparedness the
Penobs:ot View Grange rummage as
superintendents of schools will im
rale in vacant store in Masonic Tem press upon teachers the importance
ple Thursday, Oct. 5, biginning at 9. of watching out for mild illnesses
adv.
such as colds or food indiscretions.
The symptoms of this disease may
BORN
be so mild that but little attention
ESCORSIO -At Thomm Maternity Home. is paid to them until a child awakens
Rockland. Oct 2. to Mr and Mrs. Angelo Escorslo. 4 son. Angelo. Jr., weight In the morning paralyzed. Teachers
ten pounds. ’
should call the attention of parents
KNOWLTON—At Owls Head. Sept. 26 to slight Illnesses as observed by
to Mr and Mrs. David Knowlton, n them in their school.
daughter. Margaret Elizabeth, weight
nine pounds.
LUDWICK—At Knox Hospital. Rockland
Sept. 21. to Mr and Mrs. Raymond
Ludwlck. a daughter. Ann Lawrence

DIED
THOMAS—At Camden. Oct. 1. Frank
Henry Thomas. . aged 69 years. 2
months. 1 day. Funeral Tuesday at
2 o'clock from late residence
BROWN—At Vinalhaven. Sept. 29, Alice
M., wife of Melvin Brown, ased 72

years.

AMES—At Vinalhaven. Sept. 30. Walden
C. Ames, aged 80 years.
COOMBS—At Vinalhaven, Sept. 28, Wil
bur F. Coombs, aged 84 years
DYER At North Haven. Oct. 2. Mrs.
Clara M Dyer, aged 56 years. 2 months,
22 days. Funeral Wednesday at 2
o'clock from Thoroughfare Church.

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of my dearest
mother, Emma M Shlbles. who passed
from this earthly abode Oct. 3. 1932
Three words fall sweetly on my soul.
As music from an angel's lyre.
That bid my spirit spurn control.
And upward to Its source aspire;
The sweetest sounds to mortals given
Arc heard In Mother. Home and Heaven
Dear Mother!—ne'er shall I forget
Thy brow, thine eye. thy pleasant
smile;
Tho^h In the sea of death hath set
Thy star of life, my guide BWhlle,
Oh. never shall thy form depart
From the bright pictures In my heart

And like a bird that from the flowers.
Wing-weary seeks her wonted nest.
My spirit, e'en In womanhood's hours.
Turns back In childhood's Home to
rest;
The cottage, garden, hill and stream.
Still linger like a pleasant dream.
And while to one engulfing grave
By Time's swift tide we're driven.
How sweet the thought that every wave
But bears us nearer Heven!
There we shall meet, when life Is over
In that blest Home, to part no more.
Florence E Shlbles.

CARD OF THANKS
Wc wish to extend our heartfelt thanks
to the Congregational Church and Sun
day School. Dorcas Circle of Kings
Daughters. Knights of Pythias. Pythlar,
Sisters, neighbors and friends for the
many kindly deeds and expressions ol
sympathy extended to us during the Ill
ness and after the death of our father,
also for the beautiful floral tributes
Miss Edna F. Boggs, Harold A. Boggs
and family. Willard O. Boggs and family
Mrs. William H Morrison and family
Edwin K. Boggs and family.
•

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
Steamer leaves Swann Island at 5.30
a. m.. Stonington 6 25. North Haven 7.25,
Vinalhaven 8.15; due to arrive at Rock
land about 930 Returning — leaves
Rockland at 1.30 p. m.. Vinalhaven 2.45
North Haven 3 30. Stonington 4.40; due
to arrive at Swan's Island about 6 p.m.
B.H. STINSON
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General Agent.

A special meeting of Ruth May
hew Tent., D.U.V.. was held Friday
night for inspection. Mrs. Emma
Derwent of South Portland. State in
specting officer, was the official, and
complimented the Tent highly on its
fine work. Degrees were conferred
upon Mrs. Anne Follett, and Mrs
Mina King. Mrs*Carrie House, pre
sented Mrs. Derwent with a bouquet
A program arranged by Mrs. Eliza
Plummer featured readings and
musical numbers as well as remarks
from comrades and visitors. Supper
was in charge of Mrs. Lizzie French
Mrs. Belle Bowley and Mrs. Susie
Karl, a table being reserved for Mr.
and Mrs. Derwent, the two candi
dates and Comrades Huntley and
Philbrick.
The ball team which has so
capably represented Perry's Market
the past summer, rung down the cur
tain fittingly at Vinalhaven Sunday
when it defeated Billy Burns' Old
Timers, 10 to 9. The veteran Bums
with only a few years separat
ing him from the three score and
ten mark pitched the whole nine inn
ings, and deserved Jo win. He was
caught by Burke. The battery for
the Marketeers was Small and
Brewer. The game had a really pro
fessional feature when Earle Perry
ran ten miles tor was it feet?) and
made an amazing one-hand catch.
The Rockland players made the trip
on the Calista Morrill and were re
ceived after the hospitable fashion of
the Island's Old Timers.

A meeting of the executive board
of the Parent-Tc?l?her Association
took place Friday night at the high
school, with discussion turning to
membership drive, programs and the.
coming State Congress in Brunswick
Oct. 12-13. Mrs. Ivy Hart was named
chairman of the membership drive
which takes place soon, and R. 8.
Sherman was appointed chairman of
th? program committee, with Supt
E.. L. Toner and Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood as his assistants. Mrs. E. W
Peaslee was named chairman of the
Child Welfare Magazine and Miss
Margaret Snow of the study group
if this work is decided upon. All who
can attend the Brunswick conven
tion are asked to notify Principal
Blaisdell, president of the local asso
ciation. and they will be named dele
gates, as this association is allowed
a large number due to Its extensive
membership. It was voted to hold
a special meeting of the local asso
ciation Oct. 11, at 7.30 at the high
school auditorium.

WE DO OUR PART

ARE YOU UNDER
THE BLUE EAGLE ?
‘ « I•

,

»

•

If so, be sure your name is in the NRA
Membership Directory of The CourierGazette to appear next Saturday.
The Administration’s great buying campaign is swinging into its stride and
as it gathers strength and power NRA merchants will profit through their
support in every corner of the nation.

YOUR PATRONS WANT TO KNOW!
Your patrons want to know if you are supporting the pro
gram. They are entitled to know. In justice to yourself,
they should know. If not already listed, phone 770, give
your name, and say you wish to be in the NRA Directory.
The complete cost of participation in this Directory is $2.00. No further
costs are entailed. It will appear seve ral times in these columns that the pub
lic may know who is supporting the NRA.
J

. U .J.

PHONE 770 TODAY AND BE LISTED!

EAST BOOTHBAY
The Junior Bridge Club met with
Mrs. Robert Barlow Wednesday eve
ning, Mrs. Freeman Dodge holding
highest honors.
Everyone Is pleased to have our
new pastor Rev. Oeorge H. Norton
with us.
Mrs. Ethel Barry. Mrs. Mary Jew
ett and Mr. and Mrs. Walter Abbott
were visitors Monday and Tuesday at
the home al Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
Barlow last week.
There will be a Junior Guild meet
ing Oct. 9 at the home of Mrs. Al
thea Lewis.
Rev. and Mrs. William Bennett are
at their home on Lincoln street for a
few weeks.
Mr. and Mira. Harry Fanner an
nounce the engagement of their son

Lawrence A to Miss Gwendolyn
Oiles of Boothbay Center.
Mr. and Mrs. George Bryant, Mrs.
S. C Wltmore and Lloyd McIntosh
were weekend visitors at Mrs. Nina
Murray’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Hodgdon of
Portland were visitors Sunday with
his parents Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hodg
don.
The W.B.A. Club met with Mrs.
Annie Poor Thursday evening.
Mrs. Charles Van Horn had the
misfortune to fall recently and break
one of her ribs.
The yacht Walrus of Marblehead
wltt Capt. Leon Esterbrook in com
mand sailed from this port Thursday.
Officers for the Junior Guild were
elected Monday as follows: President,
Ada Shackleton; vice president, Le-

Van Horn; treasurer, Nina Van Horn;, Foreman—How is it that the other
work committee, Katharine Dodge, boy makes such a very thin Joint with
Vilda Barlow and Frances Stone.
his mortar?
Mrs. Wallace Goudy, Mrs. DoroBricklayer's Apprentice—Habit, si,-,
thy Hcdgdon and Mrs Laura Hodg- j He's been working in a sandwich
don were recently visitors in Port- j shop.—Answers
land.
__________ __________ '__________

Watch for the NRA directory, list
ing of merchants who are members
to appear soon in The Courier-Ga- |
zette.
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If you have Foreign Posters
you wish to preserve
It will pay yon to have them
mounted at

GREGORY'S
Picture and Framing
Shop
The Courier-Gazette

406 MAIN ST.

over cue

ROCKLAND
iCe. Tel. 234
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SEEK VAST WEALTH
IN OLD MINE AREA

In TAe WEEKSNEHS
BALLOONISTS FOUND
—Ward T. Van
Norman (left)
and Frank A.
Trotter, James
Gordon Ben
nett balloonists
who werefound
by a telephone
linesman In the
Ontario wilds
after being lost
a week. Inset
shows the
Goodyear IX. In
which they
made
their
flight.

Duraugo. Colo.—Fabulous treas
ures—Immense deposits of ore on
fault Hues—will he sought by some
of the major mining companies of
the United States in the Suu Juan
mountains, locuted in the extreme
southwestern section of Colorado,
as result of reports made by the
United Slates geological survey.
These blind ore-bodies, extensions
of old deposits that have in the last |
half century yielded many millions
of dollars in silver aud gold ores
and the baser metals, lead, sine aud
copper, have been located, accord
ing to Dr. T. 8. Lovering, who,
with \V. g. Burbank, passed several
years In completing a survey of the
San Juan range for the United
States geological survey.

INTO LIMELIGHT—George Jordan, Jr.,
husband and collaborator of the late
Evangeline Adams. Is making a strong
bid for her place as world's foremost
astrologlst. He was brought Into llmejlight by the Hecker H-0 Company, and
'is shown making his first astrological

New Mines Located.

The mining district of the San
Juan basin Is along a huge triangu
lar fault
This fault has cracked and wrin
kled the strata on the three sides of
the triangle and It Is In these
cracked areas that all produclug
mines are located. Including the
Camp Bird, from which the late
Thornaa Walsh secured his mllllous;
the Smuggler-Union, with a 57-yeur
gold producing record; the Tomboy,
another famous producer; the Sun
nyside, that made the late Joe and
Will Terry multimillionaires, now
owned by the United States Smelt
ing and Refining company, and the
Silver Lake owned by the Guggenheims.
,
The largest virgin mining district
In Colorado, if not the entire United
States, known to contain good-size
and often large well-defined quartz
In sulphide materials associated
with iron pyrites, with dominant
values In gold. Is known as the Itlm
district.

c^oadcast. using the same theme that
i
hl» famous wife did.

MACHINE GUNS sprouted
on Havana streets as forces
in "sergeant's revolt" sought
to bolster their shaky gov
ernment. Photo shows for
mer sergeant, now naval
chief of staff, inspecting ma
chine-gun unit in downtown
park.

Near Old Gold Minea.

Traveling Around America
rVHLSE two men, the 'Bride' and
* "King." are waiting for the tom
toms and Carlb chan’ that start the
Jobn Conoe Dance. This weird dance
is performed during the Christmas
and New Tear's celebrations of the
Caribs dwelling In Stann Creek, Brit
ish Honduras—perhaps the most mys
terious of Central American tribes.
The dancers are all men; half of
them "brides" wearing the costume
of women, and the other half "kings"
in men's attire. The costume of the
latter is particularly striking—white
tennis shoes, black stockings, white
coat with crossed bands that give it
a slightly diplomatic air. kneebreeches with garters festooned in
shells that clack like castanets, a
mask, and. as the piece de resistance,
a hat adorned .ndian fashion with
gorgeous feathers, plumes, and spark
ling mirrors The "bride's" costume
Is equally as spectacular and much
the same except for a white dress
and flowing veil. The ones shown here
were photographed by a passenger
on one of the weekly cruises operated
between New York and California.
The dancers, followed by musicians
and an Itinerant audience, start at
one end of the village, stopping at
every bouse en route and putting on a
performance wherever the residents
are whiling to part with 25 c^nts The
musicians use only one instrument, a
drum made of hollow logs across
which the skins of monkeys or pec
caries have been stretched. They
thump these drums with their hands,
accompanying the beating with a
monotonous Carib chant When the
music starts up. the audience forms
a circle, and a bride and groom begin
fantastic gyrations suggestive of an
cient jungle dances. They twist, hop,
shake, and wriggle until they are ex

The Rim district Is a rough coun
try. It covers sections of four south
western Colorado counties, Archu
leta, La Plata. Hinsdale and Min
eral. The entire district la contigu
ous to the gold areas that have been
productive.
The district has been little pros
pected. Ores found there show
little oxidation and the sulphide min
erals come close to the surface. In
short, the mineral-bearing veins are
similar to those In the same range
of mountains at the famous camps
of Silverton, Ouroy and Telluride.
The Rim district, a potential gold
field of Importance, one well worth
prospecting, is traversed by the San
Juan river and Its tributaries.
These streams long have been
worked for their placer ground, orig
inating from gold bearing veins
higher up in the mountains.

SCOTLAND YARD IS
LOSING ITS GRIP
Increase in Burglaries Wor
ries Authorities.

Photo Grnct Lins
JOHN CONOE DANCERS

hausted, then two more dancers be
gin. The relay continues until the
host feels he has received his quar
ter s worth of entertainment

Well, here we are, summer all gone. Fall and cold weather
pear at hand. We can’t realize it. Where has it gone? We must
be growing old. Well, anyway, folks have got to have heavier cloth
ing—so here we are.

ZIPPER COATS—here Ls the largest selling garment we ever
sold. Something that every man or boy wants—warm and
practical and at prices everyone can aflord.
Boys'______ ......___________________ ___ S5.0i
Men's ..................................... .... -............................................... $3.50. $5.00

MEN'S OVERCOATS—in blue or grey, heavy all wool coats S15.O3
MEN'S JACKETS—all wool
......................... S5.0J
HUNTING COATS .............................................................. $7.50, $9.50
HEAVY PANTS .........,.............................................. $2.50, $3.50, $5.00
LUMBERJACKS ................................................. ....................... $1.98, >3.00

CORDUROY PANTS
................................... $2.00, S2.50, $3.00
FLANNEL SHIRTS ......................................... 75c. $1.50. $1.98. $3.00

It’s pretty tough to be good natured when you are cold. Keep warm
with Ayer's Warm Clothes

Deer and Elk Gain
in West Amazing

WILLIS AYER

BLOW-OUT PROTECTION FREE
Amazing Invention Makes “Safest Tire Ever
Built” 3 Times Safer At High Speeds!

The work of Goodrich engineers resulted in a remarkable invention.
Golden Ply—which by actual test, makes you "three times safer”
from blowouts at high speeds. For the Golden Ply Resists Heat. It
attacks blowouts before they get a ‘tart. For you, it can banish fear
of blowouts—yet Goodrich Silvertowns with the life saver Golden
Ply cost no more than ordinary standard tires—not one penny more!

LORD’S TIRE AND BATTERY SERVICE
59 CAMDEN ST. MAVERICK SQUARE,
TRADE IN YOUR OLD TIRES

London.—Scotland Yard, long a
by word for dogged efficiency In
crime detection, is backward. Inade
quate and obsolete, according to
Lord Trenchard, commissioner of
the London Metropolitan police.
He has convinced the British home
office that the machinery of “the
Yard" Is lagging far behind the In
crease In crime.
Department “D" has been estab
lished by Lord Trenchard as a first
step In revamping London's crime
combing apparatus. Every division
Is obliged to send daily crime tel
egrams to “D," giving a picture of
crime In each district. These par
tial pictures are co-ordinated on
large scale maps to show the rela
tive “density” of criminal activity
In different parts of the metropolis.
Police personnel Is then distributed
accordingly.
Last year "there was a consider
able increase in crime of the serious
sort. Sensational crime which made
the headlines—murder, daring day
light raids, motor banditry, and the
Jlke—did not increase much. There
were only 23 murders in 1932, and
all but ten of the murderers commit
ted suicide. The 130 "smash and
grab" raids are not regarded as very
numerous considering the popula
tion of the area Involved and the
records of some American cities.
Lord Trenchard regards the motor
bandit In London as "almost a
myth."
But the 13,800 burglaries, house
breakings and shopbreakings repre
sented an Increase of 12 per cent
over 1931. Only 13 per cent of these
crimes were solved. Lord Trench
ard has described the figures as "dis
quieting" and "disturbingly high.”
The type of crime which has In
creased reflects the economic mis
ery of the time, in the opinion of
observers.
New Scotland Yard Itself on the
Thames embarkment, most noted of
all locales Involved In crime detec
tion, may soon cease to be. Lord
Trenchard means either to scrap It.
or greatly extend IL The present
building dates back 43 years, when
the staff numbered 164. Now there
are 090 officials, and the conse
quent congestion has forced offices
Into the corridors.

ROCKLAND. ME.
VULCANIZING

Butte, Mont—Deer and Elk
have Increased amazingly In the
six western regions of the na
tional forests, a federal report
reveals. From 1921 to 1931, In
clusive, the number of deer In
these regions Increased 488,306 to
total 853,786, while elk In
creased 44,278 to total 96,788.
Predatory animals and other
causes took a heavier toll of deer
than hunters during the period,
the estimated loss from these
sources being 445,255, compared
to an eedmwted kill by hunters
if »b6.027. Hunters killed an es
timated 37,892 elk, compared te
a loss of 9,090 from other sources.

Lights ofNewYork
Br L. I. STEVENSON

Colorado “Faults” May
Yield New Fortunes.

ra
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American Indian Empire
of All Tribes Planned
Philadelphia.—An American In
dian empire, consisting of all the
tribal governments In the country, Is
being planned by Ekusklni Gavin.
The organizer, who said he was
the son of Fighting Bull, was born
on the Kickapoo reservation, at St.
Cloud, Okia., 24 years ago.
"We hope to establish a PanAmerican Indian union," he ex
plained, “which will be of the In
dians, for the Indians, and by the
Indians."
He said that John CoUller, of the
United States bureau of Indian af
fairs, was Interested In the project,
which would be under supervision of
the federal government.

Police Horse 1$ His Own
Judge When Slapped

■
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[
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San Francisco—"Sonny.” police
horse ridden by Policeman A1 Har
low. needs no officer to aid him In
administering Justice.
While the horse pranced proudly
alongside his master In Golden Gate
park. Frank Riley decided "Sonny”
was “stuck up." He sneaked up behind the horse and gave him a hefty
sock in the hind quarters.
“Sonny” didn’t hesitate a second.
He dropped his ears and let both
rear hoofs go. Riley was treated
at emergency hospital for lacera
tions and then Jailed for Intoxica
tion.

Team’s Lineup Sounds
Like Roll Call at Zoo
Holdenville. Okla.—The roster of
a Holdenville baseball team reads
like roll-call at a zoo. The all-In
dian team, under the direction of
Jim Thorpe, Includes Lone Wolf,
Little Buffalo, Snake Hide, Buffalo
i Chief, Jack Rabbit, Running Deer,
and Hollow Horn. Also on the list
are White Eagle, Bear Hide, White
! Bear. White Feather, Running Wa
ter, and Roaring Thunder.

Make Third Trip to
Altar in 50 Years
Denver.—Charles W. Johnson, sev
enty-three, was married at Littleton,
Colo., to Mary A. Johnson, seventyone. It marked their third trip to
the altar In half a century. After
forty years together, they were di
vorced In 1924 and remarried In the
same year. Divorced again, lie mar
ried another woman, who died. Now
Mr. and Mrs Johnson are together
again.

tountahtlkt.
WANT-ADS

Sundays and holidays, New York
ers by the hundreds take Dyckman
street ferry over to Interstate park
atop the Palisades on the New Jer
sey side. There, if they do desire,
they may do a bit of mountain
climbing within (fluin sight of the
man-made mountain of Manhattan.
For the hardy, there are steep paths
which supply plenty of exercise. For
the less hardy, following the wind
ing road, cut Into the great rock
masses, to the park entrance, Is
enough of a pull. Reaches of the
Hudson and city scenes are the re
ward, the picture changiug with
every turn. Then, in the park, there
are bold points that jut out shelf
like and give the dizzy impression
of nothing below. But the com
merce of the river and the towers
and minarets of the great city are
worth a bit of giddiness.
• • •
Park hikers usually go in parties.
Most of them dress for the occa
sion. Noticed recently a group of
young girls. They come up from
the lower East side—a bit of eaves
dropping supplied that Information
—and were examples of what the
well-dressed hiker should wear. But
all had high-heeled shoes so without
a doubt the itinerary was short.
Strapping youths with knapsacks
are common sights. Sometimes there
are whole families, well loaded down
with lunch baskets. They may not
get far but they do get a few hours
release from the city.
• • •
Interstate park, especially Just
across the river from Manhattan,
Is by no means wild. But It Is not
one of those manicured parks, and
thus Is the nearest approach to the
primitive hereabouts. It's also pos
sible to build fires and do other
things usually forbidden In parks.
Also, It's a grand place for picnics.
If you like picnics. Many campers
live in the park. They come from
all over. Counted motor car li
censes from 23 states in the course
of an hour.
• • •
Leaving Palisades park, went on
np to Lost lake and did a bit of
mountain climbing on my own ac
count The Croton river, though a
part of the New York water supply,
is not protected that far up. So It
Is possible to go swimming In the
drluklng water without getting
pinched. There Is a grand swim
ming hole where Mary Alice and
Andy Freeman live. But the Cro
ton Is away down in a mighty de
pression. Going down was fine. But
the pull back up all but finished Tip
Bliss. And as for your correspond
ent, he made It but had nothing to
say when he reached the top. It
was like boyhood days, going swim
ming In a river again, and that was
something.
• • •
For many years a little wooden
church was one of the familiar
sights of Westfield. N. J. Finally It
was moved several miles out into
the country. There, Its denomina
tional character was changed since
It became a community church. But
times changed. The motor car
came. For years, the little church
was closed. But It's open again.
Another change has come to IL It's
now a beer garden.
• • •
Tills age of specialization yarn
gave me a laugh. A Swedish wom
an applied for a listing at an em
ployment agency. "Do you cook’/”
she was asked. She shook her head.
“Do housework?" Another nega
tive. "Look after children?" An
other headshake. “What do you
do then?" wag the next question.
“Ay milk elk U*
• • •
Was told about a once wealthy
horseman over In New Jersey with
whom things got so tough that he
got down to his last horse. Unable
to sell the animal, he was In a quan
dary until he thought of Inserting
an advertisement In a newspaper.
That night he would leave the barn
unlocked, the ad stated, and who
ever called to get a kind and gentle
horse could do so without any fear
whatsoever. The next morning, he
went out to the barn—and found
five more horses.
6. 1»SS. Bell Syndicate.—WNU Service.

Hen Adopts 102 Chiclu
Beloit. WIs.—William Hendrick
son, this city, wants recognition for
his Plymouth Rock hen, which has
"adopted" 102 White Leghorn
chicks. The chicks were hatched In
an Incubator and adopted by the
hen shortly thereafter.

Man Lives to 72
on Milk, Whisky
London.—For 15 years Mr.
Charles Edward Booth, seventytwo, of Holmdene avenue, Herne
HUI, Uved without eating one bite
of food.
This was revealed at a Cam
berwell Inquest when a doctor
stated that Mr. Booth was un
able to take solid food.
A nephew declared that his
uncle had three quarts of milk
and a half a bottle of whisky a
day.
“And yet he managed to live to
seventy-two,” remarked the cor
oner.
The verdict was "Death from
natural causes."

FISH AND GAME LA WS
Fishing 1933-1934: Open Season, Salmon,
Trout, Togue.
Lakes and Ponds: Ice is out In spring to
Sept. 30th, both days inclusive. Black Bass
and White Perch, June 21st to Sept. 30th.

Brooks and Stfeants: Open Season, White
Perch. June 21st, Aug. 15th. Togue. Ice out
to Sept. 30th. Trout and Salmon, Ice out to
Aug. 15th. Black Bass, June 21st to Sept. 30th.

Ice Fishing In Knox County: February and
March of each year. No more than five set
lines to each family fishing.

Game Laws For Knox County: Deer, Nov
1st to Nov. 30th. inclusive. Rabbits. Oct. 1st
to last day of February, Inclusive. Raccoon,
Skunk, Otter. Mink. Weasel, Fisher. Sable,
Nov. 16th to Jan. 30th. inclusive. Fox, Nov.
16th to Feb. 15th, Inclusive. Muskrat. South
ern Counties, March 20th to April 20th.
Birds: Woodcock, Oct. 1st to 31st, inclusive.
Partridge. Oct. 1st to Nov. 15th, Inclusive.
Duck, Ooose, Brant, Coot, Oct. 1st to Nov.
30th. (Tentative) Federal regulations Can
not hunt the abov$, with the exception of
partridges, before 12 noon days season opens.

Licenses: Resident. Fishing, 65c per season
Hunting. 65c per season. Combination. $115
per season. Non-Resident, one month. S3.15
Season. $5.15. Junior Non-Resident, season,
$1.15, ages 10 to 16 years. Three-day non
resident fishing licenses. $165.

SIX STATES PLAN
LIQUOR CONTROL

Licenses: Non-resident hunting. Wild
birds, rabbits and raccoons, foxes and unpro
tected birds and animals, $5.15. Both wild
birds and wild animals, $15.15.
. Junior licenses, 10 to 16 years of aje, with
consent of the parents: Smail animals and
birds, $2.15; both birds and: wild animals,
$5 15.

HUNTING and FISHING on the FARM
ERS' LANDS are not rights, but PRIVI
LEGES granted by him.
REMEMBER THAT HE
IS YOUR
FRIEND TREAT HIM AS SUCH.
REMEMBER -NOT TO SHOOT TOWARD
HIS BUILDINGS, STOCK OR FOWLS
REMEMBER TO CLOSE OATES AND
BARS
REMEMBER

- NOT

TO

TRAMPI Ji

DOWN HIS CROPS.
REMEMBER TO OO OUT OF YOUR
WAY TO PROTECT HIS PROPERTY

REMEMBER - TO GUARD AGAINST
FIRES!

KNOX COUNTY FISH Ac GAME
ASSOCIATION

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

Set Up Machinery Awaiting
Dry Law Repeal.
Washington.—Six <ates — Mon
tana, Indiana, Rhode Island, Ari
zona. Connecticut, and Delaware—
already have set up machinery for
controlling liquor, in anticipation of
repeul of the Eighteenth amend
ment. Twelve others have repealed
state prohibition laws aud will re
vert to varying degrees of open
sale, according to the laws that ex
isted before national prohibition. If
the Twenty-first amendment w'pes
out the Eighteenth.
The twelve are Colorado, Oregon,
New York, Washington, Illinois,
Massachusetts, New Jersey, Mary
land. Louisiana, California, Wiscon
sin and Nevada.
Eight states have arranged to sub
mit their state prohibition laws to
popular vote. In these eight, and
the remaining twenty-two, varying
degrees of prohibition will remain
under state lawa If the Eighteenth
amendment should be repealed.
The eight states that are submit
ting their state constitutional pro
hibition amendments to popular
votes, most of the elections to be
held next year and most of them to
be coupled with votes on repeal
of the Eighteenth amendment, are
West Virginia, Nebraska, Ohio, Wy
oming, South Dakota, Florida, Idaho
and New Mexico.
Most of the other twenty-two
states are bound by state constitu
tions to prohibition, and although
several are among, those that have
voted for repeal of the Eighteenth
amendment, few of them have taken
any step toward arranging for an
swering the question that national
repeal might propound. Pennsyl
vania's dry law would be automat
ically repealed If the national law
were.
In the district of Columbia, whose
laws are written by congress, there
is doubt as to the condition that
will exist if the Eighteenth amend
ment Is repealed. Belief has been
expressed that the Volstead act
would remain In effect In the Na
tional Capital until repealed by con
gress or superseded by a local en
forcement act regulating liquor
sale.

Judge Advises Man He
Had Better Stay Insane
Montesano, Wash.—Guido Grassl
was better off Insane than sane, so
he stayed insane. Grassl was sen
tenced to death for murder, com
muted to prison for Insanity. 'Grasal Intended to ask parole but was
advised by the trial Judge to remain
Insane, otherwise the death sen
tence would become operative.
Forgetting Their Woes

One of the most extraorifinary
signs of the French revolutionary
times was the avidity with which
the old French [triple rushed to the
theater, as a relief to the bloody
excesses of the day. Night after
night, to the eighty ’heaters flocked
the children of the revolution—to
laugh at the quips of comedy, and
to weep gentle tears over Imaginary
woes!—Kansas City Times

HORIZONTAL
1-Loathesome
4-Kind of lettuce
7—A land measure
11- Consumed
12- An Italian poet
14- Etruscan god
15- Proceeded
16- lnciting
17- Native of Africa
19-ln excessive
quantity
21- Half a score
22- Adult males
24-A measure of
capacity (pi.)
26-Confldential
28- Printer's measure
29- Made smaller
'toward the end
30- Egyptlan aun-god
31- Dogma
33-Torment
36-A title

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
36-Hinder
9-Moved rapidly
38-The sheltered aide 10-A unit of work
40-Good
12-Lair
43-Part of the leg (pi.) 13-Self
45-Shackle
•
18-Military officer
47- Look
19-Occasions
48- Prongs
20-Fur-bearing animal
50- A constellation
22-Form
51- Spreadt looeely for 23-Scandinavian people
24- Fondle
drying, as flax
25- Rested
52- PrefIx. Not
26- A wager
53- Strike with the
27- Girl's name
open hand
32-Notched
34-Antenna
VERTICAL
36-Harbor
1- Greedy of applause 37-Mature
39- Time gone by
2- Pronoun
40- Veteran (abbr>)
3- Task
41- Prefix. Apart
4- Member of a
42- Break suddenly
military school
44-Born
5- Ahead
46-Girl's name
6- Severe
49-A negative
8-Regions (Poet.)

(Solution to Previous Puzzle)

Diet Only When Weight
Falls Below 190 Pounds

TO

Boston.—There Is one organization whose members go on diets
only when their weight falls below
190 pounds.
One rule of the United States Fat
Men's club provides that If a mem
ber finds bis weight Is under 190
he must report immediately to club
officers, who will advise him how to
regain the lost weight
The club, organized here 22 years
ago, now has 1,452 members, rang
ing In weight from 190 to 347. The
"Buy in October" support the gov
all-time champion of the club wus
Arthur Moulton, who weighed 450 ernment and the NRA. Commodities
and once got stuck In a telephone will be higher next month. Buy in
J October and save.—adv.
•
booth.
Dedicated to the purpose of en
joying life to Its fullest, the club hus
few rules. Members must agree,
however, to:
Tuck their napkins under their
chins when eating.
Put on their own collars.
Tie their own shoestrings.
Promise never to reduce.
Not to make fun of "unfortu
nates'* who do not weigh as much
as 190.

Little Red Hen Adopts
Pigs in Lieu of Chicks

Complexion Curse
She thought she was just unlucky when he called
on her once—avoided her thereafter. But no one
admires pimply, blemished skin. More and more
women are realizing that pimples and blotches
are often danger signals of clogged bowels—
poisonous wastes ravaging the system. Let NR
(Nature’s Remedy) afford complete, thorough
elimination and promptly ease away beautyruining poisonous matter. Fine for sick head
ache, bilious conditions, dizziness. Try this safe,
dependable, all
vegetable correc
tive. At all drug-1
gists’—only 25c.

“Ha, ha! Poor Henpeck " laughed
Bigham, “I saw you yesterday sewing
a button on your coat.”
"You're a liar!’ snapped Henpeck
“I tell you I did." persisted Bigham
"I saw you with my own eyes."
"VI
Quick relief tor acid IndjP*'
Henpeck gave a superior smile.
TUM5 tion, hearthunvOnlyJfe^
“You didn’t he declared. “It was
my wife's coat."—Tit-Bits.

Big Prairie, Ohio.—A little red
hen on the farm of H. J. Smith
flapped her wings In disgust and
gave a cackle which was Interpret
ed as meaning that "pigs are pigs."
A month ago the hen began to lay
eggs In the pig sty, apparently with
the Idea of hatching out a family.
But members pilfered her eggs
every day.
Then the little pigs were horn.
It was a poor substitute, but Mrs.
Hen adopted them, covering them
with her wings when they $lept
and clucking Indignantly when they
strayed.
But pigs will be pigs, and since
they've grown larger, the little red
hen finds that she no longer can
keep them under the family wing.
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FERNANDO’S DIARY,
Yields Interesting Bits Con

ceding Trip To Encamp

ROCKPORT

Child Actress Star
Of
Dramas

ment and World’s Fair
Saturday, Sent. 16 the Maine Dele
gation, O.A.R.. started fiom Port
land for the National Encampment
by special train. Only six veterans,
three Sons of Veterans and eight
women, each a president or past
president of one of the allied socie
ties and consequently a delegate ware
in the party. Our route war via Buf
falo, Milwaukee, Chicago, to St. Paul.
Arriving Monday at 8 a. m„ I was
assigned a room on the 10th floor
of the hotel used as headquarters for
the Maine delegation. Incidentally,
my rcom last vear at Springfield, Ili
wa son the 14th floor, as it was inChicago where we stayed one nig^rt
on our way home. On such occa
sions my room is usualiv among the
highest in the city al. tudinallv and
financially.
The routine work of the Grand
Army of the Republic is never very
interesting to the general public, but
I will speak of one event, that was
interesting. We were visited by dele
NANCY KELLY
gates from a tribe of Indians, from
a reservation in Minnesota—thv
gOROTHY, the heroine of tho
cnly Indians who have a Camp and
"Wizard of Oz", was so vivid
Tent of Sons and Daughters. Every
to little NAncy Kelly of Long
member is an Indian whose fathers I Island City that she learned the
or grandfathers fought for Old | famous young American classic by
Glory in the Civil War. Of course
heart. Today, 12 year old Nancy
they are educated, some being col
has the biggest juvenile part In
lege graduates.
radio. She is playing the role of
Our next national encampment is Dorothy in the first radio dramati
to be held in Rochester, N. Y. St
zation of the "Wizard of Oz” every
Paul honored the vision in many i Monday. Wednesday and Friday at
ways—free transportation la pci«fc
5:45 p^n.. Eastern Standard Time,
of interest. I rode one afternoon 50 over the NBC-WEAF network.
Mothers' clubs and educators all
mile'-, most of which was in and
over the country are applauding
t'fmugh her wonder*ul sv'l.m cf
the new high standard the Oz pro
parks. Miles and miles of perleQ
roads, great gardens and parks, gram sets in children's entertaio
ment. Dorothy's adventures In the
lakes, ponds, bridges, etc. They
Land of Oz. packed with wonder
teemed endless and beautiful.
aud delight, are proving unbeatabla
• • • •
competition for the "children's
None but Civil War veteran ah-’
hours of crime" whose thrills do
supposed to march in the parade but
pend on unwholesome melodrama
come who insisted on marching, and
This Isn't Nancy's first taste of
were not. really able, had with them I fame. She Is the most photo
a wife, son or daughter to assist
graphed child model In America
themt Of the six in oigr Maine
and has been featured In titty
delegation five elected to march the I movies, playing with Gloria.Swan
full route. John Frye of Portland j son. Doris Kenyon and other
notablaa.
a Son of Vel.eran was leader. Col.
Prank E Small of Cooper's Mills
Past Department Commander ’ of
TENANT’S HARBOR
Maine. S. of U. V., carried the State
colors. Maine's place in the line Is I Mrs. James Davis of Elmore, ac
always ninth.
companied by Mrs. Perley Trask, mo
We were taken to For. 8r.e!llng to tored to Nova Scotia last week, and
witness a review and drill My chum
each will make a visit with her
and I rode back to the city in a
mother.
“Courtesy Auto," so called .and
Miss Doris Underwood of Concord.
proved to bo the Chtef of Police's busi
ness auto. When the chauffeur N. H.. returned home last week to
honked they sheered out and we shot visit her parents Mr. and Mrs. George
Underwood.
by.
At the World's Pair we wore housed
Mr. and Mrs Bert Osborne were in
at the Hamilton Republican Glib an automobile collision recently at
rooms---- the largest club in Chi , Damariscotta but fortunately escaped
cago with over 4000 members. I saw : serious injury. Mrs. Osborne was
two huge sttol towers each almost as
high as the highest works of man on taken to the hospital where an x-ray
this conlnent. connected by ;*xi; di. ;ios»d no broken bones, but a
vauics,
uiiuctoiuii| vaia.
------- ° -a
cables, cairyiug
carrying underslung
cars. m
>A bodly bruised arm.• necessitating
word more about the St. Paul parks
dajs
in bed. and both Mr
I saw several peculiar looking hil and Mrs. Osborne- were badly shaken
locks and was told they were In up. The car was demolished.
dian mounds. Nearly all had been
Mrs R. J. MacKenzie gave her an
destroyed by relic hunters and socie nual entertainment of moving pic
ties interested in ancient things.
tures to the children in the church
• • • •
vestry Friday evening, after which
Now to go back to the Hamilton each was presented with a ticket en
Republican Club where its members titling them to a dish of ice cream
did all they could to make our stay at Mrs Morris' parlors. A large num
plearant.
One
member
whost ber attended, and Mrs MacKenzie't
hobby is music, has a girls' brass kindnc.'s is much appreciated by hot*band of 153 members. The club has children and grownups.
a huge music room, and Mr. Allen
Mrs. Henry Allen and family are
the Father of the Band, invited us visiting in Rockland
to a concert and to address them
Mr. and Mrs Murdock Smith and
Two of us did. and ?ot prolonged
cheering. Mr. Allen claimed to be family recently spent the weekend
a direct descendant of Ethan Allen with their daughter in Milford. N
of Ticonderoga. Mr. Allen Intro H On their return they were accom
duced me to a lady and told me she panied by Doris Underwood of Con
was a Russian refugee, who with her cord. N H.. who is visiting her par
husband was rentenced to the minps ents, Mr. and Mrs. George Under
of Siberia. By some means she es wood.
John Lantz and Gilbert Auld have
caped but her husband's fate is noi
known 'to her. She thinks he is employment at Clark Island
dead. The next dav while being
Mrs. James Taylor has been spend
shown around by anolher club mem ing a few days at Port Clyde.
ber iMr. Ross) he called a serving
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Hocking, Mr.
girl for something at our table and and Mrs. William Imlach and Mr.
lot it was the Russian. He also and Mrs Fel as Paum motored last
gave me an introduction to -her w:.-k Sunday to Molasses Pond
which she cut short by saving *1
Uncle Jamie Henderson has re
have met ihe gentleman And have
something to give him." She re turned to Boston where he will under
turned with a medal, which she said go another operation at an'early date.
was a medallion of her Tzar. He has many friends who extend best
She wrote her name in my note wishes to him for a good recovery.
Roy Sheerer of Providence is visit
book, but to mv surprise the first
name Sally, instead of Olga. She Is ing his father W. E. Sheerer. They
yet. fearful her enemies may trace attended the fair at Union and were
her, Hence her change of name accompanied by Albert Canadl.
A well is being drilled at the Bap
la Kotchan.
One club member invited us to tist parsonage and plans are under
breakfast with him, which we did. way for installing a bathroom.
Vacation time is over, and Sunday
That first evening f.he club mem
was rally day at the Baptist Church
bers staged a fake racketeer gun school.
play in the street in front of out
The ladies' sewing circle will meet
window A friend's auto was wired
today,
Tuesday, afternoon and eve
ar.d loaded with fake bombs (in his ning. Supper
will be served.
absence) and we were called to the
F. W. Barton attended a meeting
window to see the fun. When the
committee of Knox
owner returned and applied the of the executive
Council of Religious Educa
ctarter, bombs bagan to explode County
tion in Rookland Thursday to plan
The wav those men came out of that the program for the annual meeting
auto and scud Mr cover, and pedes to be held in October.
trians with them, was fun for our
Mr ar.d Mrs. William Imlach of
entertainers. Only the nigh", before Long Cove entertained the Oor Ain
there was a real racketeering gang Club at supper last week.
on the same street almost at the
Virginia E. Reardon was hostess
clubhouse door, when one policeman Friday afternoon to 13 of her little
and a gangster were killed.
friends at Elmore, the occasion being
The Hamilton Club owns and oc her .tenth birthday. A play entitled
cupies a whole block, which cost “The First Flag" was presented bv
15,000.000. It has 18 stories and 19 four of those present, after which
dining rooms, one seating 1000 per games were enjoyed until supper was
sons. And there is a music room announced. A handsome birthday
capable of seating several thousand cake presented by Mrs. Nelson Gard
One of our boys wanted to go swiifit ner adorned the center of the long
ming in the pool, and he said he table about which the children- gath
had the time of his young life, he ered. After supper the children were
being 92. Good for Maine!
conveyed to Tenant's Harbor to at
Uncle Fernando.
tend the mot'on pictures provided by
Mrs. McKenzie. Those present were
Marion Dowling, Frank Dowling.
Agnes Johnson. Ruth Johnson, Vivian
Falla. Richard Falla. Doris Patter
son, Wilber Dore. David Dore. Cora
Dore, Marjorie Bald, Ella Bald, Mar
Parcel Delivery
garet Keane. Mrs. John Quinn, Mr.
' and Mrs. Willard Wail.

Dc

Light Trucking
Family Washings
Called For and Delivered

Walter Dorgan
TeL 106-R

Page Five

Turn That Vacant Room
Into Cash With a
“To Rent” Advertisement
in The Courier-Gazette
Telephone 770

Mr and Mrs. Cecil Rhodes have re
turned from a honeymoon spent at
Cooper's Btach and are at the home
of his brother Albert Rhodes where
they will remain for the winter.
Harold Graffam is in Providence
for a visit with relatives
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Weeks and Mrs.
Jackson and daughter Beulah of Au
gusta were vi.si.tors Friday at Mr. and
Mrs. E A. Champney’s.
Ernest Ingraham who has been
spending a vacation with his uncle
| jangled1
Charles P. Ingraham; returned Fri
day to his duties at West Point, N. Y.
NERVES
Mrs Edna Robbins and Mrs. Louise
Ho’.brooJ returned Thursday from a
four day motor trip to Quebec.
Mrs, Leola Mann, Miss Marion Up
ham and Mrs. Mary Sr.ow returned ,
Sunday from Eoston, having accom- j
panied there Mrs. Snow's son Law- 1
rence who will this week enter upon
his first year’s studies at the New Eng- ]
land Conservatory of Music.
Earl Achorn was at home from Gor
ham Normal School over the week
end.
Mrs Marie Lehtonen and daughter '
Elaine of East Braintree, Mass., who '
have been guests of Mr. and Mrs !
Charles S. Oardner the past week are )
now Visiting relatives at West Rock- 1
port.
|
Miss Helen Small has moved a part
TEST No. 1
of her household goods from her home .
on Beauchamp street into the W. F
Dillingham apartment on Main street
.J'V,
which she will occupy during the win- .
7
'•
ter.
Mrs. Nellie Morton has returned to 1
■I'
her home on Summer street after a
JU.
visit with Mrs. Nina Gregory at Olencove.
Mrs. Etta Carver of Brooklin is
These are trying times. No wonder entirely heal, no matter how sorry he
guest for a week of Mrs. Cora Perry |
nerves give way under the gtraih.
may be afterward.
Bernard Carter who accompanied his ,
And a nervous man is frequently not
mot.ier here returned home Friday.
Watch your nerves. Get your full
responsible for the things he says.
Mrs. Orra Burns is confined to her
amount of sleep every night. Eat regu
home suffering from injuries to her
But responsible or not, his bitter, sharp larly and sensibly. Find time for recrea
knee as the result of a fall which she j
words can cruelly wound those around tion. And smoke Camels —for Camel’s
received Friday while engaged about I
him—and cause scars which will never costlier tobaccos never yrI on yuurnervee.
her household duties.
now loner dop« it fob.
'
middle of each one of the« r
“ dOt in the
Mrs. Herbert Poland and1 daughter
Mrs. Stanley Dearborn motored last
week to Providence to meet another
i good score
tfid
. BLJFA/i
daugher, Miss Marion Poland, who
-GCAKET FS
Camels are made from finer, MORE EXPENSIVE
has been spending a month in Phila
delphia and who will return with them
tobaccos than any other popular brand of cigarettes I
IjpOl- ,5
the last of the week.
Mr and Mrs Frank McDonnell lelt
Friday on a vacation trip which wui
include a visit to the Century of
Progress Exposition, and Mr. McDon
nell will also attend the American
Legion Convention.
Fred Sma'.lwood and family have
moved from the Edgar Whitten house
on Comomerctal street to Union. It
is expected that the Whittens who
luve been living in Union the past
two years will return here to make
fro’.o. Maland Barlon; vocal trio, present on this occasion who had not
VINALHAVEN
CUSHING
CLARK ISLAND
their home.
|Lcu:'2 Morton, Carolyn Ca’derwood. attended a Grange meeting for over
Mrs. Josephine Bohndell remains S Miss Lily Anderson has returned Colon Winelow: vocal duet. Bessie 20 years. It was one of the best meet
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Faies, daughter
Mr and Mrs. Stanley Carleson are
quite ill at her home on Beech street I from a week of vacation spent in Bos Swears a id Virginia Webb; p ano ac- ings of the season.
Uaibara. son Richard and Mr. and receiving congratulations on the birtli
Mrs. Thomas Merrill of Seattle and | ton.
i companiment, Elizabeth Gray.
Wilbur F. Coe mbs
Mrs. Clarence Wales, with their Sept. 19 of a daughter, weight 10
Mrs. Ruth Shea of Portland were re
Wilbur F. Coombs. 34. a n
c > 'I
I T le Junior Ota, V.H S . with Mrs.
cent callers on Mrs. Florence Butter-1 Mrs. Neil Stordnhl and daughter - Langtry Smith a3 chaperone, enjoyed and esteemed citizen, died Sept. 28 i daughters Thelma and Jeannette, pounds.
motored Sunday to Cadillac Mountain.
Doris left here Saturday for Wor
field.
May Fuller has been ill from a se
| aa auto ride Tuesday night.
at his home on Pleasant street, after
Mrs. Carrie Rivers who spent a vere cold, nt the home of Mr and
Mrs. Edna Robbins is moving into | cester. Mass.
a
long
Elncss.
He
was
one
of
the
Mrs Andrew Bennett of Ore-n's
frw weeks with heT sister, Mrs. Annie Mrs Owen Chaplcs.
the Torrey apartment on Union street I Mr. and Mrs. Charles Morton of
Island was a recent guest of Mr. and business men of this town for mar y Riven;, has returned to Augusta
which she will occupy during the win- | Rockland were weekend guists of Mr. ■I Mrs.
Mrs Job Cunningham and mother
yeaus, engaged in the hardware trade
Cattoll Gregory.
and Mrs. E. A. Smalley.
ter months.
Miss Mina A. Woodcock who has Mrs. Chetwyn of Rockland and niece
Mrs. Bert Lawry returned Saturday
A public bridge party was held He is survived by his wife who guve ' been guest of Mrs. Arthur Robbins Mrs Alice Haliidav of Novq Scotia
from Rockland.
Thursday night at I.-ettee Lodge witn him tender care dur.ng h‘s illness; j at Ash Point has returned home.
called on Mts. llarrissn last week
WALDOBORO
The following were guests over th° Mis. Ola Ames, chairman. asslsied also by a daughter Mr'. John Wil
Mrs. Inez Fogerty is ill from a se Tuesday
weekend at the home of Winfield b/ Mrs Charles ChiT.es. Mrs. Herbert liams of Brooks: ar.d three toes. W.l- vere cold.
Mrs E. H. Philbrick and Mr and Leadbetter: Maurice Leadbetter. Patrick Mrs. Max Conway, Mrs. liarn of this town. Ralph and May
Mis. Ethel Kenney and daughter
Mrs. Leo Strong of Camden have been John Chilles, George Gray, Herbert Harry Coon-bs. Mis. Eert Smith, Mrs nard Coomb of New Mexico
Barbara have returned to their home He was traveling abroad and wrote
Mr.
Coombs
was
torn
in
Belfast,
the
recent guests of Miss Annie O Welt
Sanborn and Alex Davidson.
Vlvisa Drew. Honors at bridge went
in Auburn.
I hone thus:
Am enjoying Florence
Miss Edith Potter of Augusta has
Members of the Garden Club were tc Mr'. Jc'm Wuiiwctih.Mt • I aritiy son of Lutbrr and Diar.v (Bastard! , Mr. and Mrs. Wcndall Rivers o!
beer, guest of Mr. and Mrs William guests Sunday of Mrs. George Gray Smith, Mi ? Herbert Morton, Mrs. Coomb', who alter the dra'h of her Portland spent a part of his vaca- I immensely.”
Black.
at Idlewild cottage, Shore Acres. A A M. Cassie, Mrs. Andrtw Bennett. first husband, married Capt Reuben i tion with his parents. Mr. and Mrs. I “Eon't hurry back," replied his wife,
"I'm having a good time with
Miss Dorothea Waltz, a teacher in New England boiled dinner was served. John W rtworth. Hart'.' Wilson. O«r vr Carver of this ton, wham be old r W. A Rivers.
George."
Newburyport. Mass. passed the week In the company were Mrs. Lena Crockett. Charles Webster. Melville residents will remt.nber. Deceased
Miss
Cora
E.
Fogerty
has
returned
end with Miss Isabelle Waltz at their Davidson. Margaret Lowe, Jessie - Smith. First honors at 63 went to was a t ider.t of Vlnalhavt.i over 57 to the home of M ss Hart let Levenhome here.
Lowe, Mrs. John Chilles, daughter Mrs. Joseph Hutchinson. A good sum years anti leaves many friends here. -aler in Thomaston.
Funeral services were held at the
Jack Benner has been visiting his Mary Margaret Chilles and Mrs. Henry was netted.
Quarterly Conference of the M E
family res'dence Sunday. Rev N F.
Gross.
bro her Gordon in Malden, Mass.
Mrs. Edwin Ru'c and con Wilfred Atwood, pastor oi Union Ctfu:ch offici Cnurch was held Thursday at the
Charles Lilly has been guest of his
Mrs. N. F Atwood entertained the of Medrerd, Mass. Mrs John Rule
of Carrie E. Wallace with Dis
son in Hallowell the past week.
T F.'s at the patronage Tuesday of Somerville, Mass., and Mrs. Al ating. There were many floral offer
ings from friends and neighbors. In trict Superintendent Albert I. Oliver
,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred De Benedette of evening.
bert Abbot of Dedham, Mass., left here tel ment was in John Carver ceme of Auburn and Rev. W. E. Lewis ot Yield to Lydia E. Pinklinm’a
Mrs. Joseph Headley entertained Saturday for their respective homes.
Oak’afcd, Calif., have been guests of
tery and the bearers were members Friendship In attendance.
Vegetable Com [sound
the Rairoow Club Friday evening a
Judge and Mrs Harold R. Smith.
Ir.j'allalior. of ofllceis of Ocean cf the American Legion, L. B. Dyer,
On account of unfavorable weather
Miss Clara Gay of Boston and Mrs bridge and luncheon.
When you arc just on edge ...
Bound Rebekah Lodge takes place A. E. Libby. A. A. Peterson ar.d Ralph the ladles' aid supper, with Mrs Lana
Mrs. Alvira Dyer who has been tomorrow. Wednesday, evening. A
Frank O. Harding of Head Tide
when you can’t stand the chil
Killftan housekeeper, was not so well dren's noise . . . when everything
Brown.
spending the summer in Camden has
parceS the weekend at J. T. Gay's.
► covered dish supper will be served.
attended
as
usual,
but
a
good
time
These
from
out
of
town
to
attend
Is a burden . . . when you are irri
Mrs. Elizabeth Morse and Miss returned home.
Mrs. Elliott Hall and Mrs. Alfred
Mrs. Rcbert Arey entertained Fri Hall gave a blrthdav surprise Friday, the services were Mr. and M:- John wi- enjoyed by those present and the table and blue . . . try this medi
Betty Morse of Warner, N. H., have
sum
of
15.52
realized.
cine. 98 out of 100 women report
been pissing a week in town.
day evening at her home at two tables evening to their sister-in-law Miss Williams ef Btooirs, Mrs Olive Hurd.
Mr. and Mrs Rc&coe Sherman of benefit.
Mrs. Myra Leland of Lincoln. Mrs
Mrs. Walter P. Quiner has closed of bridge.
Nellie Hal! at her home and she was Frank Chalmers of Mar.set, Mr. and Grovelon. N H.. have teen In town
It will give you just the extra
A citizens' meeting was called Fri pleasantly remembered with at reac
her summer home on Dutch Neck and
visit his brother Charles Sherman energy you need. Life will seem
is in Marblehead, Mass., where she day night at Stonecutters' hall. The tive gifts There were two tables of Mrs. Benjamin Cole and son of South | to
who
is
very
til.
worth living again.
will pats the winter.
committee W. Adelbert Smith, O V bridge. Lunch was served and in-I Lincoln.
Mrs Katharine Mack has moved Drew. Alfred Readley, Elmer Sim eluded a large decorated birthday
into an apartment in the Sanborn mons and secretary Oeorge Kay. The cake. Among the guests was Mrs.
fajzfZfgrafgrarEra.'giaizrgJcJHJzrejHfarajzfaiafgjzigrafZJzrajgfzizizrafzigizjzjziHran. iraran!fajzjzrarajdjajiir
bundling
purpose of the meeting was for gen
Sanborn whore birthday also 1
Mrs. Louis J. Boissert. who passed eral discussion, to bring business into Louise
the summer with her daughter Mrs. this town, and ways and means for the fell on that date.
A mock radio program will be given ,
Can oil T. Cooney at "The Knoll; has unemployment relief.
at the Latter Day Saints' Church
returned to Brooklyn. N. Y.
Mrs. Fred Coombs and Mrs William Thursday
evening at 7 o'clock. There
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Morse have Lawry returned Friday from an auto
Will be a small admission fee.
been Boston visitors.
trip to Cadillac Mountain.
Mrs. John Ema 1 of Camden was
The Hatetoquitit Club enjoyed a
An assembly was held at Vinalweekend guest of Mrs. James
pleasant meeting at the home of Mr. haven High School Friday morning the
and Mrs Sidney Creamer with 17 with Elsie Holmquist in charge of the D.ckenson at her home on Lane’s
members present. The evening was following program: Popular songs by Island.
At camp Merry Macs Sunday were
pleasantly passed with various games, the school, dedicated to the students Mr.
and Mrs. E. C. Macintosh,
and refreshments were served
with humorous hits; vocal duets, Frances Macintosh. Mrs. Jack Gil
Mr. and Mrs C. B. Waltz passed Carolyn Calderwood and Louise Mor
christ, Beulah Gilchrist, AndTew Gil
the weekend at their camp at Back ton; reading. Gwendoline Greene; christ
and Mrs, Margaret Birnie.
Cove.
vocal solo. Colon Winslow; harmonica
Pleasant River Grange observ (I
charter night at Its meeting Sept. 27.
with approximately 45 members pres- |
ent. Of the original 70 charter mem
bers, there are but 18 on the books at
the present time and at this meeting
ten of these were present. An effort
was made to get all out that was pos- ]
I1Z1TH the coming ot bright, cool
! sible as there was to be a special pro
gram arranged bv the lecturer ar.d
momlngi. the "oyzterz are in i
1 chaplain, as follows: "Grandmother's
■eason" slgt it again od display |
Dream Pageant" presented with the
at tbe neighborhood store, suggest fo'.lowirg members taking part:
log new and tasty appeals to appe-1
Grandmother, in old fashioned cos
tttes that have become laded with |
tum.? Ella E. Ames; reading. Addie
tbe usual run ot summer salad com i
' Bucklin; duet. Flora Brown and Beublnstlons, says Miss Emily Banks, j
1 laW OiichrLst; tableaux. Virginia
Culinary Expert of the Worcester
, Winslow and Avis Webster, Leola j
Salt Co., one of tbe world's fore
Smith; song. Marie Teele; musical
most manufacturers ot pure table
.selection, Brother and Sister Smalley
and Flavllla Arey; minuet, Curtis
Balt.
Webster, Kenneth Webster, Flora
Following that urge which all
Brown and Beulah Gilchrist; musical
housewives have to vary tneii
selection, orchestra; tableau. Curtis
menus, an oystei dish is pound toi
Webster; Florence Lawson, with song
have a strong appeal to healthy
by Flora Brown and Beulah Gilchrist;
male appetites. A well made oyster
. piano duet. Agnes Smalley and Leola
stew, for example, is a splendid
Smith; pantomime. Flora Brown,
dlsb around which to build an early
| with song by E. A. Smalley, Flavllla
fall dinner ... an appetite provok
Arey and Eeulah Gilch.ist; song,
ing meal In Itself that can't tall
Marie Teele; violin muisc, Z. C. Bur
to please tbe entire family.
gess; reading, Mabel Burgess, with
An easily made oyster stew, suffi
violin music by Z.C. Burgess; tableau,
Tbe final step ot adding pepper
cient for four people requires the
followed by reminiscences of early j
Orange days by several of the char
following ingredients—2 dozen oys and salt is one that will make tbe
ter members; song and er.core, G. W.
ters. 3 tablespoons butter, 1 quart stew elthet a grand success, or sim
Geary; reading, Florence Lawson;
ply another dish. Most people pre
milk, pepper, paprika, salt.
musical selection by the Grange or
Clean the oysters, draining off fer then oyster stew a trifle "hot"
chestra: piano duet. Agnes Smalley
the liquid and removing any stray Id taste and the paprika should be
and Leola Smith; remarks. Curtis
bits of shell that may adhere Cook added with this In mind In adding
Webster At the close of the program
them In the butter until tbe edges the salt be sure that you use a pure
, a baked bean supper was participated
begin to curl. Add tbe milk and salt so (hat tbe utmost In flavor
No. 3.
j in by all the Grangers. It is worthy
bring almoBt to tbe boiling point. may be brought out.
1 of note that there was one member

w

Jangled nerves can make life
miserable for those about you

OOOOOOOOOO
OOOOOOOOOO
OOOOOOOOOO
OOOOOOOOOO
OOOOOOOOOO
OOOOOOOOOO

COSTLIER TOBACCOS

THEY NEVER GET
ON YOUR NERVES!

QUIVERING
NERVES

IT’S
DIFFERENT!

“R” Months Return With New
Appeal to Jaded Appetites

TROMMER’S BEER
DRAUGHT or BOTTLES

Trommer’s Draught Beer costs

the dealer more, but he knows

his customers prefer the best

JOHN BIRD COMPANY
Distributors for State of Maine
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THOMASTON

VUCMNfl

Grocery Department Specials Week of October 2 to 7
DOMINO—CONFECTIONERY

SALAD DRESSING,

1 lb. pkg. 7 l-2c

full quart 22c

BAKED BEANS,

Tomato Soup, can

6c

Vegetable Soup, can

7c

Laundry Scap,

4c

Lighthouse Cleanser,

4c

Codfish Cak?s, 2 cans 25c

CALIFORNIA

tall cans 12c

Maine Clams, can

10c

Kippered Snacks, 2 car.s 9c
OLD COLONA

49c

MALT,

Wash'ng Powder, Ige pkg
2 for 25c
All Green

Asparagus Tips,

10c

Tomato Sauce

California Sardines,

PANCAKE FLOUR,
DORIS SYRUP,

pkg. 10c
bottle 15c

10c

"Where Two Sear Meet." from the
story of Paul’s shipwreck, was tile
title of Mr. Leach’s sermon at the
Fede: ited Church Sunday morning,
piesentir.g the critical situation of reklEAL promptly with bladder
1 .glous life as well as economic in the .
irregularities, hequent night calls
world today, and the demands upon
and burning or too frequent passage.
individuals and groups to insure
rescue, future progress and high min
They may warn of some disordered
istry. "Call On My Name" was the
kidney or bladder function. Try
anthem. Beautiful roses and other
Doan's Pills today. Successful for
flowers were presented from Mrs
50 years. Used the world over. Sold
Stone’s garden. The evening subject
was "Four Young Men." The unfail
by druggists everywhere.
ing loya'ty of the choir throughout
the summer season has been deeply
apprecla^i. and also the thought(ulr ss oTfrlends with gardens whose
flowers add thetr silent beauty to’
each worship hour.
The Federated Church school ex
A DIURETIC FOR THE KIDNEYS
tends thanks to all who worked and,
contributed toward the success of the_______________________ _
food sale last week for the transportaticn fund especially to the two were received in Thomason Oct. 2.
good friends who made gifts of money accompanied by her daughter and
efficient to meet this school expense son-in-law. Mr and Mrs. Emery of
tor two Sundays. The receipts total Stamford. Conn. The body was taken
about $12
!t0
cemetery where committal
Capt. John Brown returned home services were held by Rev. H. S. KilFaturaav after spending two weeks in born of the Baptist Church. The
nr, Xon.
hum™ an emp.oye of I bearers
Richard
Law- |,
RaymondI
rence Kwere
owin
JamesE.E Dunn.
Creighton.

No. 1-2

Steak Salmon,

=
Have to get up
al night ?

J. J. NEWBERRY CO.

SUGAR,

Every-Otber-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, October 3, 1933
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Doan's
PILLS

For Sale
VALUES
In carload lots direct to you. No
middlemen, no traveling representa
tives, no trucking expense, no na
tional advertising, no branches. All
litre savings mean “MORE FOR
LESS” for you PLUS “LOWER PRICE
and HIGHER QUALITY.”
Stover's
Pride Flour, the flour the best cooks
use, $1.00 per bag, $7.90 per bbl. (8
hags); Best Family Flour 95c per bag;
$7.50 per bbl.; Best Pastry Flour, 89c
per bag, $7 bbl.; Domino tine granu
lated sugar, 10 lbs. 49c with other
goods. 25 lbs $129. $4.98 per 100 lbs.;
Fresh Native Eggs 25c per doz.; Presto
Heavy Standard glass preserve Jars,
pints, 77c doz.; quarts, 87c; 2 quarts
>1.23; Fancy corn, $1.28 per bag;
Heavy 40 lb. Feed oats $1.28 per bag;
Swift’s Silver Leaf pure lard 7*ac lb.;
20 lbs. $1 49; new native potatoes
87c per bu.; "MORE FOR LESS” Egg
Mash or growing feed with Nopco XX
oil and dried milk, $1.98; M. F. L.
*ig ration $1.75; M. F. L. Scratch
eed, $1.85; M. F. L. Stock feed. $1 49.
M. F. L.
Dairy Feed $1.63; 100rr
pure Pennsylvania motor oil 2 gal can
$1.13 per can; standard separator oil
65c gal. (bulk); Grammy Graham flour
5 lb. bag 20c, 2 for 35c; granulated
and bolted meal 18c, 2 for 35c; table
or butter salt 10 lb. bag 19c; 6 for $1,
pork and fish salt 85c bu; ice cream
salt 75c bag; Johnson A. Johnson
Rapid-Flow Filter Disks 35c for 100.
300 for $1. Just Right Egg Mash with
yeast, $2.25; Mica Grit $1; oyster
shells 90c; Six weeks old pigs $3;
pigs 10-12 weeks old. $4; K. I. Red
ullets, laying,
$1.25-81.50;
milk
ottles, qts., 70c; pts.. 55c; milk bottle
stoppers 45c per 1000. Old Heidelbrau beer, $2.40 per case, old Eng
land ale. $2 40 per case; Domino
brown or confectioners sugar 7Uc per
lb.; 4 lb. pkg. 30c. Satisfaction guar
anteed or your money back is our
motto. Even Mall Order Houses can
not beat our quality and prices. We
have the lowest cash and carry prices
in New England plus deliveries any
where wartted
STOVER'S CASH
ORAIN STORES, DISTRIBUTORS for
STOVER FEED MEG. CO. on track
at 86 Park St., Rockland, Just below
Armour’s. Tel. 1200.
118-lt

In Everybody’s Column ; * * * * ’ * ‘ ’ ’ 7 * ’
f VrlY. M/sUCl
I

Advertlaementa In thta column not to |
I exceed three llnee Inserted once for 25 1
A
ft
I cents, three times for 50 cents Addi- R
tlonal lines five cents each for one time.
TWENTY-EIGHT ft. boat for sale,
10 cents for three times. Six words fitted for Ford engine or would exchange
make a line.
for smaller boat. T. L. MAKER. Spruce
Head Tel. 85-33.
116-118
HOUSEHOLD parlor stove, also Vlctrola. including cabinet and records.
Good condition. 91 BROADWAY
Tel.
293-J.
116-118
SIX ROOM house, barn, henhous*.
about seven acres land. 50 fruit trees. Ap
SCOTCH collie lost, brown and white ply 32 Oliver St PA CLARK 117*119
name Lady. TEL 889
117-119
SCREENED soft coal, stove or nut. $9;
ELKS’ card lost. No. 462. Return to lump steam. $7.50; hard coal. $14. Tel.
116*118 Thomaston 84-2. J. B. PAULSEN
ELKS CLUB. Rockland.
• 116*118
WILL the person who took lady’s bag
’ from Ford coupe parked in front of
FOR QUICK cash sale, four hole ice
Maine Music Co. Monday evening at 10 cream Frlgldalre in fine condition,
o'clock please return glasses by mall to $125; also Silent Olow oil burner for
HAZEL WITHERSPOON. Camden. Me
sale. J. F. BROOKS. Waldoboro. Me
I ________________________________ 118-120 _________________________________ 117-119
LOST- Between Beauchamp Point and
FOR SAT E--Rabbit, fov pnri
• Olencove cut of an automobile on Tues- hounds, police pups and toy dogs. Six
I day. Sept. 19. a light grey rough over weeks old pigs. lo-12 weeks old shoais,
coat with the name Henry H. Chatfield R I R. nullets lavlnK and readv to lav.
I in It
Makers-Romanes <fc Patterson 6TOVER S CASH GRAIN STORES. DIS
! Will give liberal reward If returned td TRIBUTORS for STOVER FEED MFO
ZELMA M DWINAL. Camden. Maine
CO. on track at 86 Park St . Rockland.
114-tf Just below Armour's. Tel. 1200
118-120
DORY lost, painted dark gray, between
Al condition, for sale or
Perry Ledge and Matlnlcus. Reward to TRUMPET.
rent RICHARD C. ANDERSON. 259
H B BOWES Tel 662
118-tl Talbot
Ave. City.
114*tf
ENGLISH Setter last, black with white
LATE
1930
Hudson
8.
4-door
sedan,
spot on head; name Vlxle. CALL 846-W four new tires, hot water heater Al con
118‘lt dition, $295. Bargain for cash, terms or
BEAGLE* hound lost, black, white and trade ROLAND E PAYSON. East Union
117*119
tan
Answers to name of Lindy. It Tel Union 18-2
found please notify COLBY W. POST
MODENE the modern finish may now
R F D 1. Warren.
118*120
_____ be purchased at H H. CRIE Ac CO . 456
| COAT lost In city containing tape | Main 8t., Rockland.______________ 113-118
and level. Generous reward. Return to
A QUANTITY of hay. for blueberry
COURIER-OAZETTE office
1*8*120 land for sale. Inquire B. L. RIDER.
117*122
. NOTICE—Savings deposit book Num- Rockport
' ber 1846 Issued by the Warren Branch
FOR SALE at once at these prices.
1 of the Security Trust Company has been Cottage at Meguntlcook Lake, $800;
lost, and owner of said book asks for also cottage at Meguntlcook Lake $1600.
j duplicate In accordance with the pro V. P. STUDLEY. 283 Main 8t. Tel. 1154.
vision of the State law
8ICURITY
94tf
i TRUST COMPANY. Ensign Otis. ConserI vator. Rockland. Maine, Sept 18. 1933
NASH COUPE with rumble seat, hot
112-T-118 water heater, good rubber, extra good
motor. Price reasonable or will trade
for real estate of any kind L. A THURS
113-tf
t
t TON Tel. 1159
SEPCO automatic hot water heater for
< •ale.
Practically new. C. L. YOUNG,
♦
| 1 92A Mechanic St.. Camden. Tel. 715.
W — — - — — — — — — — — — — — ■,
110-tf
SALESMEN wanted
Exceptional op
WHEN you are planning to sell your
portunity for live wire »aleaman to aa- chickens and fowl, call PETER ED
roclate themselves with one of Rock WARDS Tel 806-J. Rockland.
105-tf
land's leading business houses
Must
duoiun-iou
can Duy
have car AddIv bv letter for annointment. Write A B C . CBre
care Tht
The CO
Courier0.^8 °neW8
_ J?-1* Mt the OId South
^Ith..
the
Oaaette
iULtf I Shome
New«

LOST AND FOUND

thf. *
Mrs Dtr.glcy was bom la Thomas-,
call last week while at work adjust ton In 18S2. daughter of Edgar and J
1 lb. Can
ing a belt on a revolving wheel. He Antoinette (Jordan! Stackpole. She
was wearing a leather apron which mi u.iiiied to James E. Dingley or
Rockwood Cocoa,
12c
caught in the machinery and his Boston. Nov 30. 1887. Following her
1 lb. Jar
elc.hing was torn to shreds, but he marriage her home had been in Bos
Peanut Butter,
was enabled to brace himself until ton and Brookline. Mr. Dingley died
15c
the power was turned off. One
veral years ago. Deceased is sur
Fancy Shrimp, can
11c
of his fellow workmen pronounced it yjved by one daughter Mrs. Emily
a miracie.
, Emery.
Black Pepper,
10c
As announced in The Courier-OaWhile living in Thomaston Mrs.
zette
several
days
ago
Dr
Ethel
Crie
Dingley
was a member of a club known
White Pepper,
10c
left Monday on a vacation during the as "We Girls." Many of the memmonth of October She will visit the tecs have passed on. those now living C
Pickling Spices,
10c
Century of Progress Exposition in bebig Mrs Levi Seavey. Mrs. Thomas
Chicago and also visit In Milwaukee Venner. Mrs William J Tobev. Mrs j
FORMOSA OOLONG
Stuffed Olives,
10c
Dr. Monroe Beverley of Augusta has Charles Copeland. Miss Cora Russell,
Goldin Bantam
charge of Dr Cries business during Mrs Jamcs E Creighton.
Fancy Maine Corn,
her absence.
,
10c
Mrs. Aleatha Thompson and Mrs
CAMULiN
Agency. Washington Si., next Old 8outh
Calo Dog Food,
10c
Sanford Hyler spent the weekend
------I
ANTIQUES of all kinds, old glassware,
•too at M. Andetman'a 284
dishes, pictures, and books wanted KAY Tremont Rt.
very pleasantly with Mrs. Sarah SidThese officers have been elected by
TURNER. Thomaston. Me
118-120
cn;Barker on Vaughns Neck. War- Meguntlcook Encampment, 1.0 O F : I
__________t ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all timet.
WOMAN to do general housework 1 Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
rf,„
| Chtef patriarch, Bert G. Pierson; high
wanted. In family of four. Inquire 14
105-tf
priest. Harold Hansen; senior war
8HAW AVE Tel. 329-WK
118*120 i
den. David French; junior warden,
the
Rahway
Hospital.
Rahway.
N
J.
BREMEN
ftdward
OB
Burgess
and
Miss
SEVEN ROOM house wanted modern |» ,
WARREN
John P Leach; scribe. W. S. Rich--M
conveniences, centrally located. CALL! .
has returned to her horn? and is re____
Harriet Burgess returned Saturday ards; treasurer. Leroy S. Alley.
»
811-M Z
118-120'
covering
very
satisfactorily
Norris
and
Sarge
Richards
attendafter
a
week's
trip
to
the
White
Charles McKellar was guest of
Mrs Orville Gross entertains the
COFFEE AND GROCERY Route^Man .
IV
LEI
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Mrs. Chisie Trone substituted at ed the North Knox Fair two days last Mountains and Lake Champlain Friends in Council at her camp at
for Knox and adjoining counties
No
•
honor at a dinner party Sundav at
selling
experience
necessary,
but
must
the
Malcolm
Corner
school
for
Mrs
week
and
report
a
good
time.
They
also
called
upon
two
former
the ho>e of his sister Mrs. Callie
Hosmer Pond today, Tuesday. CovMrs uda Simmons Is ill, and Dr. The maston people who have
| eVrt isli IWMh wUJ be served.
Morrill at Spruce Head, the occa
?A^wrI^oOTut;,^.
carK ^c^n8^^T
r
tRe*ntami^Prta^ Hahn of Friendship is in attendance,
i" lhat section, Mrs Esther
sion being his 60:.h birthday anni
Mrs. Rena King has returned from
her husband Benjamin Dav.Bcynton in Brownville, Me, and Edversary. _A______
lobstar______
dinner was served
Castine where she spent the summer.
| Avenue, Newark. New Jereev
118*119 —■
—--------------------------------------ns-ii
and a handsome birthday cake bear- J visited her parents Mr and Mrs.
J. A. Stewart ar.d Jas^Trask have
q{ plalnfield Vt
Mr>iT«wirirwDTxin--------- ^777/7
EXTRA office space to let to right
Officers elected by Mt Battle Lodge, i
in? lighted candles was presented Elden Smith in Taunton. Mass.
taken a contract to cut the bushes on Walter Sampson of Fryeburg was
i s’s-STiSssrZ™ ■
Mr. McKellar. Other guests In the | Charles Starrett. ill from a severe ’ne waiter tarm
„ t(jwn gaturdav ]ooking up former I OOF: Noble grand. Charles F.
Merriam; vice grand. J. Herbert j
1
116*118 ---- ---------------- ------------------------party included Mrs. Charles McKel- | grippe cold, was out for the first time The cattle in town havebeen test- neighbors and friends.
pnsiTTnN
Hft hrtituAumrir hu vnimni ATTRACTIVE
upstairs rent. 117 Llmclar. Mr. and Mrs Parker McKellar. last Saturday.
ed for TB the past week by J. R
jJr and Mrs Albert Burdtch t Edith pould; recording secretary John P
» glrl^TLL^M-W hou’*work b?
8t Modern conveniences, reasonaLeach:
B
al lrf Warren. Mrs. Willard Boggs of, Mrs. Charles Starrett Is showing Corliss. veterinaryuispector of Au- Sampson, have moved fromWood- I"h’ financial secretary. Warren ”
ll<*n i ble rent.
WM H RHODES). Phone
Cor.ant; treasurer. E. M. Crosby;
FURNISHED house, cottage or bunga- j 347-W.
116*118
Marlboro. M» s guest of Mr and rteady gain stow her recent illness gwtU.
fords to East Poland, where Mrs
low not less than five rooms wanted.
Mrs Parker McKellar and Mrs Callie Miss Louise Ortnnell of Union is still
# r(?adcr Qf Thc Couricr^;azette, Burdich s £ister Mrs Roger Oowel! trustees, Charles C. Wood. J. Prank
W^»’ern•Pc^;nn,,enc;^,.
Thonta'-. Che -ter L Pascal The in
Robinson of Spruce Head, aged 94 caring for her.
, and kno„.ine him well the corre- has her home
ofll^er‘u'f S * Klcka^^ ' ?MILES' 31
stallation will be private and held
who is an aunt to Charles McK liar
Lsajeagueependent would say. what is the matStanley Kalloch is spending two Oct
10
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Starrett
BUSINSS OPPORTUNITIES — Active j two unfurnished rnnmt tn i«t pan"
ter with Mell Wotton for mayor?
weeks vacation with his parents. He
Mr. and Mrs William H. Stalker
and daughters Miss Pauline and Miss ! Ralph Dean.
'tVntlal Wlntere.tWlm <new*1|nventionUb; 1 tr,lly loc»tMl
for llghthouxekeeplng
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,
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Point
and
returned
to
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York
i Inside face of which a communication
FURNISHED apartment to let for the
Farmington Sunday.
of any kind may be written, typewritten winter, oil heat. MRS C. F. SIMMONS,
Bremen held a special town meetMiss Lena Shorey returned Mon- city.
Ouests Sundav of Mr. and Mrs panied bv Miss Elsie Partridge, were
hand-stamped
or
printed,
and
which
21
Talbot Ave. Tel. 8-R
118-120
ing last Monday. The first selec- day to Portland after a weekend vuut
The ladies of the Methodist society 1
Jchn Teague were Mr. and Mrs in Augusta Saturday.
one hears of foremay then be quickly folded and sealed i gne room hmm 17 t
n»—mZZiv
Two rooms at the Baptist parson- man. W. H. Hull, who has served wjth her parents Mr and Mrs. Charleg j will meet in the vestry Wednesday '
I
I'^ac^r
5?° Modern ' c^nl^,
Frank Docket of Newcastle. Mrs
handed young mod
afterncon.
Isadora Hoffses. Mrs Nellie Wallace age have been redecorated by Wilder very acceptably was obliged to re- Shcrey.
nomlca' ind^onJentem PM.y & <JS'-1 r«son*bl<’
°a PREMISES
MLss Maud? M Thorndike spent
Mrs Dorothy Carter and Herbert Moore
116*111
erns who have thc wed . onstrated and sold entirely by mall ,
sign on account of illness in his fam- The Baptist Mission Circle Is meet_______________
Ellis Spear. 3d. assistant in the uy< and the resignation of a member in» this Tuesday afternoon with Mrs. Sunday in Belfast, guest of Miss
Johnson all of Waldoboro
I Has wonderful commercial possibilities
TWO large front rooms to let. with or
ding
invitations
ordered
Partner to Join Inventor In forming cor- without board. 75 BROAD 8T
Tel.
Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Moody and I psychology departments of Harvard of the school committee, Mrs. Ma- Grace Andrews on the bank of the Lillian Ryan.
poratton and promote the sale of this | 669-M.
US-tf
Comique Theatre attractions for
before the gentleman has
family. Lowell. Jr. and Patricia went . and Radcliffe Colleges, recently gave rjan Creamer, who decided to teach in Georges River.
device at a salary_ to be agreed upon ) SEVEN ROOM house to let.
Fundav to Baltimore, where Mr ■ a very interesting talk to the pupils tOwn, made two important vacancie
Harvest supper of the Methodist the week include for Tuesday, “Zoo
^pply thN^ nirlosltI‘*wJk1erme,OWNER
»nd OranHe'su' al? moderm
’‘popped thc question."
Mcody Is foreman of a construction' ef the intermediate school on trains. m the town machinery that must b~ Church at the vestry Wednesday aft- i In Budapest;" special stage attracPPO Box 14 RewindI Mc
y»O_rfMonable
Very reasonable rent.
rent. Inquire of WALWe frown upon this prac
118 LACE E SPEAR R 1. Waldoboro
| tion, "Maine Lumberjacks’ in singing,
job for the Dixie Construction Co. ; and their use. showing his model filIfd Waltfr p Ifln was plec ed m(x)_ frrxon at 6 o c!ocit
WIDOW would like position as house- _______ _____ ____________
118*120
^dancing
and
joking;
Wednesday.
Ed

tice! But they should be
Arthur J. Elliot is having a slip
keeper In widower's home. MRS CARFRONT ROOM on first floor, to let.
ward Robinson in “The Little Giant;"
RIE STONE. Clark Islnd
116-118'
put
in
the
wharf
at
the
rear
of
the
central location, at 32 8chool St Tel
ordered early—and the
noon, Waldoboro wg>n the game, engme^and tender, pullman. tank car and
Xt^a Dunn & Elliot sailloft to haul their Thur:day and Fridav. Paul White- !
MATERNITY patients given best of 1013-M
ANNE V FLINT________ llg-tf
man in "King of Jazz;" Saturday (
order should specify “en : care In private home by nurse with bos- j SIX room single house and garage to
5-4.
Mrs.
Rav'
Spear
and
two
children
.member
of
the
.school
committeeboats
out
for
storage
in
the
basement
pltal training
ETTA SMITH ANDER- ; let. modern, fine location. RAYMOND
double program with Buck Jones in ]
Mrs. William Stickney of Warrer.
of the saillofts
grave upon Linwcave
SON. 259 Talbot Ave . City_______ 114*tf J L.
"Whi
Eagle" and Irene Dunr.e. ’
WATTS. 187 Broadway ______ 118*120
and daughter Mrs. Clara Lermond ot of Thomaston spent Thursday of last1 Lincoln County News
I
Mrs.
Edith
Hodgkins
who
has
been
POSITION
as
chef
or older cook want- , SIX ROOM house to let at North End.
Wedding Papers." For
“The Other Woman."
Beverty. Mass., who are visiting rela week with Mrs. Ruth Philbrook
ed Best of references. HORACE PERRY. bath,
at
Mrs.
Ozora
’
turners
Is
now
in
floors, garage, etc. CALL
The party postponed from last
Mrs. Clarence Harmon of Portland
FRIENDSHIP
tives in Warren, Thomaston and
Orace 8t.. City.
*tf 1 493-W hardwood
thej' are ultra-correct. The
from 9 a m to 4 p m
113-tf
Lawrence. Mass., lor a visit.
was in town Sunday. She was ac
Rockland, were overnight guests Fri Thursday will be held at the home of
ROOMS to let. furnished or unfur
rich vellum-like ttxture
The harvest supper given under the v,7hc
Uons club’ Albert companied home bv her aunt. Miss
day of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph St.lckney Mrs. Anna Starrett. this week Thurs
nished 44 KNOX ST . Thomaston
.r ,u.
. t -j . . j Elliot of Thomaston, president, will
day' from 3 to 5 o'clock. The pro- auspices of
at Rockland. •
of Linwcave speaks elo
118-120
♦
the Methodist Ladies’ Aid pre. ent the comedy “It's A Oift," in Mary C. Davis, who has been spend
ing the summer with Mr. and Mrs
E. M. Cleveland of Manson. Wis. cseds will benefit the Congregational
FOUR ROOM apartment and six room
♦
quently of thc taste of the
ladies circle and is the first of a series ’ Thursday of last w ik proved very Watt3 hall Thursday and Friday eve« J. C Fish. Pearl street.
was a caller Friday on Jesse Mills.
apartment.
modern.
to
let.
MRS.
4
successful, ar.d a pleasant time was nings.
FROST, 8 Summer St. Tel. 318-W.
Mr. and Mrs. Hollie Bennett and
bride-to-be.
Mr and Mrs. Harold Boggs. Mr. to be held.
z
96-tf
FARM for sale. 3*a miles from Rock
and Mrs. William Morrison and WilIn addition to the musical program enjoyed by the large gathering pres- Mr and Mrs. Gleason Cogan of daughter Ruth have returned from
The Couriar-Gaactte
land. 80 acres, nine room house, sun
MODERN rooms to let. with or with
lard Bczgs. called here bv the illness 1 and readings to be put on this Tues cnt. The efficient committee was
-on were Sunday guests of Mrs a motor '.-io to the Century of Prog
porch, all modern. Write OAROLINE out kitchen privileges
Prices low.
ress Exposition. Chicago
and death of Levi A. Boggs, returnea day evening at the Women's Club Mrs. Ec'a Simmons, Mrs. Hattie Law Martha Cogan.
MRS SUSAN FOSS. 493 Main St
e^iA/c—- SHERER SWETT. Box 227. Rockland
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Howarth
118-120
Saturday and Sunday to their re- there will be dancing numbers by out
118*120-tf
spective homes in Brooklyn. N Y of town talent: Alfred Chapman ot ry, Mrs. Gertrude Oliver, Mrs Josie
FOR SALE- Six room house, good lo
SIX-ROOM house to let on Camden
The Men's Community Club will have returned from a trip to New
WBBDIYG
PiPLIDi
cation. price right. Thia property Is a St., near Sllsby Greenhouses, electric
Portland, and Marlboro. Mass. Mrs. Thomaston. Sonia Corner also of Burns. Mrs. Jar.e Murphy, Mrs. Lo- hold its opening meeting for this sea- York city.
good Investment Its location Is on a lights, furnace, bath; clean, cosy, eco
Willard Boggs is remaining this week | Thomaston, Dorothy Tibbetts of vina Whitney, Mrs Hattie Wotton, on in the Congregational vestry Oct.
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Rodgers have
cement road. ROBERT COLLINS. Reni nomical. MRS H M FROST. Tel.
with her sister Mrs. Parker McKel- j Rockland and Barbara Richardson ol Mrs. Olive Noyes. Mrs Millie Morton, 10 at 6 o’clock. The speaker will be returned to Concord. Mass., after a
Estate Agency.
105-tf 31$-W
112-tf
lar and will also soend some time , Rockport. Miss Irene Youn^ oJThom- j Mrj Jennie
.n chargf congressman Moran ar.d his subject visit with friends in town.
FOR SALE—All on the rent plan. »600.
PARTLY
FURNISHED
four room
OUR
JUNIOR
PUZZLE
aston to accompany.
Mr and Mrs. Will Bowden left
with Miss Edna F. Boggs
Knox Hall. South Thomaston; $2100. apartment to let. electric lights, flush
'The NRA '
eight room house and barn; $425. four toilet and garage. T. J. CARROLL. Cam
Mts Lena Deiano j,as returned Monday for Greenwich. Conn., where
Ano’.her benefit dance will be held program worth hearing and seeing of the tables, Mrs. Mamie Wotton.
111-tf
acres
of land; $1250. large double tene den St
at Glover hall Fridav evening, the with many of the Warren young peo- Mrs Oeheva Thompson, Mrs. Bertha fro[n EaSt Friendship where she has Mr. Bowden has employment, for thc
ment house; $2000. double tenement
SMALL tenement on Holmes St . to let.
winter.
proceed' to benefit the Warren Base ple participating as well
! house, all In South Thomaston V. F flush toilet, electric lights. TEL 958-J.
Jameson. Mrs. Lewis, Katherine Jamc- been caring for Mrs Hattie Bums,
Miss Hattie Hahn of Thomaston is son. Mrs. Carrie McFarland. Mrs. Bird i Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Feyler and : Many from Camden will attend the
STUDLEY. 283 Main St. Tel. 1154.
ball Club. For specialties, Miss Hilda
112-tf
105-tf
Ieino of East Warren, will render spending this week with her sister Jameson; Mrs Sue Wotton had charge Miss Barbara Feyler motored Satur- fair In Lincolnville Wednesday.
FURNISHED tenement to let
All
THE
L.
E
GRIFFIN
house
at
25
James
several selections on the piano-ac Miss Susie M Hahn.
Thc
Joseph
Sailers
have
closed
modern. Hot water heat, electric lights,
of thc coffee; Mrs. Lizzie Thompson day to Orono where their son Richard
,
St
.
RocklBnd
for
sale
Hardwood
floors.
hot
and
cold
water,
gas
and
bath
Rent
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Newell
W.
Eugley
their home on Chestnut street and
cordion.
the pits, assisted by Mrs. Elva Ben-: Is attending University of Maine,
| electric lights, large lot. Price right. reasonable. Apply to FLOYD L. SHAW.
Among those who attended the supper guest.s Friday of Miss Mabel ner; Miss Sarah Kilmore the supper
Apply to M. M. GRIFFIN. Rockland. Me 47 North Main St.
Miss Katherine Creighton has re returned to Philadelphia.
109-tf
07-tf
ball game Sunday at Togus between Crawford.
Miss Verna Bryant. Mrs. Mildred
tickets. Following the supper the turned frem a visit in Boston
THREE
room
furnished
apartment
to
Oeorge Teague was confined to the quarterly conference was conducted
Togus and the Philadelphia Giants
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
The O E S. circle will sponsor a card Pratt and son Jere of Dexter and
bath, all modern Improvements. $5
Fourteen room house In Thomaston, let.
were Ouna Matson. Harold Pease, house lait week with a severe cold.
by the district superintendent A. I. par./ at Ma ante hall Wednesday eve- Miss Lillian Ryan of Belfast were
a
week
V.
F.
STUDLEY.
283
Main
8t.
two baths, basement could be used for Tel 1154
111-tf
Elwin Starrett. Louis Perrault. ClarMr. and Mrs Donald Kennlston ar; Oliver with good reports from the nlrj. There will be tables for con recent guests cf Miss Maude M
store, garage, extra lot of land, house
ence Waltz. Wesley Waltz, Edward j moving from Union to the Alfred various offices of the Aid and good tract. auction, bridge, 503 and 63 Thorndike
In good repair. Price $1500
PART of the Crockett Baby Shop to
Double tenement In Rockport, nearly let 393 MAIN ST
Davis. Carl Moody. Arthur Starrett Burns place which they have bought Interest was manifested by the large v.; r attractions for each tabic. The
Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Salzedo have
111-tf
acre of land, house repaired recently at
Herbert. Thomas, Sidney Wyllic. tn North Waldoboro.
returned to New York city after
attendance.
| public Is invited.
cost of $800 Will sell for $2100
FURNISHED apartment to let at 566
Charles Hvsler is driving a Ply
Bovnton Maxey and Alvah Simmons.
Eight room house In Rockport, all Main St . heated, rent reasonable In
Work on the State read Is begin- pending the summer in Camden.
hard wood floors, bath, steam heat. quire ALBERT PETERSON, at FullerCarl Oxton and Kenneth* Cousins mouth coupe.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Jamieson
Boggs of Brooklyn. N Y . Willard O hlrg today. Tuesday, at Brooklyn
J
garage,
land for garden. Wonderful Cobb-Davis. .
107-tf
Niven C. Crawford who was ill the Boggs of Marlboro. Mass.. Mrs. Wil- Heights, and $2900 is reported to be and Miss Virginia Wagner recently
are home from the C. C. C. Camp at
value at (2650
Fouthwest Harbor where they have past week, is r.ow able to be out. liam K. Morrison of Portland. Edwin 'he amount received for the Job.
TWO VERY DESIRABLE rents to rent
made a motor trip to Boston.
Many bargains In farms In Rockland.
! Owl's Head. Ash Point, Cushing and all at once, at 34 Pleasant St. One upper
been stationed during the past sum again.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Wilbur have
K. Boggs of Gorham; and eight
William Cullen of Lewiston spent
and one lower flat, each with five rooms
sections of Maine
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Tracy of grandchildren; also two sisters. Mrs.
mer months.
and a bath. Garage foo* one car to rent
weekend with his sister Miss Belle returned from a motor trip to West
L. A. THURSTON
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver B. Libbv. ac- Warren Highlands were guests Fri- Edwin J. Kalloch of Warren and Mrs [ Cullen.
Tremont.
Tel. 1159
Rocklanl also. It will be wo|$h while to look at
these rooms. Key to be found at ANNIE
113-tl
„„ Mrs.
The Beta Alpha Club met Monday
FLINT’S. 32 School St. or Tel. 1161-R.
low. Misses Lizzie and Winnie Wins
Frank II. Thomas
111-tf
5o
Funeral services were held at his evening for its semi-annual meeting
low and Mp=. Ada Spear, enjoyed a Eugley are relaying wall and adding late home Friday afternoon. The 1 ar-d election of officers. Following
Frank Henrv Thomas, 69. died sud
TWO
TENEMENTS
to
let.
9
Suffolk
St.
.d .11
motor t.-ip Sunday to Boothbay Har a cement foundation under thc base officiating clergymen were Rev. Henry i supper served by the committee, denly Sunday morning at his home
upper alx rooms, partly furnished If
ment of the William Lawry place.
desired. Lower five rooms and bath,
bor and Newagen.
W. Wtbb of Wisoa'.'et. a former pas- E..zabcth Wa.hburn, Ruby Hall. Lu- cn Meguntlcook street. He was born
•
«
‘
A
furnace heat. MILTON M. GRIFFIN.
• • • •
Mrs. Gertrude Starrett who has
tor and very intimate friend of thc | cretia McNeil and Myma Copeland, in Lincolnville, the son of John and
been caring for Mrs. Roland Star
family,
and
Rev
II
I.
Holt,
the
presthe
president,
Ethel
Newcombe.
called
Hulda
Thomas
Mahoney,
and
later
Levi A. Boggs
48
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at RockTWO room apartment with bath to
rett and infant daughter has re
i land Hair Store, 24 Elm 8t. Mall order! let. thoroughly modern, heated and
In the death of Levi A. Boggs, 81, ent pastor of the church. The large th? meeting, and Amy Tripp, chair- changed his name to Thomas. At
turned home.
solicited.
H. C. RHODM. Tel. 51$-.*.
gathering
cf
friends
and
neighbors
min
of
the
r.omlr.atirg
committee,
or.e t'.me he was employed by thc
lighted. $5 a week V. F. STUDLEY. 283
3..
which
occurred
Sept.
27.
the
town
of
j__________________________________ 105-tf Main St. Tel. 1154.
Friends will be interested to know
111-tf
loses one of Its most and the many floral offerings test!- I presented names of the now officers: C ienta! Tea Company in Eoston
that Mrs. Ella Caler, who fell a little Warren
NOTICE—To whom It may concern:
fled to the high steem in which Mr Rc-a Teel, president; Nellie Orff, vice He studied voice a', the New Eng
estimable
citizens.
He
was
born
at
FURNISHED
rooms,
to
let;
all
modern
.a.,
..
Be It known to all men. that on and
mere than a week ago. Is doing nicely.
Boggs wa s held. His remains were laid prr-ident; Kathleen Studley. sccre- land Conservatory of Music and was
after this date. I. Harry P Collamore. will conveniences. FLORA KIRKPATRICK.
10,5‘»»5 ‘ t
Mrs. K. J. Overlook, who has been North Warrer. Oct. 4, 1851. In early at rest in Blake cemetery, thc bear- J tary; Carrie Carroll, treasurer. The director of the male quartet In
99-tf
pay no bills contracted by any person or 15 Grove 8t. Tel. 94-R.
manhood
he
went
to
California
where
critically ill thc past several weeks,
persons other than myself.
(Signed)
a;?3
ers, E.njamin E. Watts. Ernest G. hew president appointed as work com- Tremont Temple
WELL
furnished
apartment
to
let.
he
remained
for
several
years.
On
HARRY P. COLLAMORE. Rockport. Oct three rooms, toilet and shed. 12 KNOX
was able to be up a short time last
Mr. Thomas had been a resident of
returning to Warren he was united in Starrett. Forest E. Spear and Clar- mittce. Lucretia McNeil, Addle Jones
2. 1933
118*120 8T. Tel. 156-W.
96-tf
Saturday.
and Annie Mank; chairman of sick Camden for 30 years and conducted a
WILL OPEN my cider mill Sept. 30
WITH THE FISH
Helen Jane, ten-year-old daughter marriage Oct 24. 1881. to Mary H. cnee M Spear.
committee. Gladys Fcrnald. A gift music store here for teveral years,
FURNISHED heated apartment to let
grinding Tuesday. Thursday and Satur
of Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Blodgett, ot | Anderson, and they settled on the
was presented to the retiring presi after selling this business continuing
105-tf
days. Price cut to 3c per gal In 50 gal Inquire 14 MASONIC ST.
“
Oh,
look
what
1
3
gotten
in
Westfield. N. J., who recently under- far"1 'Y.’jere
spent the ’Tlyiai,nt^r
lota
or
over.
R
J.
MAYHEW.
563
Old
dent, and thc meeting adjourned to the sale fcf musical instruments at with thc goldfish!” cries Ann,
HEATED apartments, all modern, four
County Rd.__________ 116*118
went an appendicitis operation at ,
his life. Mrs. Bog.gs died Oct. 17.
enjoy the entertainment In charg: his liomc. He was often heard In
Tooms. Apply at CAMDEN de ROCK
| 1899.
CIDER MILL running Mondays. Wed LAND WATER CO. Tel. 634.
105-tf
of Frances Shaw. In thc company local entertainments. He was a looking in thc bowl. “It certainly nesdays.
Fridays. Making 3 cents. Cider
All through his life Mr Boggs was
isn
’
t
a
fish!
What
can
it
be?
”
besides
those
above
named
were
Rev.
bbls,
50
cents.
SIMONTON.
Vinegar
Man
Democrat
and
had
served
as
select

a very active man, and although he ,
and Mrs. II. 8. Ki’.torn. Leila Smalley, man cf Camden. He leaves his wife Take your pencil, quickly, and
118-T*121
had passed the fourscore period ot I
Estelle Ncw’bcrt. Mabel Ferr.a'.d. who was LaVaughn Loveland of this join all the numbered dots to
EASTERN ACADEMY OF HAIRDRESS
years, he still carried on the varied ,
Madolyn Spear. Carrie Carroll. E'.iza place, and cne daughter Miss Ruth gether, starting with dot number ING and Beauty Culture Open Oct 2
tasks of farm life until the fatal
Authorized and licensed by the State
Whitney, Ar.n Day, Vera Robinson. Thomas, supervisor of music in the one and ending with dot number Six
months training; 16 subjects taught
accident occurred. A man of strong |
Nancy
Foster.
Grace
Andrews.
Emma
Tuition
payable monthly. Write for cir
fifty-three
and
you
will
see
what
public schools cf Saco.
convictions and sturdy Christian 1
culars.
16 P. O. SQ.. Bangor, Maine
Kalloch,
Gertrude
Llneken.
Leona
And other rectal diseases
Funeral services will be held Tues Ann is exclaiming over.
character, he constantly demonstrated
Dial
4128.
115-120
Starrett, Minnie Newbert, Eunice day at 2 o'clock from the resi
his kindnc.'s as a neighbor, and his (
COTTAGES and camps to iet and for
Treated Without Pain
Tillson. Edna Hilt. Hilda Keyes, Mrs. dence, Frank Richardson of Rock
value as a citizen of the community.
Rale.
E. V. SHEA. South .Thomaston.
Jack. Myrtle Strong. Helen Studley, land. Chris’.'an Science leader, of
Tel. Rockland 354-11.
105-tf
He joined the Congregational Church
or Loss of Time
Harriet Burgess. Dorothy Starrett, ficiating.
KEYS! KEYS! KEYS! Keys made to
of Warren early In life and was an
LET A WANT-AD
Leona
Reed,
Dora
Kalloch.
order. Keys made to fit locks when
active and honored member of its
original keys are lost. House, office or
SOLVE YOUR
Watch for the NRA directory, list
communion for 66 years. He was also
Car. Code books provide keys for all
Mrs. Mary L. Dingley
locks without bother. Stissors and
a member of Georges River Lodge,
PROBLEM
ing of merchants who are members
TEL. 1078
Knives sharpened. Prompt service. Rea
The
remains
of
Mrs.
Mary
Louies,
K. of P.
to
appear
soon
in
The
Courier-Ga

sonable
prices. CRIE HARDWARE CO.,
39 UNION ST.
ROCKLAND
J
71,
widow
’
of
James
E.
Dingley,
who
HtSUlTS- Hc is survived by five children.
408 Main St., Rockland. Tel. 791.
1278tf
zette.
116-118
1
died
in
Brookline.
Mass.,
Sept.
28,
SIMRINTEfO Edna F. Bogg>s of Warren, Harold A.
105-tf

large pkg. ISc

RINSO,

FRESH COFFEE,

lb. 19c

Ollly J9C Jj,.

TEA,

TEA,

10c

orange PEKot

finest grade; lb 33c

WANTED

TO LET

'ejvre
tfck/ivt

2? TIED

REAL ESTATE

; MISCELLANEOUS \

Have Your Old Hat
Renewed
For
Fall

PILES

FELT HATS
50c

DR. JAMES KENT

770

Every-Other-Day

®Soci
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Dr. and Mrs J. L. McAleney and
son of Portland were guests Sunday
of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Collamore.

A BRILLIANT RECEPTION

Page Seven
COMMUNITY CHEST

A

I This Campaign Is To Raise

$3000 By Voluntary SubMr. and Mrs. Richard Hodson and Local Patriotic Bodies and Visiting State Officers Tender
son Spaulding and Mrs. Maker and
Reception To Millie Thomas
son Billy of Reed’s Ferry were at
scriptions
Camp Charliette, Spruce Head, over
the weekend.
In addition to personal notes regard
Mrs. Carrie Hart of Waldoboro was
Rockland’s Community Chest Is en
Since its organization four presi S.U.V. was called upon. Gifts were
ing departures and arrivals, this depart weekend guest of Mr. and Mrs. S. K.
dents have been contributed by presented by Mrs. Velma Marsh gaged in a canvass to raise $3000 for ,
ment especially desires Information of Hart.
Mr.
and
Mrs
Ror
>ald
OLord,
Miss
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc
president of the local Auxiliary S.U the help of the Home for Aged Worn- ,
Berla M. Lord and Carroll M. Wlxson Edwin Libby Relief Corps to the
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
gladly received.
Mr. and Mre. Harold Olidden and | motored to Lewiston Sunday, visiting State Relief Corps, a distinction few V.; Mrs. Carrie House, president of en and to retain here the service of
Ruth Mayhew Tent, D.U V.; Mrs. Ida
TELEPHONE _______________ 77* or 7M
________________________________
j two children and Mr, and Mrs. at the State House in Augusta and cities can boast. The fourth, elected Huntley, for Edwin Libby Relief the Red Cross, which without this
Forest Higgins motored to Cadillac dining at the Wooster House in Hallo at the State convention In Bangor Corps; Mrs. Priscilla Smith.’president immediate help must be withdrawn—
well.
Major and Mrs. Talbot Aldrich have j Mountain Saturday,
last spring. Mrs. Millie Thomas, was of Faies Circle, Ladies of G AR which W’ould be a calamity, In par- j
closed The Crags at Tenant’s Harbor '
_____
tendered a reception Thursday even Mrs Thomas responded In a charm- j tlcuiar to the less fortunate classes of
G1AUD
Mr. and Mrs E. M. Lftwrence have ing under the direction of the local Ing and informal manner, het
which they have occupied during thc ; Mr and Mrs. William Vinal and
the city.
summer, and are now spending a [ daughter Joan are visiting In East- started upon their annual Southern corps, an occasion that will Unger
PARIS
1817
pleasure and appreciation evident in
The following contributions have
lortnight at Drykye, their camp on [ dale, Mass.
migration, and will busy themselves long In memory, so well was the af her voice and gestures. She was
the shores of Debsconcag lake.
—
during the winter with their cafe fair carried cut. In the large gather handsomely gowned in black satin been received. Others may be sent
either to the Chamber of Commerce
O. W. Hopkins. Miss Alta Brown teria at Miami Beach—one of the ing were several State officers of and lace.
Virginia Young of Newton High- and Mr. and Mrs. B. D. Benner ot best establishments of the kind in various patriotic organizations, and
Mrs. Eliza Plummer was In chargt Ior
this PaPer- Checksshould be
Only
lands. Mass., a student at U. of M.. I Waldoboro, motored through the Florida.
I of the pleasing program which fea- made payable toCommunity Chest.
visited Mr. and Mrs. Jack Dodge White Mountains over the weekend,
I tured vocal solos by Mrs. Gladys. Mr and Mrs. Wm. T. Cobb...... $ 25.00
1
SPARKLING!
over thc weekend.
------Mr. and Mrs, Harry N. Walker of
! Morgan and Mrs. Evelyn White, a ; Leroy Chatto ............................. 1.00
■
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Curtis and family New Haven were weekend visitors in
HAND MADE!
j mandoline duet by Miss Doris Hyler Mr
Mrs H P Blodgett.... 10 00
H H. Stlckuay has closed his cot- accompanied by Mr and Mrs. O A. this city where they formerly re
I and Miss Dorothy Dlmick. with Mrs w
tage at Crawford Lake, and with ’ Wellman motored Sunday to PorUand sided.
HAND CUT!
Rounds
..........................
.
5.00
' Alta Dimick at the piano; selections 1 W' °’
his family returned to Belmont yes- 1 to call upon Miss Leola Wellman who
1.00
for this
j
by
the
Harvie
Family;
readings
by
^
’
ss
Addle
Rogers
.........
SEMI-CRYSTAL!
terday. Oct. 16 Mrs. Stickney and ' is a patient at the Maine General
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Ayer cf Port
/S
5.00
| Mr;. Grace Rollins. Miss Margaret Miss Kate Wendell -----actual
value
daughters Anne and Rebecca expect i Hospital.
land were weekend guests of Rev. and
Stahl
and
Mrs.
Ida
Huntley
acted
as
Mrs.
W
W.
Gregory
..................
5.00
to sail for Italv where they will spend s
the material from
$4.75
accompanists.
•‘Edna Gregory ................... ........ 2 00
the winter tn Florence with the daugh- ' Clifford Ladd was home from Uni Mrs. C. E. Brooks.
which cut crystal
. Refreshments were served in the i Auxiliary Huntley-Hill Post,
ters to enter a school with special jverslty of Maine over the weekend.
necklaces arc
Manager Ralph L. Flanders of the
dining room where the tables had
fashioned. Flask
attention given to Italian and:
——
V. F. W...................................... 5 0b
French
t Among the 10 delegates to the New England Conservatory of Music
been attractively placed In a square
alone Is worth one
_____
j provincial meeting of the Woman’s who has spent the season with his
The only decorative feature were the Carrie E. Brainerd ...................... 10.00 ,
dollar.
large bowls of punch. Sandwiches. Evelyn M Hix ------------------- 25.00
Miss Caroline Jameson returned Auxiliary of the Episcopal diocese is family on the South Shore. Belfast
cake and punch were served. Mrs. | Dr. A. W. Foss ...... .................. 10.00
Saturday from a two weeks’trip witn
J- B; Waterbury of Camden. has returned to Boston. Mrs. Flan
Boston friends to the World’s Fair.
The meeting will take place in ders is remaining for a while. Their |
Riah Knight as chairman was as- 1 Mr. and Mrs. Willis Ayer ___ _ 10.00
_____
Providence. Oct. 16-17.
daughters. Mrs Snelling Robinson of
sifted by Mrs. Belle Frost. Mrs. Maud Mrs. Sadie Dennison .................. 1.00
Chicago. Mrs. Richard Howard of
You pay $1.00 in our perfume department and re
Cables, Miss Ruth Rogers. Mrs. Helen
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Stoddard and
_
Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Fuller ...... 10.00
Perry and Mrs. Lena Rollins.
Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge L. St. Clair , Methodist Ladles Aid meets Wed- Philadelphia, and Mrs. Marian Hun- ;
ceive immediately this lovely flask filled with your
were weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs • ncsday at « 30. followed by circle toon of Boston, have returned to theli
The new State president is a past Central Maine Power Co....... 50.00
W A. Holman at Falmouth Foreside [ supper at 6 under the direction of various homes after spending a por
president of Edwin Libby Relief E. L. Toner .............................. 5.00 1
favorite Renaud true-flower fragrance.
jto
They were Joined there on Sunday Mrs. Ida Simmons, assisted by Mrs. tion of the season in Belfast.
10.00
Corps, the first president of the Past Miss Ellen Daly .......................
by Mr. and Mrs. Sumner Newcomb Susie Karl. Mrs. Lena Oraves. Mrs.
President’s Association, and has Caroline Jameson ...................... 10.00
i Augusta Albee formerly of Rock- Annie Eaton, Mrs. Thelma Stantey,
served as State inspecting officer, in A Friend ..................................... 2 00
Mr. and Mrs Donald Cummings
What a gift—for yourself—or a friend!
land) of Bridgton.
Mn Margaret Philbrook, Mrs. have as guests for two weeks Mr and
stalling officer, conductress and
F. W. Fuller ............................... 5 00
-------i Margaret
Rackllffe
and
Miss Mrs. George Richards of Braintree
patriotic instructor, as well as various
’^DOJfiSENTER CRANE COMPANY^^^?
Mrs. Bradford Burgees is spending Madlene Rogers.
Mass.
Millie Thomas for whom
other offices in the local corps. She j Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Glover ...... 10.00
two weeks with her mother. Mrs
is a member of Auxiliary of Anderson ! Senter Crane Co.............. . ......... 23 00
reception was given
Jennie Oifford. in Medusa. N Y.
An important meeting of the ex
Camp S.U.V. and a past matron of ' Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Buflum ___ 25 00
Mrs Vina Varney is visiting Mrs.
ecutive board of the Home for Aged I. E. Ralph in Northeast Harbor.
Ocldcn Rod Chapter OE.S. To all Mrs. Lottie Hall ........................ 2 00
Mrs. Alice Fish. Mrs. Agnes Fish, j
is called for Wednesday
among local patriotic bodies repre the offices she holds she brings
Mr. and Mrs R. E. Eaton......... 10.00 '
Mrs. Nellie Fish and Miss Laura Ptsh afternoon at the home of Mrs. Lester
Thc Diligent Dames open their sented were-Edwin Libby Post G.A.- efficiency, vision and loyalty. The
have taken apartments at The Laur- ;Shcrman the preslclcnt.
Elizabeth O. Messer ................. 25.00'
R.;
Edwin
Libby
Relief
Corps;
Ruth
j
fine
record
she
has
set
for
herself
in
season Thursday by navlng luncheon
iette and will occupy them about the I
at uiv
the Mayhew Tent, D.U.V.; Faies Circle such work explains the faith ex Mrs. Lillian B. Mortland .......... 10.00
middis
of Ute
the month.
Mrs. Alire Fishj _ . . Th/Wndik- „nu rtaj.nhter with
mtUU.'J Ot
iiiuiitii. mu.nu.cru.it
.............Mrs. Nettie Bird Frcst hi
has been with Miss Annie Flint ,
ha^ been in
“7 ho:ne’ shwe Acres. Ladies G.A.R.: Anderson CampS-U.V. tended in electing her president of Dr. II. W. Frohock ____ __ _
5 00
Are just in and will be on sale until we are ready to
and Auxiliary; Ralph Ulmer Camp. thc State Relief Corps.
Clark Island.
School street, for the past ten Idays.
[ C. H. Duff ................................... 10.00
plant
the first week in October.
Get your bulbs
S.W.V. and Auxiliary; Huntley-HUl
months.
I
____ _
! Mrs. Fred R. Spear .................. 10.00
Post V.F.W and Auxiliary; Winslownow
if
you
want
the
kind
we
plant
ourselves.
NORTH
HAVEN
Mr
and
Mrs.
E.
F
Glover.
Mrs
D
F Senter. uJr.,th<? returned
Rev. E. O. Kcnyo n.................... 5.00
Elton Merrifield of K:ar B.1U
Falk , Wilbur from
World s ; er
N. Mortiano
Mortland and Mrs. H I Hix spent Hc; brook Post A.L. and Auxiliary;
spent the weekend with Mr. and
J
r
\ the weekend at North Conway. N. H Kncx County Chapter, Sons Ameri
After a severe Illness of more than George B. Wendell. East MilMr; Oeorge B. Clark, Broadway
■“ '
can Revolution.
three weeks Mrs. Clara M. Dyer died
5.00
ton, Mass.
On his return he was axompanied
The assembly hall was effectively early Monday morning at the home , Pri„nrt
,
. , A pleasant surprise was given Mrs
Mr- and Mrs Henry Sleeper have
by Mrs. Merrifield and two sons who
rQ
Baxtcr
evenlng returned to Whiting. Ind . after visit- decorated under the skillful fingers of her son Jetson Dyer. Funeral serv- J
’tfirk
“
*
__ <
«
_
have been with
with Mr
Mr. nnrl
and VTrc
Mrs. fClark
by a birthday party with luncheon ing Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper of Mrs. Nellie Higgins. The back ices will be held at the Thoroughfare De• and Mrs. E. B. Howard...... 5.00
for several weeks.
at
South
Thomaston
for
two
weeks. ground for the receiving line was Church Wednesday at 2 o'clock. Mrs. Miss Annie Frye ........................ 5.00
! given in her honor at thc home of
formed by evergreen trees and large
‘n W”.1
Lottie C. Rhodes .......... . ........... 10.00
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Cross. Mr; Mrs. Clara Curtis, assisted by Miss
371 MAIN ST.
TEL. 318-W
ROCKLAND
„ ,
„ .......
„
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Walker had as bouquets of fall flowers. ColortWl July 10.1877. A more extended notice
Abbie Stiles. Hugh Lttte and Neil Susan Spear, when honors in bridge weekend guests Mr and Mrs Eben
will
be
given
later.
Mrs- Charles G. Wells, North
115-tf
flowers
also
formed
other
decorative
Little have returned from two weeks fell to Mrs. Carrie Douglas. Mrs. Dori-s
Kendall Stone Is In the hospital at Haven ..................................... 50.00
Wood
of
West
Bridgewater.
Mass.
features.
trip to the World s Fair.
Jordan and Mrs Frances Farrand
Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea
Cn the hour of 8. with Mrs. Carolyn ttockland receiving treatment.
____
Mrs. Baxter was the recipient of many
Capt. and Mrs John Bernet cele
Nebo Lodge In its new coat of paint j Co.................................... .
50.00
Prof Harry T. Baker who has been j pretty gifts. Others present were brated their 42d wedding anniversary Stewart a; marshal, the procession
entered the hall. First came the Is a most cheerful and attractive A Friend .................... .
2.00
at his former Rockland home for Mrs. Audrey Teel. Mrs Verna
last Wednesday by keeping open
Mr. ar.d Mrs. J. Lester Sherman 10.00
kveral weeks
has returned to Thomas. Mrs. Edith Hallowell. Mrs. house. There were many callers dur aides. Mrs Velma Marsh. Mrs. Helen structur<‘
Ferry, Mrs. Lula McCra, Mrs.
Elizabeth Gilbert and Mrs Thelma
The North Haven has been taken ...
lnnn
Goucher College. Baltimore.
ing the day, and they were remem Margaret Rackliffe. Mrs. Doris Ames,
Snow.
out of commission for overhauling
These merrhant* are co-operating to send two Knox County boys
bered with cards, letters, flowers and Mrs. Priscilla Smith. Miss Sarah before its winter schedule. The Mlss Edith Bicknell
Mr’. Arnold Rogers and Mrs W. E
......... 2.00
or girl* to the World Fair, Free, in Ortober. With etu-h purchase of
other
gifts.
Sansotn
and
Mrs.
Effie
Walsh.
Ther,
Morgan were dinner gues'.; of Mrs 1 Mr. and Mrs Charles Peltola who
Vlbalhaven Is now serving both Caroline G. Carpenter .........
5.00
50 cents or over you will receive votes to nut for your favorite con
Mrs. Thomas on the arm of Col F. Islands ir. its daily trip to and from'j Frances Forchheimer ............... 5 00
Edith Hesse Green at Ye Gceene iiave been occupying the Cassens
testant Votes ran be obtained only from the concerns listed brlow.
The
final
outing
of
the
Methebesec
S. Philbrick, past commander of
Arbour. Union, Sunday.
1 tenement. Camden street, have gone
Ballot boxes are available in each store. And every merchant who
Club takes place Thursday at thc Edwin Libby Post, and post depart Rockland.
Winifred S Leighton ............... 25 00
-----.
’ to Fitchburg. Mass.
cares to may participate.
Mrs.
Irving
Simpson
was
a
Rock

St.
Clair
cottage.
Ash
Point.
Take
Miss Olive Bevistock who has been
_____
,
E. K. Leighton ____________ 25.00 1
ment commander. Following were land visitor Saturday.
basket
lunch,
arrange
transportation
spending a few days with Misses ( jjrs Qena Atherton. Cedar street.
MEN’S WEAR
MARKETS
Mayor C. M. Richardson and these
A Friend .......... ......................... 100
Among the earliest comers and the
Caroline and Elizabeth Jameson re-,
Pas been very Hl for several with Mrs. Alice Karl.
department officers. Mrs. Rose Minot
Gregory’s
Miss
Lena
Miller
......................
3
00
Perry
’
s
Foodland
latest to ieave North Haven each seaturns to Boston today.
1 .vceks with rheumatism, has recovRockland
Rockland tic Main St..
421 Main St.,
Elmer B. Crockett on a business of Lewiston, treasurer; Mrs. Clara sen are Mr. and Mrs. Arthur E. Mar- Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Brown ........ 10 00
~
a
» o,.,Jcred sufficiently to go out.
Curtis,
secretary;
Mrs
Ethel
Foley
OIL
BURNERS.
RANfiE
OIL
[ trip in New York is visiting his sister.
Congressman Moran and son Paul
____
DEPARTMENT STORES
of Portland, chaplain; Mrs. Minnie tell of Newtonville, Mass. Mr Mar- F M. Kittredge ......................... 2.00
RKERIGERAT1ON, KIEL OIL
spent Sunday at Gouldsboro.
Mr and Mrs R B Cr,f m spend- [Mrs. Oeorge Anderson in Newark, NJ. Raye ot Auburn, conductress; Mrs tcll is the head of the A. E. Martell Dr. and Mrs. N. A Fogg ...... . 10.00
Fullet-Cobb-Da v is
A. C. McLoon Co.
Company of Keene, N. H , a commer
Mr and Mrs. Frank A. Kimball | in« *
day»
Main St.,
Rockland
Mr and Mrs. Fred Pillsbury and Inez Adams of Lewiston, guard; Mrs cial printing establishment and one Mrs. Mary B. H. Seaverns____ 5 00
COLLISION WORK
Bertha
F.
Soule
of
Freeport,
past
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Keating .... 5.00 ;
of Thc Highlands have returned
xticc \fnhpi Seavpv returned Rat- I son Buddy of Weymouth. Mass . president; Mrs. Elizabeth Barton, in- of the
GARAGES
the^ coumry. It does a Mrs. Ellen C. L. Clark ............. 4.0C
from a motor trip of eight days
™abel Seavey returned Sat were guesU Qf Mrs Charles peterton
Rockland Body & Fender
which took them to the Thousand
“^day from Brewer and Bangor at south Thomaston for the weekend. spector; Mrs. Florence Jackman of Iarge business in Maine and New Clinton H. Crane _________ 25.00 1
Kent’s
Shop
•Islands. Niagara Falls and other >bere she had been spending the
------Portland, aide de camp; Mrs. Carrie England with banks and commercial Mrs. Mary H. Wardwell .......... 10.00 J
Rockland S55 Main St.,___________ Rm kJ a n d
5M Main St.,
houses
in
general.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
points of interest. They visited rela- week wlth her iour sisters. She was , Mrs. Raymond Thompson was Doull of Portland, past president).
accompanied home by her father. H. hostess to the Eight Be les Friday Also in line were Mrs. Emma Torrey Martell left on the Westport Satur McDougall-Ladd Co___ _____ 15.00
LADIES* WEAR
DRUG STORES
fives In Palmer. Mass.
L. Seavey who spent the weekend evening, with bridge honors falling to cf Rockport, senior vice president of day night, and Mrs. Martell had ‘a [ F. D. Alden _______________ 5 00
Cutler’s
Comer Drug Store
Rockland «?2 Main St.._____
Main St.
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Gregory, with his son. William and Mr. and Mrs. Velma Marsh. Mrs. Mary Jor- the National Relief Corps of Maine; very narrow escape from what might No Name ................................... 25.00
_____ Rot kland.
daughters Misses Edna and Ruth Mrs. W. P Rawley, who were guests dan and Mrs. Helena Col'.art.
Mrs. Lillian Lincoln of Camden, have been a serious mishap. As the Lawrence Portland Cement Co. 50.00
Auto Elertrit
Wall Paper
Westport
came
in
It
bumped
the
|
Gregory, and B. Stanley Gregory of of Mrs. Mary E. Messer.
department president of Ladles of
Farrel Co., Inc.
C. M. Blake Store
Miss Christol Cameron entertained G.A.R.; I. Leslie Cross, Junior vice wharf, the impact being such that a I Mr. and Mrs. Wm. T. White .... 10.00
Olencove, motored to Cadillac Moun
MS Main Street
662 Main Street
27
members
of
the
Browne
Cluib
at
a
Mrs Agnes Albee of Bernard who
tain Saturday.
president, and Col. E. K. Gould long extension ladder was knocked jMr. and Mrs. C. W Sheldon ...... 10.00
visited her parents, Mr. and Mrs 1 covered dish supper Friday at her secretary and treasurer. Department over, missing her instep by a very Mrs. Ella P. Grimes .................. 10 00
Drug Storek
Shoe Repairing
Radio. Sporting Good*
R()( hl AMI SIKH
MeCARTY’S
A card partv will be given at Benjamin Sukeforth and aunt, Mrs cottage at Holiday Beach. Thc eve of Maine. Sons of Union Veterans; narrow margin, As it was It caught Mrs. E. D Spear ...................... 10.00
IIOI SE SHERMAN. In<
REPAIRING
CO.
6M
Main
Street
Grand Army hall tomorrow after-Gena
___ _ Atherton last week retuined ning was spent in singtog favorite old Capt. H. R Huntley and Allan Kelley, the toe of her shoe, causing injury
<t3 Main Street
Dr.
F.
B
Adams
........................
5.00
songs with mandolin accompaniment
noon at 2.30 under the auspices of ] Saturday?
and pain.
Roota and Shoe*
Restaurants
j
members
of
Edwin
Libby
Post
G
A
R
Furniture
furnished by S. T. Constantine, and
Boston shoe store
Nt W BERT’S
Andrew J. Peters ...................... 10.00
Auxiliary of Sons of Union Veterans. 1
Mrs. Aidelma Mullen, president of
Main Street
386 Main Street
STUDLEY FURN. CO
playing
games.
Mrs. Gladys Thomas will be hostess
A
Friend
.....
1.00
Thc Woman’s Auxiliary of St.
Main Street
the Relief Corps, and Mrs. Ida HuntCrockett-Bray
Emit
Cleaning and Prenslnc
Peter's Church meets Thursday eve
5.00
Capt. William F. Baker of Balti ley. vice president, acted as hostesses, A wedding of particular interest to | Dr C. D. North.......................
NAUM A ADAMS
1. L. CROSS
Mr. and Mrs E. H Cameron and ning at 7.30 at the home of Mrs
Hardware
15.00
2?0 Main Street
<37 Main Street,
more. formerly of Rockland, was a and Mrs. Mary Cooper was a most thc people of North Haven took place The Britt Home .......
daughter. Miss Christol Cameron. Mr Alton Dccrow.
H. H
CRIE CO.
456 Main Street
d.nner gJe st of his sister. Mrs. B. L. efficient general chairman.
Gwendolyn F. Rochester .......... 25.00
and Mrs. H. J. Keating and daugh
Jewelry
PUh Market
Saturday
evening
at
the
home
of
Mr.
Grafton, in Thomaston. Friday, hav
After the receving line was tn
C. E. DANIELS
CRIE HARDWARE CO.
FRBD HASKELL
ter. Miss Katherine Keating. Mr. and
F. W. Fuller Sunday Joined Mrs. ing motored over from Portland place, the aides presented a drill, and Mrs. Pierce Crcokett, when Miss Cora F. TaJbot ............................ 25.00
37® Main Street
4®S Main street
Main Street
Mrs. R. S. 8herman and Mrs. Helen Fuller
Thimble
Club
....................
5.00
to
share
in
a
vlsii
with
Mr.
and
where his ship, the Santa CecCia, is Jwlth the massing of the flags to the Mabel Bray became the wife of Leon
D. Perry motored to Farmington
Grain—FIout—Feeds—Sugar, Etc.
Root*
and
Shoes
STOVER FEED MFG. CO.
MrLAIN SHOE STORE
Sunday visiting Mine. Nord lea's Mrs. Wyman Foster at Needham, for a few days.
music of The Star Spangled Banner. Crockett. The bride is the daugh E. E. Simmons.............................. 2.00
Mass.
86
Park
Street
437
Main
Street,
Rockland
John
Oribbcl
.............................
20
00
home and thc Zoo. and having sup
Opportunity was made for everyone
.
10I-11H
Mr and Mrs. H. N. McDougall of to meet and congratulate the new ter of Mr and Mrs. Charles Bray, G. Carl Cassens.......................... 2.00
per at. Lakewood on thc homeward
Mrs. A. T Clifford Is visiting in Portland spent thc weekend in Farm
long time residents of North Haven Mary E. Haines .......................... 5.00
trip.
•
president.
Boston
ington.
*
Mayor Richardson extended the Both bride and groom are among A Friend .................................... 2900
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Stevens re
city's greetings and congratulations
WEDNESDAY
turned Sunday from a week's trip The Dorcas Society was entertained
Mrs. Millie Thomas, newly elected to Mrs. Thomas, who responded in a North Haven’s most popular young John W. Burns ......................... 15.00
yesterday
by
Mrs.
E.
S.
Bird
at
her
chiefly through Aroostook County
president of the State Relief Corps, gracious manner, expressing her people, and both arc graduates of the j Aldana F. Bicknell ................. 5X>0 ‘
ROARIN6 6UHJ
where Mr. Stevens inspected Royal cottage at Mirror Lake.
was honor guest at a dinner at Beach gratitude for being elected president High L'chool. The groom is also a Dudley Wolfe ........................... 50.00
birk hit defitnee Io a
Ai :h Masonic bodies. They were
Inn Friday, and was presented with of the first patriotic body organized graduate of Wentworth Institute of Herbert W. Keep ..................... 5 00 J
low that twists justice 1
The BPW Club meets Thursday a r.ecklaee from past State presidents.
accompanied by Mrs. L«nora Waller,
their house guest. Points visited evening at the home of Mrs. Donald State officers present were Mrs. Rose after the Civil War. At this point Boston, having specialized in modern [ Mrs. E. W. Berry ..................... 2.00 [
The West's Most
a
bouquet
of
beautiful
red
roses
from
were Houlton. Fort Kents Caribou, Perry.
Minot of Lewiston, treasurer; Mrs. thc local Corps was presented by Mrs plumbing. The bride has for many Previously reported ................ 986.00
virile hero
Island Falls. Mattawamkeag, Milli
Itooevlk
Club
......................
6.00
years been a member of the young j
Clara Curtis, secretary; Mrs. Ethel
nocket and Brownville, and before re
Mrs. Jennie W. Bird has returned Foley of Portland, chaplain; Mrs. Mullen . Comrade Philbrick. who is ladies' choir of thc Baptist Church, Mr. and Mr:; M. E Wotton .... 10.00 '
turning home a trip was made to from a visit of several weeks with Minnie Raye of Auburn, conductress; also a member of the G A R. national and one of its most accomplished
beard of finance, extended greetings
ML Katahdin, Ripogenus Dam. her daughter. Miss Madeline Bird, in
Mrs Inez Adams of Lewiston, guard; his few iremarks brimming with wit singers.
Total to date ...................... $1,000.01
Greenville and Moosehead Lake. Trenton, N. J.
Mrs. Beitha F. Soule of Freeport. Others speaking were Mis. Doull. j The marriage ceremony was perThey report Aroostook County "rid
.
.
. ,
. .
.
. past president; Mrs. Elizabeth Bar- Mrs. Lincoln. Mrs. Soule. Mrs. Torrey J formed In the presence of the imme
ing high." with a bumper crop of
A card partv is soon to be enjoyed £
tlnl offlcer; Mrs FIorcncc
EAST UNION
diate families of the contracting
spuds and high prices.
h „ ™
J,' a, h^““J 1 Jackman of Portland, aide de camp; Mr. Cross. Col. Gould, and Comrade.' parties by Rev. Henry Felton Huse.
A Paramount Pitluip will*
benefit in which thc public is desired 1 Mrs. Hattie Davies and Mrs. Carrie Huntley add Kelley. Mrs. May Cross
Mrs. Henry A. Reuter of Boston is to share. Miss Daly, the hospital
Mrs. Bertha Smith of Wollaston. I
RANDOLPH
SCOTT
a past State officer of the Auxiliary In the impressive service each preguest of Mr. and Mrs. J. Fred Knight, superintendent, .and Mrs. Arthur W. Doull of Portland, past State presi
jsented the other with a wedding ring. Mass., spent a few days recently, the 1
HARRY CAREY
SPECIAL
CHILDREN
’
S
dents.
Also
Mrs.
Adelma
Mullen,
, Attending them was the sister of the guest of her niece Mrs. Shirley Bogle. I
Broad street.
NOAH BIERY
Elliot of Thomaston are the chairmen president of Edwin Libby Relief
MATINEE 4 O’CtfH K
bride Mrs. Louise Bray Gabrielson of
VERNA HIILIE
Miss Ethel Davis has returned to
in
charge
and
they
will
be
assisted
by
AdmJ.'
s'.on
10
Cents
Mrs. E. C. Moran, Jr., has returned
Corps. Mrs. Riah Knight and Mrs
BUSTER CRABBE
[Bar Harbor and Parker Crockett of Hartford after a brief vacation spent'.
from a week's visit with Mr. and the full board of .directors.
Eliza Plummer, members; Mrs. Ber
irrntc
t North Haven, brother of the groom. with
with hnr
her nparents,
Mr. one!
arid Mrs. George
Mrs. Harold Carman in Farmington
After the ceremony ice cream and Davis.
Mr. and Mrs. F. O. Cormier of 17 tha Curtis of Portland and Col. F. S.
THURSDAY
wedding cake were served.
Crescent
street were pleasantly sur Philbrick Several of the guests re
Mr and Mrs. Lawrence Morton
Mrs. James O'Hara spent the
turned
to
Mrs.
Thomas'
home
for
an
She Stopped At Nothing
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Crockett have and daughter Dorothy and Mr. and j
weekend in Boston with Mr. OHara prised when 11 of Mr. Comler's rela informal afternoon. Rockland has STEAMSHIP LINES
To Make Herself
I the heartiest best wishes of their Mrs. George Payson motored to Port- j
who Is staff organist for Station tives visited there the last week. One the distinction of contributing four
sister he had not seen for 26 years;
hosts of friends. They left on the land one day last week.
WBZ. Hotel Bradford.
Miss Elizabeth Anderson and brother
the others for 11. In the party were State presidents—the late Mrs. Lettie
Westport
for a brief wedding trip.
Rhodes, Mrs. Hattie Davies. Mrs
I and friends all arc pleased that they Harold of Criehavcn were In town dur- ,
Ruth Draper, the internationally Emillene Cormier of New Bedfoid Mary Cooper and Mrs. Thomas.
with
known impersonator, closes her sum and three daughters, Misses Blanche
are to maxe their home at North Ha lr.j the fair.
CONSTANCE
BENNETT
mer home in Islesboro this week and Sara, and Alvina Jacques; a son,
Mrs. H. M .Watts has returned'
ven. Their rooms In thc Crockett
JOEL MrCREA
She plans to spend several months Ernest, a grandson. Arthur Jacques;
home
from
West
Rockport
wh~re
she
home
have
already
been
furnished
lor BANGOR
has been caring for Mrs. Donald Tol- i
early next year in South Africa and MV. and Mrs. John Mclanson of Wa
Now Playing
Tues Thurs., Sat.,
5.00 A. M. and are most attractive.
Australia collecting material for new terville; Mr. and Mrs. Emillene Cor
man.
Shows
“ANOTHER
character sketches.
mier and daughter Louise of Mount
2 00, 6.30, 8.30
Elmer Walter and family made their
Watch for thc NRA directory, list
LANGUAGE”
for BOSTON
Vernon, Me. It was a happy gath
Cont. Sat.
with
Tues.. Thurs., Sat.,
8.60 P. M. ing of merchants who are members usual trip from Welfboro, N. H.. to
Miss Bernice Lindsey entertained ering.
Ko'-t. Montgomery
2-10.20 Standard
attend the North Knox Fair. Mr.
to appear soon in The dourier-Ga- !] Walter
Friday evening at her home on
was formerly of Warren and
Helen Hayes
for BAR HARBOR
Laurel street, observing her 16th
zette.
116-118 ; still holds his interest In that annual ‘
Can arrange all expense trips from ,
Tues.,
Thurs
,
Sat.,
5.15
A.
M.
birthday.
Guests
were Misses
event.
Eleanor Spear, Vivian Mullen. Mari $50 up to Century of Progress Expo- '
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Spear are visit- [
for
BROOKLIN
kition
by
rail,
bus
or
boat.
Maurice
|
an Marshall. Camela Emery. Ione
ing her parents. Mr. and Mrs. John
Mon., Wed., Fri.,
7.30 A. M.
Louraine. Mertie Lindsey. In addi-1 p. Lovejoy, office telephone 1060-J; 1
Turn That Vacant Room
Anderson. In Criehavcn.
t.'on to solos by Miss Spear and read residence telephone 90-M.
114tf
Into Cash With a
ings bv Miss Louraine, there were
FARES GREATLY REDUCED
CHIROPODY, MANICURING. SHAMPOOING AND PERMANENT
dancing, cards and games. Mrs.
Watch for the NRA directory, list
“To Rent” Advertisement
WAVING
“
Buy
In
October"
support
the
gov
Francis Louraine assisted Mrs. Lind
For reservations apply
ing of merchants who are members
in The Courier-Gazette
MILLINERY, LADIES’ AND CHILDREN'S FURNISHING
sey in serving refreshments which ernment and the NRA. Commodities
ROCKLAND
WHARF
to appear soon in. The Courier-Ga
incuded a gayly decorated birthday will be higher next month. Buy In
34 MAIN STREET, CAMDEN, ME.
Telephone 770
zette.
116-118
October and save.—adv.
•
cake.

Senter Gran© Cdwm.pa’nip

$|.00

OUR DAFFODIL BULBS

Daffodils in variety
Madonna Lilies

Narcissus in variety
Mixed Tulips

SILSBY’S

CENTURY OF PROGRESS VOTES

imieCnyt

MANiHl
FOREST

EASTERN

Failings from

^ROCKLAND

“A BED OF ROSES”

Suppose You
Place an Ad. Here

And Stop It
If It Doesn’t Pay

DR. CLEMERET M. WALDEN
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I (WHO FOR GOVERNOR? c“y has bc*n <*>»«««<» bv many
1

_____

’Former Representative

Donald

ITS SIDE PARTNER

B

And Who For State Chair- Paitnd«c ol Norwa>’ u anothcr very Cranberry Bears That Rela-

One

beat Leader Says

.

.

.,

‘frequently suggested although many

naan Speculating About oj
frielld,, ^-ould like to see him
Next Year
- become a candidate for the Republi-

—

—

-

-

-

tion To Turkey So Soon
To Be In Demand

are packed into quarter-barrel boxes |
for shipment.
"Although the cranberry mad-.’ its
dinner table debut as cranberry sauce,
It now appears in a number of dif
ferent guises, ranging from cranberry
Juice cocktail to ‘mock cherry pie'
(made of cranberries and raisins.)
Cranberry muffins, steamed tranberry puddings, cranberry salad, and
cranberry frappe are other culinary
uses of the fruit. Bv canning a part
of each autumn's crop, cranberry |
raisers have extended the cranberry
eating season throughout the year."

------can nomination for Congress in this
It's cranben-y-picking time in the
Who will be the Republican
Former Councilor William
candidate for Governor in 1934?
g Linnen O(
cjty WOuld receive bogs of Massachusetts, New Jersey
Resinol Helped
Who will be the next chairman of ytrong support should he become a and other cranberry-raising States,
the Republican State committee?
My
Skin Amazingly
candiate as he may do. One hears
piquant "side partner" of roast
Suitable prises might be offered mentioned the name of former presi- lurkey ftnd other hollday dellcacies
Almost every girl and boy has
to pass through the “pimply age'*
lor the person who can answer one dent o( the Senate, J B Morrison of .
and many complexions are per
or both these questions. This could pmmpj although there is ample au- becomes an important source of inmanent ly marred at that time by
be done safely for there would be thortty {or stating that the Franklin I come at this time of the yeor for
thoughtless neglect or by treat
ments that are too harsh.
no claimants. There are plenty of county man has not the slightest scores of cranberry producers, and
Help nature clear up these
possibilities, but party opinion or jn^ntion of entering a contest. At thousands ot pickers.
WOULD BUY LIGHTHOUSE
^"Essolene leads the field,
pimples by washing the face twice
even section of party opinion does one time Mr Morrkon did have m
cranberry thrlves ln .depres.
daily with pure Resinol Soap.snd
not seem to focus on any individual ,nind t0 run (or Governor in the last
. |hat u geographical fcpres- Charles Dana Gibron's Son Insists applying soothing Resinol Oint
ment liberally to the sore, pimply
because Essolene is made
or individuals
primaries. Had he done so at that j
„ iay$ a buUetln from the
That Tower Must Not Be Razed
spots. See what an improvement
This if we except Alfred Ames of t)me
quite probable he would
I
a week's use will make.
Washington D. C. headquarters of
Machias
who
is
an
active
candidate
hav
.
e
nominated
and
elected,
Langhorn Gibson, who has spent
by I he Industry's Leader
the National Geographic Society.
for the Oovemor nomination, is -pjle chairmanship of the State
several summer seasons at Dark
"The type of soil best suited for cran
■ busily ploughing the field now and committee might not be so difficult
Harbor, has Indicated a desire to es
“Next to baseball I know motor fuel best. I've sold it
berry culture is found only in low,
has been for some time and as I [0 settle, for this is a matter to be
tablish a permanent summer home
for years. I sell it now — all winter long—down in
peat bogs which can be easily flooded
understand It expects to be nomi- arranged without having to bother to
at Islesboro and has shown great in
Memphis, after the season's over.
to protec, the plants fiom fro$i.
terest in the property on which
nated.
.
go to a primary election with It.
“And let me tell you, folks, it takes a leader to deliver
insects, forest fires and weeds.
the goods — in hasebull or in motor fuel. That's why you
Grindle's Point lighthouse stands.
It must be admitted that a man
scorns to be taken for granted
An American Instltntion
can depend on Essolene — the largest oil organization in
He has authorized an agent there to
who is trying to be nomltuted and that chairman Daniel F. Field will
the world is behind it. When the Colonial Beacon Oil
"Although the cranberry Is raised keep him posted in matters pertain
who has some good backers working want to retire at the end of his term,
Company says — ‘Essolene guarantees smoother per
for him, as the Machias man has jhe party never had. a more efficient on a small scale in Novia Scotia, ing to the sale of the property. The
formance* that certainly means you'll get smoother
has
a better chance of being se- or more conscientious leader than Holland, Australia, and Tasmania, light, was abandoned June 30 and the
performance.
lected than any number of those who jjr pjf]d hut he may think that he the cultivated cranberry is largely an government has announced that land
“I use nothing hut Essolene and Essoluhe Motor Oil ill
have got no further than thr has had the honor long enough. It American institution, developed from and buildings will be offered for sale
my car.
“You'll get quick starting, smooth pick-up, mileage and
Mr. Gibson has intimated that his
"mentioned" class.
js as necessary to have a good state , native plants, and associated since
economy with Essolene that you never could get in the
Start the primaries tomorrow and chairman as a good candidate for pioneer days with Thanksgiving Interest will cease If the old light
old-fashioned gasolines. Take my word for it.**
most folks would agree that Mr Governor and the right man may Christmas, and New Year's Feasts tower is razed, and late Information
Ames would be the man. What will even wjth more difficulty be found Before the white man came to the is that, the government means to dc
happen between now and June is should Mr. Ames be nominated there New World the Indians, It is said this. Mr. Gibson would want the
something else again But even at are many who thlnk that* the logical ate dried, powdered cranberries with picturesque tower to remain as a part
of the buildings now standing on
that he will be a hard man to beat sciecUcn would be Fred J. O'Connell wild turkey.
manaceh or n. v. ciants-natkmal l&acle champions-i»m
tunning against a field of five or of Bangor He has done much to
"Massachusetts is the leading cran- the point of land which comprises
six or even three or four.
promote the interests of the Machias berry-producing State, growing more the landed part of the property. It
OASOLINI AMICI
Then who else? That for the pres-man and (j,e ia^ter has every con- than half of the world's crop. New is anticipated that the land and
AT IIGU1AI
ent Is a long story, but one that is fjd(!nce (n him.
I Jersey ranks second. Wisconsin third buildings will be offered at public sale
susceptible of condensation.
It
....
while New York, Oregon. Washington and at least one other visitor to
probably will be condensed by time Frank J. Ham the presentcollector j Minnesota, Michigan, and. Virginia Dark Harbor summer colony has ex
the June primaries come around.
of internal revenue is frequentlj j ako contribute to the tide of ruby pressed a wish to know when such
t'in«
• • • •
mentioned for the place. At the time berrieg valued at nearly $4,000,000 a sale Is advertised, with a view, pre
1 LU*'”
sumably, to making a bid on it.
Smoother Performance
Talk of former Marshal Stillman that he served In that capacity he I annually.
The summer home of Mr. Gib. on’s
E. Woodman, present beer commis- proved one of the ablest political di-1 "Cranberries have been cultivated
Copr 1933. E~o Ik
sloner has been revived. The subject rectors that the party ever had. Wil- (on pape cod since about 1810, but it parents. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dana
COLONIAL BF.ACON OIL COMPANY, INC. • STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF PENNSYLVANIA
has been broached to Mr Woodman lard Cummings of Skowhegan and was not until the accidental discovery Gibson, is but a short distance from
STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW JERSEY • STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF LOUISIANA
and while the idea does not greatly Lewis O. Barrows have also been ln jjjq that ‘sanding’ (covering the the lighthouse property, on Seven'
seem to appeal to him, I am told suggested for the position.
bogs with a thin layer of clean sandi Hundred Acre Island.
that he is not quite as set against The most recent suggestion that j improved the quality and quantity ol
THOSE FOUR QUESTIONS
hSO
It as he was a year ago 1 have not the writer has heard is former Rep- the crop that ty,e Industry really
•••
asked him myself so if that is wrong resentative Partridge. In his contest prospered.
h.-..‘:ru
my apologies.
lor
Republican nomination for Bogs Need Both Dikes and Ditches Official Figure, Show How We Voted
On Them At Special Election
The former marshal was strongly Congress in the Second district the
"The word 'oog may suggest a
urged to run in 1932. but not for a Norway man demonstrated his ability
wampy area, but during most of
Official returns of the state refer
minute would he listen to the pro- to pick up votes in a manner that |
the growing season a cranberry bog endum last, month, canvassed bj
position. Had he consented there is surprised most people outside of his
no doubt in the writers mind but own county. He is a good speaker, -s as dry as a well-kept awn. ae. Governor Brann and Executive
he would have beeii nominated and has a most attractive personality and however, must bs availab e for
- Council showed:
Excise tax on electric power com
none but he would have been elected ts an indefatigable worker. That he ;ng and £«me<mes for trriga orr
He made a fine record as an admin- wcu'd be an ideal man for the place cranberry bog must possess both panies' tamings, no, 90.804; yes.
lstratcr ln the office of marshal, is all concerned agree. Should he be of- dikea t0 hold *ate^
!ong “ 11 u 46.015.
Tax on Intangible personal prop
man of very superior judgment lered and accept the place at this needed and ditches to drain off excess
and has no political enemies Also he time, he wculd of course have to give I moisture; for, while the cranberry erty, no 85,352; yes, 44.832.
Authorize use of voting machines
Is an eastern Maine man and that is up the idea of seeking elective office Plant can live for months under
an asset, although it does not clear at this time.
durin» the dormant seasom l. no. 64,553; yes. 57,230.
Raise state's debt limit, no. 81.023;
the field for the nomination
The matter is on the knees of the cannot grow or Produce fruit while
There has been some talk lately ftods at the present time. Notwith- submerged. If the bogs are flooded yes, 47,878.
that former Councillor Blaine
8. landing the disasters of the last during the bearing season, they must
Vlits would be a good man to nom- election. Republican leaders believe be drained raldly, because prolonged
iraU'. He has many elements
of that with right candidates and able ' flooding is often followed by serious
IN NEW YORK <IT¥
strength, served with distinction In direction they can retrieve their mjury to the fruit and even to t.V
Reasonable Rates • Prepossessing Locations
the Senate and as a member of the esses another fall It Is also realized Plants.
council and Is recognized as a man 'hat winning simplyby going
"Qlven
an acid soil, valueless for
SINGH
DOUIll
of exceptionally sound judgment in through the motions of a campaign is most other agriculture, the cranberry
PiractlMaf I). Carmi
public matters. He would go big in a thing of the past, which perhaps thrives. Decayed vegetable matter
HOTIl YORK «* 7lh Ava. and 36th St — 1 minute Penn. Station
5 just as well.—Fred K. Cwen in the forms an ideal base, while sand
Kennebec county, certainly.
MOTH OKAND- Broadway and 31st St.— 1 minutes Penn. Station
spread loosely over the field, permits
HOTIl INDICOTT-Columbus Ave. and 81 it St — Opposite Perk
Portland Sunday Telegram.
better drainage and also keeps down
MOTH MARTHA WAIHINOTON for Women - 89 East 89th St
t It has been current understanding
weeds and moss The average size
in recent weeks that he would be a
SUSIE E. GARDNER
IN BOSTON
IN CHICAGT
of Massachusetts and New Jersey
candidate for the Republican nomi
Hotel Plaza, No. Ave. A- No. Clark St. $I.S0 up
Hotel Manter, No. Station. 12.50 up.
Susie E Gardner. 56. died Sept. 21 bogs is about 10 acres, but any patch
nation for representative to Congress
and It is likely that this would ap at Seattle. Wash., after an illness ol of level bog land from one-tenth of
peal to him more than running for some four months. She was the an acre up to 100 acres or more can
Large
Governor
However, he is being widow of William A. Gardner, who be successfully cultivated.
talked of for.the latter nomination died June 24. 1931. in Seattle. Mr bogs must Ae subdivided, however
There is danger in trying to com and Mrs. Gardner went to that city for flooding and drainage.
“Massachusetts bogs show a bettei
pile this list of the "mentioned" that from Rockport in the fall of 1907
.someone will be omitted and so think and Mr. Gardner took contracts for average yield than those of any
j they are slighted, but it seems about various woik, and for a time was in other State, producing about 30
Honolulu. Their home was In that barrels per acre.’ Some .bogs have
‘time to take the chance.
part of Seattle, called Beacon Hill, I averaged 50 barrels per aire ever a
r.OSTON, MASS.
Talk of Co). Sherman N. Shum
BEACON STREET,
and both had a large circle of friends |j period of rears. Yields of 100 barrels
way of Bangor has not ceased.
who will miss them. Mrs. Gardner
Here Is another eastern Maine man
per acre, or even a barrel to the rod
was a beautiful character, and life
and one who has been suggested as
1 are not unknown. But the all-time
was dear to her. and she wished to
RUPPERT 8PON8OR8 Byrd Expeditionj Oovemor material ever since he live and was hopeful to the last. She championship for large acreage is i
Ixx a ed on Beacon
Rear Admiral-Richard E. Byrd plotting hit
WORLD'S FATTEST MAN—
Hill next Io the
i landed in Boston with the old 26th was the daughter of George L. and heId bv an 89-acre
in Wlsconsln |
Joseph Raggio weighs ever 700
coming airplane flights over the immense
State House
pounds. He lives in Philadel
Antarctic continent for Cot. Jacob Ruppert, DO YOU KNOW THIS
Division. Colonel Shumway has the Mary E. .Shlbles, Brewstor ot Rock- i whlch has
more than 125
phia and hasn’t been In the
nationally known sportsman and brewer RAVISHING SCREEN
ability and no Maine man has a bet port, and prior to going to Seattle. barreU ,0
acre' and even ln ‘otl
street for 13 years. His daily
and owner of the Yankee baseball team,
ter war record. In the past running had resided in Rockport for about 30 I years yields over 50.
BEAUTY?
diet It 12 tbe. of spaghetti, 8 of
who has become one of the sponsors of the
for political office has never seemed
frankfurters, 3 loaves of bread,
new Byrd South Pole Expedition.
Crop Picked With ‘Sugar Scoops'
years.
SO to 70 eggs, 3 quarts of lee
to appeal to him. Until recently he
j "The cranberry plant itself is a
Just a few minutes' walk to the theatre, financial
cream and 2 gallons of coffee.
has been general counsel for a great
I tiny, trailing, woody growth, rising
and shopping renters
public utility corporation. But a
i less than a foot above the ground,
short time ago he retired from that
*2S,°*°Ay| but forming a dense mat of vegeta
position to be president of the Mertion. Once the fruit was picked
i rill Trust Company. This would
j entirely by hand. Now hand scoops
make him eligible for the Governor
Rooms without bath, $2.00 up: with bath, $3.00 up
! like an enlarged sugar scoop with
nomination in case the honor ap
Complete Restaurant and Cafeteria Service
icvZh, strip fly M--ries from the
pealed to him. So far as I know,
I bushes.
no one has asked him about it lately.
"The harvesting season is short,
• • • •
beginning
in New England in early
Before leaving eastern Maine the
September
(a week or two later in
name of Former Councillor Lewis O.
THINK OP ITI Only $150
AB JENKINS, internationally famoua au
1 Naw Jersey) and extending over a
tomobile driver and holder of 60 apeed and
Barrows should be referred to.
a day single .... and $4JX>
! period of six weeks. For this reason
endurance records, flachea acroaa the flnMr. Barrows was the runner-up last
double for this smart centrally
lih line at Great Salt Desert, Utah, avorag.
the bogs must be situated near a
.
OFFERS
year
when
Burleigh
Martin
was
ing 117.8 miles an hour for 24 hours and sotting a mark of
located hotel
source
of surplus labor. In Mass117.98 miles an hour for 3,000 miles. The runs wore made on
(nomlnated, and generally It has been
i achusetts many of the cranberry
{understood that the proposition of
OFF FOR CUBA—Marines leaving experimental Safety Silvertown tires, B. F. Goodrich Com
I pickers come from the industrial
pany,
Akron,
Ohio.
Philadelphia Navy Yard.
running was not likely to interest
districts around Boston; New Jersey
i him this time.
but what rooms they are/ i pickers migrate from Philadelphia,
A Home Company and Local Investment
, '
,,
, . „ 1 I was talking the other day with
| due primarily to the fact that much bonds. The rate of increase of traffic *
who
hjs c
; Newark, and Trenton; and Indians
GOOD MONEY MAKER
Legal For Maine Savings Banks
Cheerful, colorful, cozy, eodi wBh
of the Atlantic Highway east of over the bridge alncelU opening ln the
c
from reservations pick part, of Wis
Tax Free to Holders in Maine
Kennebec Bridge May Be Toll-Free Bath was under construction and fall of 1927 has exceeded expecta- and
private bath, shower, radio, circu
consin's crop. Where heavy hand
In Ten Y'ears—Bucksport Bridge ! motorists were diverted to other tions, however, and at the present
Free
From Normal Federal Income Tax
__
lating ice water and many other scoops are used men do most of the
In '48
arise circumstances to induce him to
Par Value $100. Dividends payable quarterly,
roads This year Comptroller Run- rate of usage indicates that 1944
features you'll be happy about work in the field. Women are tomrun. He didn’t think he would, but!
February, May, August and November I st. Callable
The Bath bridge will be freed from nells estimates the bridge will again ; will be the approximate date for the |
rmintPd
ployed in the screening and packing
toll in about ton vears or six to seven exceed the normal yearly increase abandonment of tolls.—Bath Times. ■
tireiy
as a whole or in part at $ 105 a share.
houses.
Coming down to this part of the
years in advance of the originally expected of it.
This stock, issued under the approval of the
"Central screening houses and
1 What merchants belong to the ] State abopt all there is to do is to
estimated period, according to State. In 1925 when the Legislature
cooperative marketing agencies are
Public Utilities Commission is offered to investors
NRA? Watch for the directory, soon mention names Councillor Frank W
Comptroller Runnells. The new authorized construction of the bridge
used by many cranbefry producers
Carlton of Woolwich, who ran fourth
at a price of $98.00 per share and accrued interest,
Courier-Gazette.
bridge at Bucksport pidbably will it was estimated that the bridge t0 aPPear ln
In the screening houses an ingenious
last year, Is still looked upon as a
yielding a little more than 6% per annum.
not become toll free until about would not become free of tolls until
BASSICK BROTHERS
machine separates good from bad
possible entrant In the race and
! 1950. The tolls were to pay about
Subscriptions for this stock will be received at
South Thomaston
berries by forcing them over a short
there seems to be much reason to
With the exception of last year the 45 per cent of the bond issue of
the
office
of the company, 5 Lindsey street, Rock
Fine Memorials in Granite support the thought. “I know he is
barrier. Good berries are resilient,
$3,000,000 bridge between Bath and $3,000,000 plus the inteiesl., while an- Represented by
land,
Maine.
85-T-tf thinking of it,” said one man to me
and bounce over the barriers. Soft
Woolwlch has exceeded all estimates nual assessments on the Maine Cen- (
Camden-Rockland Water Co.
C. H. WOODCOCK
ones fall into a discard hopper. Hand
Friday,
a
man
who
ought
to
know.
as to its earning capacity. Last year tral Railroad, Joint user of the Tel. 56-3
Thomaston, Me.
10B-S-tf
sorters ‘screen’ all berries before they
8peaker
Franz
U.
Burkett
of
this
the receipts fell off about $30,000 bridge, are to retire the remaining
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May We Suggest—
HOTEL BELLEVUE

New Lower Rates

Ctt

1OOO ROOMS

Its Six Per Cent
Cumulative Preferred Stock

